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World’s Greatest Stars

for a// the People
OFFICIAL STATEMENT FROM ADOLPH ZUKOR

AFTER August 5, 1917, you
who want Paramount Pic-

tures can have them at your fa-

vorite motion picture theatre.

On the above date Paramount will

inaugurate a new policy of service to

the entire playgoing public. Any theatre

in America can secure Paramount Pic-

tures and Paramount Stars, just as it

chooses to book them.

The Restrictions Are Off

This announcement is the most im-
portant addressed to motion picture

patrons since September 1, 1914, when
the Paramount program was born.

By this plan your theatre will carry out

your wishes. Paramount will be able,

for the first time, to satisfy the enormous
public demand. And, after all,

Paramount Is a Public Service

Paramount originated the feature

photoplay idea. Beginning with Sarah

Bernhardt and IJames K.

Hackett, we gave to the

screen the famous stars of the

speaking stage, with master writers,

master directors, an investment of mil-

lions to lift motion pictures to their

present high plane.

Paramount Has the Stars

Some of the stars who appear in Para-
mount Pictures are: Mme. Petrova, Ann
Pennington, Billie Burke, Lina Cavalieri,

Jack Pickford, Pauline Frederick, Vivian

Martin, Wallace Reid, Sessue Hayakawa,
Julian Eltinge and Marguerite Clark.

Also, the famous Paramount-Arbuckle
two-reel comedies, the Victor Moore and

Black Diamond one-reel comedies, the

Paramount Bray Pictograph, weekly
“ Magazine on the Screen ” and Burton

Holmes Travel Pictures.

Ask for Paramount Pictures

Your theatre manager is now able to

secure the stars he may select—just as he
wants to book them. Tell him you want
to see Paramount Stars and Paramount
Pictures. Hand in the Box Office
Request below. He will

be glad to blow and will follow
_____

your wishes.

*****»“
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npHERE has been too much rigmarole about war
* taxes. In fact, there has been an excess of loose

talk in which the outstanding spirit of resentment

towards the government could not be otherwise than

detrimental to the public welfare. It is a time-honored

fact that the only two certainties extant are death and

taxation. It is the part of grace and wisdom to regard

both as inevitable and to constantly live so as to meet
each fate bravely. In this age of close scrutiny and
transcendant intelligence there is little chance of any
influence flourishing to a sufficient extent to impose

injustice in any form for any considerable period of

time, and for this reason it follows that a preponder-

ance of all taxation is usually as fair as conditions will

warrant. As a matter of good citizenship it becomes
obligatory for you and you to bear your part of what-

ever financial burden the salvation of our liberty may
entail. True, it may seem exorbitant, but we must
have faith in the spirit of equity which undoubtedly

actuates those charged with the tremendous responsi-

bility of raising vast sums of money with which to

prosecute a great war for humanity. Surely if millions

of men stand ready to give up their lives to defend

their country, you and you should be willing to give of

your savings and earnings without complaining. It is

eminently less of a sacrifice to unleash the power of

money—something that can be regained—than it is to

lose your life irretrievably. One feels an impulse to

shudder when he contemplates what would happen if

everybody deemed extra taxation unfair and devoted

their energies to figuring out ways to avoid it. Our
enemy could crush us with ease if that ever became the

temper of the ruling majority. However, fortunately,

those who are essaying to dodge payments due on the

huge bill Uncle Sam is contracting for the sake of

civilization are in a very small minority, and the

shirker is a rarity but if YOU happen to know of any-

one who betrays signs of threatening discontent, you
will be performing a patriotic service by making a seri-

ous effort to curb his biased loquacity and to convince

him of his error. Truly, if there ever was a time when
every individual should co-operate in the work of engen-

dering the Perfect Spirit into every soul in the land,

that time is now. Whenever YOU feel there is need

for it, talk up for Uncle Sam and talk loudly and im-

pressively.

DHOTOPLAY fans can contribute unlimited aid in
A

the perennial task of ameliorating the photoplay art

by demandng better plays. Needless to add, most pro-

ducers are constantly striving to make every improve-

ment possible, but a universal demand will serve to

prod those few who are laggard in keeping abreast with

the times. Make it a habit to always let the manager
of your favorite picture theater know what you think of

the various features he exhibits, and above all be sure

that you do not permit prejudice to warp your judg-

ment. Those of your opinions which prove good will

wield an influence for good by inspiring the exhibitor

to secure fewer of the bad films which displease you and

more of the meritorious ones which please you. From
the exhibitor, as an intermediary, comes the demand
which producers must respect if they would have their

releases popular. Is this suggestion not worth consid-

ering seriously?

T T seems inevitable that film will join milk, bread and
-"-potatoes in soaring high in the realm of increased

prices due to the fact that all the materials used in the

manufacture of this entertainment commodity are cost-

ing an average of at least twenty-five per cent, more
than was demanded six months ago. “We must bear a

share of the war burdens, and a just share we will

bear cheerfully and patriotically, but the picture in-

dustry will have to be favored with a decided increase

in admission prices at the theaters if it is to survive,”

says John R. Freuler, president of the Mutual Film

Corporation and head of picture enterprises said to

handle about one and one-half million feet of films per

week. He further predicts increases ranging from fifty

to one hundred per cent. As is obvious to all, the

fans will have to share in the new financial obliga-

tion entailed by the conditions in order to make it pos-

sible to continue the production on its present splendid

plane. Loyalty to an art worthy of every support

should inspire those who are devotees to it to pay a

little more and insure its maintenance rather than to

forsake it because of the unavoidable increases of ad-

mission prices. Each photoplay fan should carefully

weigh the facts in the case before assuming resentful

attitude. Moreover, despite the added expenses of the

times, there must be no general tendency to discon-

tinue assisting in the momentous work of keeping money
in circulation. It would be immeasurably dangerous to

the stability of the nation if there is a general hording

of money now. There is such a thing as too much
economy, and it would be a regrettable excess of it if

any considerable portion of the theater-goers decided to

refrain from indulging themselves in the pleasures of

the screen because of any reasonable advance in the

cost thereof.

T) E polite. It is a good policy at all times in all places

under all circumstances. Be the very puppet of

gentility and you will avoid many unpleasantries.

Above all—essay unimpeachable deportment while in a

photoplay theater. There is no place bad manners look

worse or that good manners look better. Don’t you be

the chatter-box who is spoiling the entire evening for

everyone within reach of your voice, and, by all means,

bear in mind that the vast majority of the others who
are attending the same show do not give a rap about

your criticisms of the pictures being exhibited. There

cannot be an excess of politeness, and you can help the

good cause along wonderfully by seeing to it that your

conduct is always such as to either excite admiration or

to be wholly unnoticed. If everybody pursues this course

incessantly the pleasure of witnessing picture shows

will be enhanced two-fold.
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BESSIE LOVE—Our Girl on the Cover
Every one in Los Angeles has some connection with

the motion picture industry. It is estimated that half a
million people can trace the source of their income to the
films. And the rest, merchants, professional men and the
like, share in the general prosperity. School girls want to
emulate Lillian Gish and Mabel Normand—and some of
them do. Bessie Love, a high school girl in Los Angeles,
is one who did; and in the short space of a single year,
rose to leading lady in some of the most important of Tri-
angle feature photoplays.

She was selected from a crowd of “extra” people who
thronged about the studio door one morning. Being ob-
servant, she soon became acquainted with the demands of

the work, and when John Emerson went from the East to
star in The Flying Torpedo,” and she was given the part
of the Swedish servant girl, she seized the opportunity to
show herself as one of the leading figures in the film.

She was transferred soon after that to the Ince studio
to play opposite William S. Hart in “The Aryan.” Then
Douglas Fairbanks came clattering down after making
“His Picture in the Papers" and “The Habit of Happi-
ness” in the East, and borrowed her for his play, “The
Good Bad Man.” She then appeared with Fairbanks in
“Reggie Mixes In.” Since she has been starring abundant-
ly all by her little clever self.
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the valiantly fighting Uncle Samuel.
These facts were fully appreciated by

Mary Pickford, when upon the conclu-
sion of her Artcraft picture, “A Ro-
mance of the Redwoods,” she found that

she had fourteen days in which to rest up
before commencing her new picture.
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I Whv L iry Pickford Crossed |

t :: :: By PETER GRIDLEY SCHMID |
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EGARDLESS of race,

creed, class, color, size,

ambition or vocation,

whether they are the daughters
of half-naked savages on the

South Sea Isle with nothing to do and
plenty of time to do it or the most popular

young ladies of the civilized world kept busy
obeying the commands of so-

ciety and the Red Cross,
there is one shrine at which
they all bow, pray and wor-
ship, namely, Dame Fashion,

Breathes there a man with a soul so dead
Who never to himself has said

:

“Girls will be girls!”

the breaker of hearts
and pocketbooks. And
Mary Pickford is no
exception to the rule.

“America’s sweet-
heart,” as she is called,

and one of the most
famous girls of the

century is a girl of all

girls, a real live
American girl with the
same faults, thoughts,
hopes and fancies
which actuate other
girls in their blithe-

s o m e meanderings
over this mundane
sphere which would be
so futile without them.
Mary is just the usual
girl when it comes to

striving for perfection
in the matter of per-
sonal presentation of
“the very latest thing in dress of the period.”
Show me a girl who has lost the desire to be
a fashion model and I will show you a girl

who has lost her pride. It is, as the wiseacres
say, “just like a girl,” which is exactly what
Mary Pickford is like with all her heart and
soul and a lot of irresistible vivacity.

The principal and about the only difference
between Miss Pickford and the average girl is

not in their fondness for dress, but in their

ability to get what they want when and exactly
how they want it. Who else but “Little Mary”
would take the time or could afford the ex-
pense to run over to New York from Los
Angeles just to humor a whim and to spend a
couple of very short days and a lot of other

things which mean little in the life of a
motion picture star.

Indeed, from the Pacific coast to the

Atlantic seaboard is hardly what might
be considered a commuting distance.

As a shopping trip to the city it repre-

sents a matter of 3,000 miles, five days
of tipping porters with the limitations

of the train allowing little chance
for escape. Moreover, there are

the usual well-known discom-
forts of a long railroad journey

to contend with, even
though one travels in the

best quarters money can
buy. And so to go from
the motion picture rendez-

s of California to the

mighty metropolis of Gotham,
the mecca of crowded sub-

ways, tall buildings and lob-

ster palaces and return con-
sumes ten days of time which
drags monotonously, and a

vast deal of the kind of self-

control which prevents one
from excoriating with-

out mercy the perpetra-

tors of railroad service

as efficient and speedy as

it is in this domain of
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“Little Mary” had often made the round
trip from Los Angeles to New York, and
consequently had no particular relish for
the journey. And yet, it was spring!
Spring meant new summer
dresses, and new summer dresses
such as Mary Pickford
wears can only be obtained
from her New York dress-

makers. What could a little

body do? Fourteen
days, minus ten days in

travel left four busy
days in which to pre-

pare for her new ward-
robe. It simply had to

be done, so, after plead-

ing with her mother,

who finally agreed to

accompany her as she

always does, Mary
gathered a few belong-

ings and bade Cali-

fornia an revoir, prom-
ising to be on hand in

time to start work on
her next picture ac-

cording to schedule.

With a look of con-

fidence Director Cecil

B. De Mille watched
the famous star depart.

He knew Mary Pick-

ford, and knew that

she would be back in

due course once she

had promised. Others,

however, were a bit

worried, for a few days’ de-

lay in a motion picture

studio upsets the entire work-
ing schedule. “She’ll be here at

nine o’clock on the morning we are

ready to shoot the first scene for the

new picture,” said Director De Mille to his

assistant, whereupon he promptly forgot the

fact that Mary had started upon her flying

trip across the continent, and plunged into

the preparation of plans for the forthcom-

ing production, which will soon be released.

Like a bright ray of sunshine
Mary burst into the office of the

Artcraft Pictures Corpor-
ation in New York. The
door-boy rubbed his eyes
and the general manager

pinched himself to see

if he was awake. It

did not seem possible

that Miss Pickford
could be in New York
when everyone thought
she was enjoying a rest

among the mountains
on the other side of the

continent ! A greeting

to everyone at the office

and one of the most
popular girls in the

world was away on a

shopping tour that goes

down on record. At
her dressmaker’s estab-

lishment the dignified

mistress stared open
mouthed as “Little
Mary” rushed into her
arms.

“Summer wardrobe,
quick pleas e,” ex-
claimed Miss Pickford
with that note of des-

perate appeal in her
voice as she smiled at

the surprised look upon the

lady’s face. It did not take
long for the dressmaker to grasp
the situation, and in short order

the entire establishment rushed about
in a systematic manner at the com-

mands of their employer. Immediately the

brains of the organization began to create

new dresses for Mary, who, as usual, helped
develop the ideas with an occasional sug-
gestion that demonstrated the fact that the

favorite screen actress knew several things

about the fashion art, and knew how to

put them into execution.

There were no “lunch hours” for Mrs.
Dressmaker during those four days, and a

hasty bite was all that the neces-

sity of the rush would allow. As
the last day drew near “Little

Mary” began to get worried and
urged even greater speed. At
5 P. M. her train would leave

Grand Central Station, and at

four forty-five Miss Pickford was
going through her final fitting.

With a hasty hug of thanks she

finally bade her dressmaker good-
bye and waved kisses to the em-
ployees as her chauffeur slammed
the door and started to break
traffic laws in order to keep Miss

Pickford’s promise!
Too late ! The gate

just closed as Mary
and her mother
reached it. The sta-

tion-master was giving
the signal to go ahead when
he spied her pleading with

the man at the iron gate, and
when it comes to her kind of

pleading, where, oh where, is there
the mere man who can successfully re-

Signalling the engineer to wait, he

yelled to the gateman and the door swung
open, and before she realized it our dashing
little heroine was standing beside her
mother on the observation platform waving
her thanks to the station-master as the train

pulled out.

And what did she have to take back to

Los Angeles for the trouble she had taken ?

Ah, just cast your glances over the various
accompanying pictures. She bought every
frock you see on this one two-day visit in

the vicinity of Broadway, and then she
posed in the entire new wardrobe just for
the sake of showing other girls how easy
it is to get what you want in the sartorial

line quickly—if you have the money, and,
as everybody knows, including the fellow

who pays her salary, Mary has the requisite

pelf in copious quantities, for she has been
accumulating it mighty fast and she has not

disturbed the accumulation much, being in-

nately frugal in all the ways her position

will permit. None of the new dresses she
purchased on this extraordinary tour were
especially costly, but of course each is prob-
ably beyond the reach of most girls. How-
ever, as a careful study of these pictures
will prove, Mary is given to simplicity in at-

tire, and she does not effect the numerous
frills and jewels which one might expect
of a star occupying such a high plane as she
does. Although she is always stylishly and
smartly dressed, still one feels the impulse
to christen her “Plain Mary” after all. It

is perhaps the unassuming girlishness of
her appearance which wields this influence

over you, but most assuredly you feel grati-

(Continued on page 54)
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By PEARL GADDIS

UNNY MAY” they call her in

California, and her mother’s

love-name for her is “Sunny.”
So, perversely enough, I ex-

pected to dislike the young per-

son so brightly named. I hate cheerful,

sunny people! They are usually so tire-

somely bright, and happy in spite of every-

thing. No cloud so dark but they can turn

it and twist it about to show a speck of

silver. No honest, self-respecting cloud of

gloom is safe around such people. I was
in an exceedingly morose mood when I was
instructed to go over and interview Miss
Allison.

“Sunny May, indeed,” I gloomed. “I

know exactly what she will be like 1 Bright

and cheerful, under the greatest adversity

—

a brave, sweet cheerfulness that sounds
beautiful in books—but is disgusting and
maddening in real life.”

I resolutely determined to be just as

unhappy and miserable—I was suffering

with a badly lacerated case of home-sick-
ness in its most virulent form—and I re-

fused to be cheered up. New York, in the

grip of one of its messiest, muddiest
“spring thaws” was enough to dampen even
the most ardent of optimists—especially

when the optimist hailed, originally from
the Sunniest South, where spring is meas-
ured, not by beastly, messy “thaws,” but by
wild roses blooming overnight along the

pasture fences, by the wild, sweet caroling

of song-birds, and by suddenly-discovered

patches of shy purple and white violets,

lifting their exquisite faces to the spring

breeze.

I choked back a sob, and entered the

foyer of Miss Allison’s apartment home.

“Miss Allison ?” the elevator boy grinned,

almost involuntarily. “Sure she’s in.” And
he showed me her door, eagerly, as if

someone lived there whom he liked. Puz-
zling over the unwonted spectacle of a New
York hallboy showing interest, much less

liking, for one of his tenants, I awaited

my hostess in an apartment house living-

room that had been transformed by rose-

chintz hangings, a few good pictures and
some books, into a real homelike room.

“Forgive me for keeping you waiting,”

said Miss Allison, as she entered, smiling.

There was a suspicious look about her deep

blue eyes—a look that seemed very much
like tears.

“I didn’t mind waiting,” I assured her,

morosely. Then I looked toward the win-

dow. “Spring, indeed ! What do these

people here know about spring? Down
home we measure spring by the flowers,

the budding trees and the birds. Here they

measure it by ‘spring thaws.’ Bah ! I hate

New York !”

Her eyes widened incredulously.

“Down home?” she breathed. “Do you
mean—down South?”

“Yes,” I answered, wondering at her sur-

prise, “it’s the only place on earth to wel-

come spring.”

“Oh, it is, it is !” she cried, her eyes filling

with tears. She brushed them away guiltily.

“Forgive me, please, but I’ve been so home-

sick today that I have wept. Then, too, I

have just had a message that my mother is

ill—not dangerously, but I know that she

wants me. And it’s spring down in Georgia
—and oh, I want to go home, I want to go
home.”

I howled in sympathy, and for a few
moments we sat and wept together. This
seemed to clear the atmosphere wonder-
fully, and we dropped into a cozy little

chat. I discovered that she was born in

North Georgia, just twenty miles away
from Gaddistown, my own birthplace. The
Allison plantation lies just across a low,

green valley in the Blue Ridge Mountains
of Georgia—a valley called Blue-bird’s Gap.
How the stolid, matter-of-fact moun-
taineers ever struck on that poetic title for

a most beautiful place will be a continuous

wonder to me. Yes, you may find Gaddis-
town on the map—provided the map is big

enough

!

I also discovered that Miss Allison’s is a

very distinguished family in the South. Her
father’s family are the famous Allison

family of Virginia, while her mother is

descended from the equally famous family

of Wise, which family, by the way, has
given to Georgia a Governor, two Senators,

a Congressman, and, through the terrible

ordeal of the Civil War, one of the best-

loved Generals commanding the pitiful

ranks of tattered gray.

Naturally, after this discovery, we were
fast friends. I readily forgave her for her
nicknames, because she hadn’t been the least

bit sunny when I first met her. And, too,

after two women have wept together, no
matter what the cause may have been, they

are firm friends—or bitter enemies—for-

ever after.

She’s a dear—five feet five inches tall,

and well-built. Her eyes are a deep, deep

(Continued on page 53 )

May Allison posing gaily among the posies
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CAST OF CHARACTERS:
Rose Jorgensen Miss Fannie Ward Dick Alden Harrison Ford
Rose Keith Miss Fannie Ward Belle, Calistro’s wife Winifred Greenwood
Norma Dugan Miss Fannie Ward Phil Mannering Raymond Hatton
Calistro ...Jack Dean Mrs. Mannering Edythe Chapman

Mrs. Dugan Jane Wolf

Norma was often seen reading on the roof

death does part human be-

it always seems that the

iitudes of the survivors

curious turns. By no
is was it extraordinary

therefore when Rose Jorgensen, a poor
tenement woman, died by her hand that Fate
should take charge of her two daughters,

Rose and Norma, and mete out to them two
very widely different lots. Rose, a baby
scarcely two years of age, was adopted
into the family of Judge Keith, a man of

wealth whose home was childless, and in

this atmosphere of culture and refinement,

she developed into a beautiful, sunny, happy
girl. Norma, her senior by two years, was
kept by old Mrs. Dugan, a tenement neigh-

bor of the family who eked out a miserable

existence. Thus while Rose basked in the

sunshine of opulence, unfortunate Norma
grew up in squalid surroundings, a thin,

wistful, quiet child, who for a while ac-

cepted her lot uncomplainingly, and, when
she became old enough, she assisted her

foster mother in the sweatshop work which
supplied them with their meagre livelihood.

At times, however, Norma tired of the

interminable seams to be sewed at her place

of employment and she finally became
thoroughly disgusted with Mrs. Dugan’s
dissipations and miscellaneous friends. Re-
bellion was inevitable, because the girl had

an inborn sense of higher ideals and she
was not at all prone to sink into the mire.

Just as Norma’s aversion for the condi-

tions she had to contend with reached a

climax, Calistro, a crystal gazer who was an
ambitious fortune-teller and hypnotist, liv-

ing in one of the better houses of the vicin-

ity, grew weary of the lack of prosperity

which persisted in engulfing him. After

much deep pondering he decided to engage

some beautiful girl to serve as a hypnotic

subject—someone who would attract the at-

tention of scientists and people of wealth.

Thereby he hoped to

project himself into

prominence and to

swell his fortunes.

It was Phil Man-
nering, an impover-

ished, young swell, a

silent partner in the

firm, whose share in

the work was to keep
Calistro posted on all

society scandals, that

called the hypnotist’s

attention to Norma as

she sat on the roof

outside Mrs. Dugan’s
room, reading and
trying to forget the

disgust and helpless

indignation she felt

for Mrs. Dugan, who
was at the time enjoy-

ing a “feast” with a

tipsy Italian inside.

Phil had often no-
ticed Norma on the

roof, and had been
deeply impressed by
her inherent beauty.

Calistro was also fa-

v o r a b 1 y impressed
with the girl, and he
determined to inter-

view her at once,

much to the chagrin

of Belle, his slovenly wife, who was greatly

incensed at the idea of another woman be-

ing brought into the game. Forsooth, one
glimpse of Norma’s beauty had aroused all

her natural suspicion and jealousy and she
became a dangerous counteracting element
from the inception.

Calistro was not the sort of man to be
thwarted by a wife’s petty objections or
interferences. He did not even take the

trouble to reckon the possibility of trouble

from Belle. Instead he hastened to the

room of Mrs. Dugan and, pressing into ser-

vice his most suave manner, succeeded in

overcoming all distrust, and persuaded
Norma to go to his studio to determine
whether or not she was a good “subject”
for his proposed tests.

From the moment Norma set foot in the

studio, she felt relieved. The furnishings

and surroundings were so decidedly su-

perior to anything she had ever seen before.

Indeed, it seemed to her that she had at last

found her way into a veritable palace of un-
limited luxuries, and her mental attitude

was one of unalloyed willingness to even do
most any menial work to be able to remain.

She observed with marked curiosity Cal-

istro and Belle as they arranged the crystal

globe for the trial, but she felt herself

grow slightly nervous when the man an-

nounced his readiness to proceed.

“Now, look at the brightest spot in the

globe—make no resistance—think of noth-

ing,” he instructed.

After casting a few timid glances Norma
obeyed and almost immediately her face

took on a dreamy, trance-like expression.

Then she became quiet, and a shadowy
smile played about her pretty lips. Thus she

gradually slipped under the spell of Cal-

istro’s hypnotic influence.

“We’ve got her,” exclaimed Calistro tri-

umphantly, and greatly excited and prompt-
ly he began making active preparations for

an active future from which he confidently

expected great things.

By the time six months had passed, Nor-She had learned to fear the hypnotist

HEN
ings,

take

meai
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ma, as “The White Orchid,” had brought

fame and fortune to Calistro, who had
moved to a more pretentious street in an

elegant studio with purple velvet hangings,

marble floors and mystic devices.

Phil’s aunt, a power in society, who had
no idea of the financial side of her nephew’s
connections with Calistro, and who was
somewhat interested in psychic affairs, en-

gaged the hypnotist to entertain at a dinner

in her home by giving demonstrations of

his powers. On the evening of the party

Calistro looked doubly impressive in his

long, dark, silk robe and turban, so subtly

suggestive of occult India, and Norma’s
gown of clinging white velvet draperies,

with a silver wreath in her bright hair, sug-

gested her sobriquet, “The White Orchid.”

It had not been easy to induce Norma to

make her appearance at this affair, for she

had learned to hate the mysterious, sleep-

compelling effect Calistro had upon her.

Phil had failed in his every entreaty, and
the young woman was fully determined to

disappoint his aunt until she erred to the

extent of meeting Calistro’s penetrating

gaze, when she became passive and fright-

ened instantly. She was incapable of mak-
ing further resistance.

When she arrived at “Gray Oaks-on-

Hudson,” Mrs. Mannering’s beautiful coun-

try home, Calistro and Norma were smug-
gled in through the conservatory. The
party was a very large affair, some of the

guests dancing and others strolling about.

Judge Keith and Rose were present as was
also Dick Alden, a young multi-millionaire

who was regarded as the catch of the sea-

son. Norma espied Dick early in the even-

ing, and she became intensely interested in

bim. His handsome face, his sturdy body
and his pleasant manner won her.

“Who is he?” she asked Phil, who made
it his business to remain close to Norma as

much as he could on all occasions because

of his growing fondness for her.

“Well, it’s enough to say if you can inter-

est him, we will all get rich,” Phil replied.

The very thought of this startled Norma.
What if she could win the

heart of a rich man

—

one who would love her

and provide all the lux-

uries she would like so

much ?

That night proved a

momentous one for Rose
Keith, for she became
engaged to Dick Alden,

whom she had known for

a long time. The party

was otherwise a great

success and the entertain-

ment offered by Calistro

and Norma proved to be

intensely interesting to all.

Calistro’s apparent super-

natural powers
caused most of the

spectators to shud-

der, while Norma’s
simplicity created a

sensation among the

young men who
clamored for intro-

ductions. Dick Al-

den was among
those who received

an introduction, and
he took an immedi-
ate fancy to the

girl. His interest

was the more
aroused as a result

of his noting the

striking resemblance

between the pretty

hypnotic subject
and Rose K e i t h.

Calistro was also

impressed by this
resemblance, but he

thought little of it at

the time.

When Rose and
Dick returned to her

home that night, it

was to find that

Judge Keith, who
preceded them, had
passed away sud-

denly from heart

failure, leaving
Rose alone in the

world. His last
wish had been that

Rose’s marriage take place at once, so that

he might have the comfort of knowing that

her future was secure.

The following week Calistro found food

for thought in his morning paper in an

article announcing Rose’s engagement to

the wealthy Dick Alden. Calistro noticed

the resemblance between Norma and the

newspaper picture of Rose, and upon re-

calling the incidents of Mrs. Mannering’s
party, he became
convinced there
might be some
chance of reaching

Aide n’s millions

A Hen and Rose were deeply in love

' We've got her," he had exclaimed triumphantly

through Rose. He questioned Norma
about her early life to no avail. She
did not remember. He finally hypnotized
her in an effort to awaken her subconscious

memory of the earlier events of her child-

hood. In her trance-like state, he sent her

back on this long mental journey, and she

told him enough to make him decide to seek

information from Mrs. Dugan, who readily

revealed to him an old letter which was
taken from the mother’s body at the time

of the tragedy and which was signed “Jim.”

This letter told a story of weakness and
crime which was soon to end for him in the

electric chair. It further divulged Jim’s

regret over being unable to return and
marry the woman in order to “make it right

for little Rose and Norma.” Calistro suc-

ceeded in bribing Mrs. Dugan to let him
have the letter, and he went to the Keith

home and presented it to Rose.

Innately the lonely Rose was delighted at

the thought of having a sister, but Calistro

soon made her see that his intent was black-

mail, and he meant to use the knowledge he

had gained in order to get at Dick Alden.

whose millions made him a shining mark
for Calistro and his ilk. When Rose fully

grasped Calistro’s plan of attack, she made
up her mind that Dick should never be

humiliated through her, and she decided to

take the only alternative—to go away.

Thus it came about that she went to Ber-

muda without seeing Dick. She sent him
only a brief note asking his forgiveness and
begging to be released from her engage-

ment. She offered no explanations, merely

asking him to forgive and to forget. Dick

was puzzled, and he was more so when
Rose resisted his every effort to communi-
cate with her. Unable to understand Rose’s

attitude he finally became indignant, and it

was much against his will that he accepted
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an invitation to Mrs. Mannering’s week-end
party. Mrs. Mannering was also enter-
taining Norma, to whom she had taken a
pronounced fancy and Dick bravely tried

to forget his heartaches by interesting him-
self in his surroundings. But, it was a
futile battle. Norma constantly reminded
him painfully of Rose. He tried to avoid
her in order to spare himself the sad rumin-
ations she inspired, but when he heard she
was unhappy, his sympathetic manliness as-

serted itself and he actually rushed to her
side in the sincere hopes of being of some
aid to her.

“What makes you unhappy, may I ask?”
he said.

“Oh, I am wretchedly afraid of Calistro,”
she replied without hesitation.

“Why does he frighten you?” he asked.

“It is his power over me—I hate it—

I

want to be released from it, but I can’t,” she
told him as tears welled up in her eyes.

“Oh yes you can be released from that
power most easily,” he assured her. “If
you wish to accomplish this, just laugh at

Calistro the next time he tells you to look
into the crystal globe. Rook in it if you
wish, but keep your mind concentrated on
the determination to not be bothered by un-
canny influences. Calistro or no other man
could hypnotize you against your will.”

Dick realized too late that his kindly and
sympathetic manner had aroused Norma’s
imagination. It all came most unexpect-
edly. Norma was almost unconscious of it,

but she laid bare her whole heart long a
dormant flame of love for Dick Alden.
“Ah yes, I do love you, and I have always

loved you,” she murmured.
“I—I—I’m afraid I must say I am sorry

—so very sorry,” he replied gravely.

“I have no doubt that it shall mean sor-

row for me too, but I cannot help it,” she
further confessed. “I love you just as I

submit to Calistro’s powers—helplessly.”
When later he drove the girl back to

Calistro’s studio he struggled desperately to

force his seriousness to succumb to a merry
mood. He reverted back to the subject of
outwitting Calistro.

“And don’t forget to laugh the next time
he tells you to look into the globe,” he in-

structed smilingly before parting from her.

“I will remember,
and I will try,” she

replied as she smiled

bravely at him, her

heart in her eyes,

and as she steeled

herself for the or-

deal.

Norma found Ca-
listro alone in the

studio, and she was
alarmed at the pas-

sionate manner in

which he drew her

to him.

“I’ve been lost

without you, and
I’m very glad you’ve
come at last,” he
told her.

Norma struggled

to free herself from
the man’s grasp.
She remembered
Dick’s instructions.

Accordingly
she drew herself up
and defied Calistro,

looking squarely

into his eyes without the slightest trace of a
submission of any sort. Calistro was
startled. He became furious, and then he
made a tremendous mental effort to control
his erstwhile easy subject. He drew her
towards the crystal globe, nearly succeeding
in hypnotizing her once. As she felt her
senses ebbing away, Norma waxed desper-
ate in her resolution to resist. When Calistro
finally pressed his lips against her neck, she
grabbed the crystal globe and hurled it to
the floor, smashing it into a thousand pieces.

With a cry of rage and desire Calistro
grappled with the fighting girl. As she felt

his superior strength overwhelming her,

Norma began screaming for help. An artist

in an adjoining studio was attracted by the
commotion, and he rushed in to the rescue,
and while he engaged the infuriated Calis-

tro, Norma escaped from the place, hasten-
ing to Dick Alden.

Into the confusion she had left behind,
came Belle, and when she learned what it

was all about, her rage and jealousy gained
full possession over her. The upshot of it

all was she picked up from a table a pair

of scissors and, in a drunken frenzy sbe
stabbed her husband.

By the time Norma reached Dick’s home,
there had come the inevitable reaction to all

her thrilling experience, and the moment
she realized she was safely in the presence
of the man she loved, she fainted in his

arms. Dick revived her. He was very
gentle and tender. She in turn was exceed-
ingly grateful. Her helplessness and frailty

appealed to him keenly, awakening in him a
sense of pity and sympathy. Aware of her
love for him, haunted by his own loneliness

and manly to a superlative degree, Dick felt

a curious sense of duty sweep over his

whole being as he realized that he held in

his arms a girl who placed implicit trust in

him.

“My own life is in a good deal of a
mess,” he whispered to her. “But if you
will marry me I am sure I can make yours
happier."

Too much moved to speak, Norma
slipped her hand gently into Dick’s.

“You seem happier already,” he re-

marked gently.

She could only nod her head in the affirm-

ative as a smile flitted across her face.

It was only a few days later that Rose,
in far-away Bermuda, broken hearted but
determined to go through to the bitter end,

discovered in a New York paper the ac-

count of the murder of Calistro. She at

once realized the death of this blackmailer
meant freedom for her, and she decided to

return without delay to New York and Dick.

She had been in New York scarcely an
hour when she began her endeavor to lo-

cate Dick. She learned he had just started

to Mrs. Mannering’s country home, where-
upon she telephoned this popular hostess

and asked if she might join their party.

Mrs. Mannering was obliged to acquiesce

gracefully, and when she later failed in her
efforts to communicate with Dick in the

hopes of preventing him from being pres-

ent, she gave up in despair and resigned
herself to awaiting the catastrophe—the

ruining of her house party, because she felt

sure unpleasantries were to come rapidly in

Rose’s efforts to justify her disappearance.

The guests had all arrived and dinner
had been announced. Dick, waiting in the

drawing-room near the fireplace, heard
someone on the stairs. He looked up smil-

ing, expecting to see Norma. Instead he
found himself facing Rose. Instantly his

jaws set and the old look of suffering came
into his eyes. He bowed coldly. Rose, her
face full of love, hope and fear, crossed
toward him and held out her hand beseech-

ingly. He accepted it reluctantly, forcing

himself to mumble something conventional.

Rose, seeing the expression of accusation

on his face, faltering told him why she had
jilted him and explained her flight. She
told him frankly about Calistro’s threat.

“And—and—I did not want to put you
in his power,” she added. “I decided im-
pulsively that I did not want you to make

me your wife out of pity, and I

went away because I loved you.”
“You did!” he exclaimed excit-

edly, thoroughly convinced.

“Yes, for you,” she whispered.

Dick was over-

whelmed. He gath-

ered Rose into his

arms, completely
forgetting Norma in

h i s understanding
of Rose’s sacrifice.

Fatefully Norma
arrived in the draw-
ing-room in time to

see Rose in Dick’s

embrace. She was
amazed both by
what she at first re-

garded as unpard-
onable infidelity and
the striking resembl-
ance of her rival to

herself. Then she
learned Rose was
her sister. Almost
simultaneously she
learned of the true
status of Dick’s first

love. She knew pity

and sympathy had
driven him to her in

(Continued on page 51)
Norma struggled desperately to free herself from Calistro's influence
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By ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER
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AN you imagine many things

more delightful than a shopping
excursion with Anita Stewart?
Well, hardly, and even the

most vivid imagination would
find it hard to do such a day justice.

Before starting work on any feature,

Miss Stewart pleads with her director for a

day or two in which to revel in the luxuries

which the shops offer for sale. Then when
the request is granted—it always is, for no
man (not even a hardened motion picture

director) is proof against the pleading of

those expressive eyes which tell innumerable

stories on the screen—she sets seriously out

on her mission.

We may well say seriously, for this is an
important step in the success of any pic-

ture. All fans love to see their star well-

dressed, and much study of the styles and

photographic value of the colors in the vari-

ous frocks and wraps is necessary.

On this day, Anita arose early that she

might use every minute to the best advant-

age. At first there was an afternoon suit

to purchase. And when an afternoon suit

is ordered all the accessories, including cor-

responding footwear and a hat is included.

After examining a number of suits, Miss
Stewart decided upon a tan chiffon broad-

cloth, made with the three-quarter length

coat and collar which might be worn either

up or down. The belt connecting the

pleats, the collar, cuffs, bottom of the coat

and skirt was edged with a number of

rows of a lighter silk stitching which was
most effective while a tight-fitting turban of

tan brocaded velvet was clapped upon the

chestnut curls, and champagne stockings

with pumps of patent leather and cham-
pagne kid were also set aside.

Then dainty Anita wore a puzzled expres-

sion and lines of worry appeared upon her

Four views of Anita Stewart in her new clothes

brow. She wanted to purchase two evening

dresses—one to wear in the beginning of

the picture when she is a young girl, and
the other to wear at the end, where she is

considerably older. Opera cloaks with the

same effect upon her appearance, as to

age, also had to be attended to.

“I want to look young—just as young as

I possibly can at first,” she declared as she

smiled bewitchingly at the salesgirl. (And,
parenthetically, it might be well to say that

it is no wonder she receives such extra-

ordinary attention when one considers the

fascinating manner she shows to those as-

sisting her.)

“Then,” she continued, “later on I want
to look as old as I possibly can. Now the

thing for us to do is to find a girlish frock

and sheltering cloak and a more mature
gown and wrap.” The last words came

from the recesses of the great glass closets

where she had poked her head in anticipa-

tion of finding what she desired.

Finally she emerged with one of the most
exquisite gowns I have ever seen stretched

across her arms. “Here’s the very gown
for the ending,” she declared. “It will pho-
tograph beautifully, for the combination of

the ivory satin and black fur, to say noth-

ing of that exquisite lace, will be glorious

and at the same time give me the added
years I’m seeking!”

Her enthusiasm was contagious, and be-

fore long she appeared gowned in the ivory

satin creation. Her mein was in keeping
with the gown, and indeed she made a

beautiful picture.

“Now, let’s hunt for an opera cloak which
will cover this elegance,” she laughed,

throwing the serious attitude to the winds
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as she again delved into the recesses of the

evening wrap wardrobes.

“Do you like this?” she asked, as she
reappeared in a handsome cloak of peach
satin brocaded in a deeper shade of velvet

with immense black fox collar and cuffs.

Had one really wished to disagree the
combination would have won the day, for

the cloak seemed fairly modeled to cover
the gown beneath, and in a few moments
these two purchases were laid aside with
the others.

“Now come,” she said to the salesgirl,

who was so overcome with admiration that

she had nearly lost her senses, “I must shed
many years in my appearance with the next
frock. I mustn’t look one day older than
I really am. Come and help me.” Again
she disappeared followed by the admiring
girl who acted as though she was walking
on air.

About five minutes later I heard an ec-

static “The very thing—how did you ever

know that was exactly what I wanted,”
issue from the wardrobe, and before I had
time to picture the frock she was about to

don she appeared before me once more.

It was our own Anita this time ! Her
dance frock was a strawberry taffeta em-
broidered here and there with delicate yel-

low clusters of flowers. The waist which
was attached to the skirt by a band of

strawberry velvet caught with a yellow
nosegay and falling in streamers at the side

was perfectly plain with a bit of shirring

about the neck and edged with net cor-

responding to the short sleeves. The skirt

of the taffeta itself was also shirred a bit at

the waistline while an underskirt of net fell

from below about four inches and was

Anita Stewart's smile

trimmed by bands of the strawberry velvet.

Behind her chestnut curls she held a large

yellow feather fan, making a picture

worthy of the greatest master.

There was no phrase in my mind worthy
of expression in connection with the vision

she made, and I could not help wondering
if there was ever an evening wrap worthy
of sheltering the slip of a lass before me
from the winter’s cold. Somehow I could

never remember having seen a cloak which
would have corresponded with that dress.

Dainty Anita had no fears, however. She
has learned to place the greatest faith in the

abilities of the modistes and once more
she disappeared in search of the girlish

evening wrap she had spoken of before.

And the modistes justified Anita’s con-

fidence for she found an adorable wrap
fashioned from a silver cloth brocaded in

a delicate blue and comfy for the winter’s

cold by a wide band of white fox about

the shoulders and a large fox collar as well.

To say that the cloak almost atoned for

the necessary disappearance of the frock it

covered is praising it in the highest terms,

but one could not say less.

The only reason I had for regretting its

appearance was because it told me our

wonderful shopping excursion had come to

an end, and that the little star had donned

the last costume she would don that day

except the dark-green suit and straw turban

in which she was garbed when we again

stepped into her motor surrounded by all

sorts of queer boxes as we made our way
to the dressing-room at the Vitagraph

studios, where they were hung in her own
wardrobe waiting the morrow when she

was to start work in her new production.

Bliiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiillliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw miniIt was even-

ing, and I sat

with Oscar
Apfel, the man
who has start-

ed many stars

on the road to affluence. We were sitting

on the steps which front his Hollywood
home. The house stands high and the lights

of Los Angeles twinkled like a million stars

down below us. Only those who know
Hollywood of an evening can imagine how
quiet it was ;

an occasional automobile honk
and a mocking-bird, with an inverted judg-

ment of the time, were the only sounds to

be heard. Rowdy sat between us and de-

manded attention when he thought he was
out in the cold. Rowdy is an awfully im-

portant person
;
he works in the films and

has been seen with such noted people as

William Farnum, Gladys Brockwell and
others. Rowdy is an old-timer, some seven

years old, a Boston bull, who is very proud
of his genealogical tree and, incidentally, of

his Master and Mistress.

Oscar’s eyes were dreamy, so I puffed

in silence and my patience was rewarded,

for he pulled his pipe from his mouth and,

waving his hand toward the boundaries of

his grounds, said, “I have been working all

my life for just this. If anyone asked me
what else I wanted, I would find it hard to

answer them. Away back when I worked
for the Standard Oil Company in Cleveland

—worked at a mighty small salary too—

I

used to conjure up a home in some spot

where I would get all the trees and flowers

I wanted
;

lots of open space and in the

midst of my dream there was always just

this house with dens, pictures and comfort

—and a Stutz. It took a little time, but here

it is!”

Oscar Apfel is the possessor of what

many a speaking stage star has longed for

and still longs for—a permanent home with
lots of space and comfort—and a Stutz.

That sums up the lure of the motion pic-

ture to the artists of the speaking stage;

the love of the art itself comes later, and
when it comes it sticks like a burr.

Rowdy could tell all about his Master’s
picture career, that is, if he could talk. This
career covers over five years of the hardest
kind of effort and work, of honest endeavor
and the acquisition of knowledge.

“It was Plimption of the Edison who per-

suaded me to try my hand at pictures,”

Apfel says. “Like many others, I was afraid

it would injure my standing in the profes-

sion. Plimption laughed at me and told me
to take a chance, and I took it with a one-
reeler—I don’t remember the name of it

—

but Herbert Prior and Mabel Trunnelle
were my principals. When I directed

Aida in one reel, it was regarded as a big

production and caused a lot of comment, and
I considered myself some pumpkins when I

put on Charles Reade’s ‘Foul Play,’ Stev-
enson’s ‘Black Arrow’ and ‘Martin Chuz-
zlewit,’ each in one reel. We worked fast

in those days, too. I remember well putting
over three reels in five days.”

About this time the moon began to make
the twinkling electrics below us grow dim,
and a dancing streak of white in the west
of us proclaimed the ocean, while the shrubs

and flowers assumed a more definite shape.

The moon caused a diversion, and Oscar
was able to turn to matters which inter-

ested him more. He began to tell of

his vegetables,

roses and a va-

riety of other

things not as-

sociated with
the films.

There is not a doubt about his love for this

house of his; it shines in his eyes.

Mrs. Apfel called us in, and we sat in the
den—and such a den! It is a veritable

arsenal, even if the weapons, most of them,
are unsuited to modern warfare. There
are small cannon, guns of every vintage and
of every pattern since bows and arrows
went out of fashion. There are also heads
of elk, moose and deer, and one magnificent
silver caribou, of which he is especially

proud. He says there is another fine ex-
ample in the Museum of Natural History in

New York, but that is the only other one he
knows of. This silver caribou was shot by
Hugh Bernard, the Alaskan fur-trapper, and
was given to a Captain Smith, who is the
owner of many “huskies,” which he has
loaned to Apfel for use in Northwestern
features. Smith sold the head to Apfel.
More pipes, more reminiscing.

“I often think that my start in the dra-

matic world was about as good a one for

experience as could be imagined,” he con-
tinues. “I joined a traveling company, and
was with them for forty-seven weeks on
one-night stands. Such an experience must
either make or break a beginner, but I made
up my mind that I wanted to be an actor and
a stage-manager, and I stuck to it. I was
utility actor, clerk, props and what-not

;

but it was this experience which got me my
first job as stage-manager with Eugenie
Blair, and I stage-managed with occasional
parts with Eleanor Mantell, Sarah Truax,
Charles Hawtrey and goodness only knows
how many stock concerns.”
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daunted
at once

i)HEN Richard Williams made
up his mind to go after a thing,

he would lasso Satan himself if

that “worthy” could aid him in

reaching his goal. That was
the sort of a doggedly determined fellow

Richard was. Foremost in his life was one
Harriet Renwyk whose
charms projected so promi-
nently anyone would agree

with Richard that she was
worth going through fire for.

“I’ll win that girl if I have
to crawl through Jericho on
my hands and knees,” he
announced the first time he

laid eyes on Harriet.

The prize he had set for

himself was wonderfully at-

tractive both in appearance
and disposition, and she was
as thoroughly American as

was Richard, as he was fully

aware from the inception, al-

though the first meeting took
place at a dinner given by
Lord Croyland, a good fel-

low whose chief ambition
was to master the steering-

wheel of an automobile so

that he could drive it with
absolute safety while a bit

tipsy.

As Fate would have it

—

—right away after the propiti

start of a romance presaging ui

happiness for two real people i _ ,

Richard’s dad had an awful falling out with
Harriet’s very masculine parent. Ah yes,
trouble commenced brewing with a venge-
ance. It is a brew which always has to
sizzle through every worth-while love
affair.

So, as things started in England, they
were not to continue elsewhere. When
Richard returned to America with Lord
Croyland, the latter on a secret munitions
mission, got all banged up in an auto acci-
dent of his own accidental de-
vising, and Richard was
obliged to convey
his Lordship’s ex-
cuses for not ap-
pearing at the house
of Renwyk the next
day since Croyland
had sent letters of
introduction to Ren-
wyk himself.

“He’s the guy I’ve

got to deal with for

the rest of my life if

I’m to have any kind
of a real life, and so

here’s for putting
myself across
strong,” Richard
told himself as he
pushed his way into

the said Renwyk
house.

Of course it just

had to be that Rich-
ard was mistaken
for his lordship, and

he promptly and brazenly accepted the mis-

nomer, keeping his letter of introduction

right in his pocket. It may have been be-

cause he saw Harriet strolling across the

lawn towards him, but he was ready for

things to begin to happen, and Fate was on
the job to accommodate him without any

annoying delays. In the proverbial two
shakes of a lamb’s tail, the audacious young
man learned from Renwyk that he (Rich-

ard) because of his assumed alias of Croy-
land, was expected to double-cross his own
dear dad by throwing a contract that

worthy desired to his prospective father-in-

law, Renwyk. Well, modesty and honor
had to enter into it just far enough to for-

Accusing Richard of theft worried Harriet

bid any such underhanded business. In

fact, it was a very fortunate thing for the

sire of Richard that his son possessed high

scruples.

“Nay, nay, my dear Mr. Renwyk, you
and I can’t afford to jeopardize our friend-

ship with a fair competitor,” Richard told

Renwyk as his answer to the

unsavory proposition.

“But, my dear Croyland,
business is business here in

America,” Renwyk pro-

tested.

And at that juncture of

the proceedings Harriet en-

tered. She heard her father

call Richard by the name of

Croyland, and she scented a

plot. Instead of getting all

fussed up with worry and
following the usual feminine

custom of distrusting and
suspicioning, she took a

chance and guessed it all to

be a joke and accordingly

got busy having her share of

the fun, much to the dis-

comfort of Richard.

“Oh, Lord Croyland, how
do you do, and how are

things over in England,” was
Harriet’s first effusion.

“Howdy, and, moreover
things were finer’n silk,”

le the quick reply of the un-
as he frowned and smiled all

jut hurting his good looks one

whit.

“Tell me all about my friend, Lord Win-
chester, and also has Lady Margaret de-

cided to come to America?” she continued

to bubble, enjoying the situation immensely.

“Why—er—why do you ask me all these

things when you know—

”

“Yes, I know you’re Lord Croyland all

right—”
“You do?” he exclaimed in surprise.

“Say, you’re right in my class in another

little art.” Then Richard
stopped short. He recalled

that Renwyk stood near-

by. In fact, he stood

w i thin a h a i r’s

breadth. “Pardon
us, we did not mean
to talk about some-
thing you know
nothing about.”

Needless to add
Richard the Brazen
was perspiring like

a pugilist at the con-

clusion of a fifty-

round bout when
Harriet got through
having her little

fun, and then when
he got alone with
Ellis, his servant

now by bribe and
threat but who was
ordinarily
Croyland’s, he got

all peeved up worse
than ever when that
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individual refused to recognize the Ameri-
can’s creed which included servants and
everybody in the house in every round of
drinks.

“It would not be polite, sir, for me to

drink with my master,” Ellis protested.

“Call me Dick, and you’ll feel more like

a regular fellow,” was the reply he got, and
it shocked him. He was destined to have
more shocks, because Richard forced him

—

simply forced him—to drink with him.
Richard couldn’t be annoyed to have a quit-

ter around at all.

The next source of worry arrived in due
time. Immogene, an older cousin of Har-
riet’s, had written some silly love letters, to

a man, who was of the light-fingered gentry.
In fact, he was hopelessly a professional
thief. Immogene finally got wise enough to

feel the advisability of getting her letters

back, and she communicated her desire.

Punctually the purloining man delivered the
letters in person, assuming the air of a
chivalrous gentleman faultlessly. Yes, it

was all a pretext by which he managed to

get in the Renwyk house, study the lay of
the land, and leave a window open so his

partner in crime could crawl in and decamp
with Harriet’s jewels, of which there had
been much printed because of their value.

Harriet went downstairs to help Immo-
gene settle with the letter gentleman and
Richard got involved by butting in on the

conference with an apology and a lot of
brazenness.

“I was looking for someone else, Miss
Renwyk, but I’m glad I found you,” he
said by way of edging in.

“But this is a private conversation,” Im-
mogene put in coldly.

“Euckily I can be trusted to the ex-
treme,” he came back pleasantly. “I opine
I might be needed anyway since I overheard
you demand letters from my friend, the
gink, standing here with us as cool as a
cucumber.”
Thus it happened Richard stuck right to

the ship throughout the proceedings much
to the satisfaction of the man of mystery.

Just why the latter was so well pleased
could have been easily deduced by a shrewd
sleuth about fifteen minutes after the man’s
departure, because it was then discovered
that Harriet’s jewels were gone. The con-
federate had worked successfully while
Richard delayed matters for the crooks.

As a reward for his brazen conduct,
Richard experienced the thrill of being ac-

cused of the theft, and the circumstances
all pointed against him too. In the first

place he had misrepresented himself by
posing as Lord Croyland, and in the second
place his manner had been so extremely
frank and bold as to be convincing to most
anyone that he had nerve enough to steal

the Bank of England if he could manage
to lug it off with him. However, Harriet
knew he was no thief, and she intercepted

in his behalf by taking the whole blame her-
self. Immogene’s letters counted as evid-

ence in the case, but Immogene was kind
enough to speak up and admit the letters

were hers, and that they had nothing to do
with any machinations Richard might have.

Richard’s father soon got into the midst
of all this turmoil. He was out to stand by
his son, but oh how chagrined he was when

it was learned that both himself and Ren-
wyk had been beaten to the coveted contract

by one Corrigan, the sort of a jolly, fun-
loving Irishman who delighted in outwitting
everybody merrily, and with a twinkle in

his eye. Renwyk joined in on the bewailing
which ended by the arrival of Corrigan him-
self.

“Cheer up, fathers of children, I intend
no harm,” Corrigan said. “I landed this

contract for only one purpose, and that was
to be able to give a fitting wedding present
to the son of one of you and the daughter
of the other.”

“Has it come to this?” Renwyk inquired,

shooting glances at both Harriet and Rich-
ard.

“That’s what it has, and I’ve been so

busy ever since meeting this lady of my
heart that I haven’t had a single chance to

make love to her yet,” Richard put in.

Then he turned to Harriet: “Need I pro-
pose, or is it all understood.”
“With me it was understood from the

first minute I saw you,” she replied sweetly.

“Now say fair lady can’t be won without
a lot of mushy gushings,” Richard observed
proudly as he slipped his arm around the
girl. “You need not remind me that I

have never kissed you yet.” Thereupon he
kissed his fiancee, and she laughed happily.

Richard’s “brass” then fell away to dis-

close a golden core.

“I love you, honey, and from this day I

am at you feet but up on my feet ready
to do and dare for you,” he said, and she
smiled her happiness.
Adapted from the photoplay produced by Vita-

graph.
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WELCOME TO SCREENLAND, KATHLEEN
By PEARL GADDIS
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HE’S only a tiny scrap of femin-
inity, four feet high, and ninety-

four pounds heavy. She’s a
Robert W. Chambers’ heroine
come to life—don’t you remem-

ber the way he described his ador-
able “Athalies,” and “Vivianes” and all the

others—as being very tiny and helpless

looking, with little, pointed faces, a wistful,

child mouth and big, appealing eyes? Well,
that’s Kathleen Clifford, tiny little star of
Balboa who is going to help them unravel
“The Twisted Thread.”

Although so tiny, she has received a
medal for bravery, and has been made an
honorary colonel of one of Canada’s finest

Royal Regiments—all this for her daring
work as a Red Cross nurse. Her dearest

adornment is a long, ragged looking scar on
one forefinger. This she got when she was
extracting a sliver of shell from the wound
of an English Tommy.

a magpie, sings like a mocking-bird, and
whistles like a cardinal,” same proving that

she’s a bird.

Born in Charlottesville, Va., educated in

England, “finished” in France and singing in

Germany, she swears by “Old Glory”

—

when she swears at all—which is only when
it is necessary when she is impersonating.
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LIFE
Reel 1

“Glad to meet you.”

Reel II

“Isn’t the moon beautiful?”

Reel III

| “Oozum love wuzum.”

Reel IV
“Do you—”
“I do—”

Reel V
“Da-da-da—

”

In vaudeville she was known as the

smartest dressed “man” at the same time
Julian Eltinge was hailed as the smartest
dressed “woman”—Julian being a feminine
(is that right?) impersonator, while Kath-
leen carried off all honors as a masculine
star. Whereupon we will now drag out,

dust off and use the time-worn and much
honored (?) bromide—“things are seldom
what they seem.” (Business of much
applause.)

According to Kathleen’s press depart-

ment, “she’s pretty as a bluebird, talks like

Reel VI
“Where the samhill’s dinner?”
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On the stage, she wrote all her own songs,
and sketches, designed her costumes, and
proved herself an invaluable star for the
vaudeville stage. She was said to have
worn the prettiest costumes on the stage,

and announces that she is out for the same
record in pictures. Watchyerstep, Clara
Kimball Young, Ethel Clayton, Pauline
Frederick, et al

!

This is, of course, her first screen ad-
venture, but she thinks she is going to like

the screen better than the stage—one of the
main reasons being that she loves a home,
and hasn’t been able to have one for a long,
long time. But now, she has bought a
lovely place in Long Beach, near the studio,
and has sent for her mother. It will be
the first time for years that mother and
daughter have lived together the year
round. Miss Kathleen’s summers are al-

ways spent with her mother, but now her
summers and winters both will be spent that

way, until her two years contract with Bal-
boa shall have expired.

She paints beautifully, and her screen
work also gives her time for this, occasion-
ally. She is an extremely talented young
woman, and her friends call her a veritable
bundle of energy. This is no doubt the
reason she is able to live such a strenuous
life, despite her size, and apparent frailty.

She is constantly in the open, when it is

possible to be, riding horse-back, going on
long walks, or driving her swift little car.

It remains to be seen how the motion
picture public is going to welcome Miss
Kathleen—but if they are half as nice to
her as her vaudeville friends were, her
company will be satisfied. But from all ap-
pearances, her popularity is going to be
worldwide, for she is “catching on” in the
picture business like a veteran.

So here’s welcome to you, Kathleen

!

May you stay long with us.
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VERY dog has its day anyway,
and so I’d just as well grant

same now. Moreover, these are

dog days, and we’ve got to take

heed of ’em oftentimes whether
we want to or not. So it is not amiss to

interview a part of the canine gentry abid-

ing in the photoplay world. Right away
you’ll say, dogs
don’t talk, but right

away I must contra-

dict y o u, because

dogs can express

themselves very
clearly without the

aid of the spoken
word. For instance,

let me tell you of my
dog, Fannie. She’s

a perfect lady pos-

sessing feminine in-

stinct to a perfect

degree as she dem-
onstrates by h e r

habit of staying up
and worrying when
I’m late getting

home at night. And,
don’t you think she

can’t make her
thoughts known on
such occasions. Yes
siree, after display-

ing the usual signs

of relief over my
arrival at last, she

straightens up and
looks me squarely in

the eye and without
saying a word asks

me : “Where have
you been?” just as impressively as any
spouse ever could. And, if I should stagger

a bit (of course I never do) she would
bark most scoldingly. One morning after

I couldn’t find one of my shoes high or low,

Fannie entered the room, saw my predica-

ment and promptly led me to my missing

footwear. She had seen me hang it on the

hall-tree. She later resurrected my hat

from under the bed where shoes should be

kept. And do you think she didn’t say a

word? Well, you should have seen the

black look she gave yours truly, and you

me?” I asked, whereupon Ginger looked at

me askance.

I made good quickly by tossing him a per-

fectly fresh bone, a commodity I always
carry around when hobnobbing in Dogland.
Instantly Ginger and I got on speaking
terms, and he told me all about it. First

of all he let me know that he enjoyed having
his picture taken by
wagging his tail at

the camera I carried.

He expressed the
wish to be photo-

graphed by getting

into a perfect pose

with his lord and
master, King Fair-

banks. One of his

poses with said boss

you will find here-

with. Look Ginger
squarely in the face

and see if you don’t

u n d e r s t and that

what he is saying is,

“Lay off of us or

else.” Believe me,
Ginger is capable of

making the most
stupid understand
such sentiments.

“What do you
think of Mr. Fair-

banks as an actor?”
I asked the dog as I

laid my hand affec-

tionately on the
star’s shoulder.

Answer: One
Lay off of us," Fairbanks' dog demanded without wasting words

"Friend or Foe?" E. K. Lincoln's dogs demanded

should have heard that growl she emitted.

Douglas Fairbanks has a dog named Gin-

ger, who has the most expressive and im-

pressive wag on (not wagon) its tail I ever

interpreted. Why, with that perp every wag
has a little meaning all its own, and when
I interviewed him I got the answers to all

my questions via the tail route. But first

I must tell you something about Ginger. He
is the only creature that can imitate with

any great accuracy the athletic comedian in

his dare-devil screen stunts. Ginger is a

regular member of the Fairbanks’ organiza-

tion, his salary being three biscuits a day
and a bath on Sunday. Doug is fond of his

dog, who, he contends, has the smile of a
human being and the “conversation of

a silver-tongued orator. In “A Regular
Guy,” a late Fairbanks’ photoplay, Gin-
ger does some things with telling effect.

But getting to my interview stuff—when
I called on Ginger I found him in his dress-

ing-room (a kennel to be accurate) making
up, not his face, but making up to a bone,

and he was in no mood to make up to me
because right off the bat he got the foolish

notion that I wanted the bone, something I

have never had a desire for in all my life.

“Nice day, Mr. Ginger,” I said pleasantly

by way of trying to horn in and win some
congeniality.

“Br-r-r
—

” was the reply as he snatched

covetously at the bone.

“Pardon me, will you have a fresh one on

warning snap at me,
which, interpreted

literally, means : “I think enough of him to

chew the ear off of anyone who dares touch

him with vicious intent.”

At this juncture of the proceedings, Doug
(Continued on page 49)

Gloria Joy's dog "talked" right saisy-like
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By DICK WILLIS
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HERE are very few people
who have the privilege of
really knowing Bessie Barris-
cale.

Those who are lucky enough
to be on her visiting list know her, and the
artists who have worked with her in the
studio know her, but the majority of actors

and actresses around the Culver City plant

see her as she goes to or returns from her
work, a serious girl with thoughts centered
on her art. The moment Miss Bessie leaves

the studio entrance,

and indeed up to the

time she enters it,

she is quite another
person, full of fun
and mischief, bub-
bling over with the

joy of living and
ever thinking of her

friends.

She does not drive

alone—in fact, she
scarcely ever drives

a car herself—she

leaves that to her
hubby Howard
Hickman.
There are two

things which Miss
Barriscale insists on
at home, plenty of

fun and comfort.

They like home,
these two delightful

people, and spend
most of their private

time there. The
white lights of t h e

Pacific-coast-Broad-

way sees but little of

them, and their

downtown pilgrim-

ages are nearly al-

ways made to view
the latest photoplays
or to attend the the-

ater. There is a
motion picture house
just “round the

corner” from where
they live, and they

are well know n
there. In fact, the

proprietor always
tries to see that they

get the same seats

when they attend.

She is entirely un-
affected, and her as-

tonishing success
has not turned her

pretty head in the

least. It must be

remembered that
she had a distin-

guished stage career,

and that Richard
Walton Tully wrote
“The Bird of Para-
dise” with Miss
Barriscale in view
for the main char-

acter, and that she created the role which
has also helped to make famous three other
actresses who followed her. She has in-

variably set a good example to follow too.

She also created the part of Rose in

“Rose of the Rancho” on the speaking
stage, a part which she also starred in for

the Lasky company, it being her first picture
experience. Among her many other suc-
cesses have been “Plain Jane,” “A Corner
in Colleens,” “The Snarl,” “Cup of Life,”
“The Painted Lady,” “The Mating,” “The

Payment,” ‘Bullets and Brown Eyes,” and
“The Reward.”
At home she attends to her pretty garden,

confesses to reading a lot and to writing a
little, to enjoying comfy clothes and talking

quite a little, the Howard Hickman person
being an excellent listener. By the way, he
contributes to the gaiety of the household,
for he has a most even temper, and is a
good business man to boot, and, put your
ears close—he is actually in love with that

pretty wife of his, which may be bad news
to some gilded
youths, but it is a
fact which cannot be
overcome, strange
though it may ap-

pear.

And besides these

accomplishments we
are told that Miss
Barriscale kpows
how to bake a pie.

A real lemon mer-
ingue a la Barris-

cale. And, if we
are to believe those

who have tasted a

sample, it is some
pie. Not a Key-
stone or “prop” pie,

and assuredly not

the baker’s product
one sees piled high

on the marble slabs

of the quick lunch

emporium. But a

real old-fashioned

lemon meringue pie

that “melts in the

mouth.”
One of these pies

was prepared and
eaten by this dainty

little star and her
leadjng man, Charles
K. French, in one of

the last scenes of the

latest Tr i a n g 1 e

Kay-Bee production,

“Hater of Men.”
Miss Barriscale

could have easily

“faked” the scenes,

which show her
making this pie, but
she desired to con-
vince her associates

of her ability as a

pastry mistress.

And, after partak-
ing of it, the mem-
bers of the company
insisted upon having
a recipe.

“Oh, I can make
better pastries than
that,” Miss Barris-

cale says. “I think

if I hadn’t gotten

into the theatrical

profession, I would
have been a special-

ist in cooking.”
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Julian Eltinge, Famous Feminine Impersonator

OTHER distinguished

name has been added to

the list of Famous Play-

ers-Lasky stars with the

engagement of Julian Elt-

inge, the internationally celebrated im-

personator of feminine roles. Ar-
rangements have just been concluded

between Mr. Eltinge and Jesse L.

Lasky for this popular actor to make
his motion-picture debut under the

new selective booking arrangement
which is to go into effect on August
5th.

Julian Eltinge has just completed his
second season in the successful comedy,
“Cousin Lucy,” in which he has toured the
country. He has traveled all over Europe
in his various successful plays after com-

Mr. Eltinge is the one man who has

been able to appear in feminine char-

acterizations upon the stage without

losing a certain measure of respect

either from members of his own, or

of the opposite sex. The fact that he

is just “Bill” Eltinge to his legion of

friends and that he refuses to dis-

cuss feminine fashions even for much-
coveted publicity, are indicative of the

caliber of the man. He weighs 175

pounds, and is accomplished with his

fists as he is with his ankles. He is

forced to keep continuously in train-

ing because any lapse would render it im-

possible for him to wear the complicated

and distinctly confining gear which is part

of the feminine foibles which he presents

upon the stage.
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A Recruit

pleting wonderfully lucrative seasons in

New York. His fame is further perpetu-

ated by the erection of the Eltinge Theater

in New York—an honor which is accorded

to few actors.

in the

Army of

Photoplayers

A PAGE FROM MARY GARDEN’S DIARY
(WRITTEN IN PARIS IN MAY, 1917)

For a week I have been witnessing sights
that I never believed could happen even in

volatile France. I have been privileged to

watch the French people’s demonstration in

behalf of the United States, their new ally

in the war.
I have heard “The Star-Spangled Ban-

ner” played on every conceivable occasion

;

by musicians who know our national air and
by many others who obviously did not know
it; I have heard it hummed and sung and
whistled to the accompaniment of applause
and cheers.

“Dixie” challenges the Parisian ear al-

most as quickly as it does our good Yankees
in America. This favorite air of the South
is frantically applauded daily by French
auditors, who accept it as one of our na-
tional airs, rather than a musical contribu-

tion of one of the sections of our nation.

“Suwanee River” and Sousa’s marches are

other airs now immensely popular in Paris.

When the United States Senate, long past

midnight, passed the war resolution at

Washington, Paris thrilled instantly, for the

radio brought the news in a few minutes
and the French nation realized that her

sister republic overseas had cast the die in

behalf of human liberty.

The most intense interest is taken here in

the plan to bring American troops to France
—for France, when it wishes to be, is the

most sentimental of nations, and will glory

in a national gratuity or exchange of sol-

diers after one hundred and forty odd years

to show that the memory of Lafayette and
Rochambeau’s services still persists in the

western world.

It may not be generally known in the

United States that there are 50,000 Ameri-
cans already in the ranks of the allies at the

battle- front. A large portion of these

Americans are, of course, in the Red Cross

and ambulance services. Scores of Ameri-
can scientists and physicians are here la-

boring for stricken humanity, but the

remainder of the males are either in the in-

fantry, artillery or aviation divisions sub-

ject to the will of the entente.

Between the nights when I sing here at

the Comique and the time that I must take

for rest between performances, I still find

time to give attention to the hospital.

On several occasions since my return

here in the middle of March, I have in-

tended writing of an odd work that many
women, myself among them, commissioned
themselves to do. France rightly and cor-

rectly persists in giving its fighting soldiers

respites and furloughs. Men who have been
under heavy fire at the front are withdrawn
and have the opportunity to steady their

nerves before going back into battle.
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HE works of Tolstoy, Dostoev-

sky, Turgenieff, Sienkiewicz,

Pushkin, Ostrovsky and Andri-
eff in filmed form will soon be

as familiar to the patrons of

American motion picture theaters as they
are now familiar in book form to the cul-

tured publics of all the European countries.

The Russian Art Film Corporation has just

started a gigantic campaign for the popular-

ization of these authors throughout the

United States. The better known of their

novels are already to be had in the public

libraries, and the culture of the young
American high school graduate or college

alumnus is not considered complete without

some knowledge of these works. But a

film library of Russian fiction and drama,

now being assembled, will interest millions

where a written library attracts thousands.

The two leading dramatists of Russia are

A. N. Ostrovsky and Leonid Andrieff. The
plays of Ostrovsky, who was born in 1824

and died in 1886, have held the Russian

stage for three quarters of a century. He
is the creator of the national drama as

well as the pioneer of the unique Russian

scenic effects. Ostrovsky depicts with the

utmost realism, satire and comedy the life

of the middle classes. But he rises to ter-

rific heights of passion, too, as in his

powerful drama of the eternal triangle,

“The Storm.”

Leonid Andrieff is the indisputable leader

of contemporary Slavonic drama. There is

COUNT LEO TOLSTOY
^Vorld famous Author-Reformer of Russia whose

"\Var and Peace” and other stories have been

adapted to the screen

a poetic or symbolic strain to this work, but

he is less of a literary “high-brow” than

the Belgian symbolist Maeterlinck. Andri-

eff’s principal dramas include “The Life of

Man,” “The Black Maskers,” “The Sabine

Woman” and “Anathema,” all of which
have been translated into the chief Euro-

pean languages. A new play by him is an

event in both literary and dramatic circles.

The great dramatist is still in the prime of
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A BOUQUET OF ROSES
|

By GEORGE EDGAR FRYE

| Bring red roses, summer’s glory, messen- s

gers of love, g
Each sweet bud unfolds its story wafted j

from above.
_ |

1 Symbol of a Star’s devotion to the Pic- j
ture Screen, |

| Splendid in its fine emotion, worthy of a |
Queen.

_ |
1 In portrayal of Love’s passion, clutching

g
at the heart,

I Every reel in Filmland fashion mirror- §
ing her art!

1 bringing to the work incentive with an j
artist’s zest,

| Acting in each play intentive to achieve s

| the best.

1 'Romping as a Colleen merry, mischievous
|

and wild,

| Radiant as a nymph or fairy, winsome |
| as a child. j
1 In whatever role essaying to amuse and g
“ please, i

| Smiles and tears alike displaying by her |
| subtleties.

_ |
| Captive held by charms alluring at her |

| feet we kneel, g
| Ardently our faith assuring as these g

lines reveal.

| Loyalty our pledge imposes to our Prin- |
cess BESS,

| Every word and thought discloses love g
and tenderness.
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life, having been born in Orel in 1871, and
twenty years more of good work may be

expected from his pen.

The filming of stage plays from these and
other masters of the boards has been more
than paralleled in Russia by screen adapta-

tions direct from great novelists. It is gen-

erally acknowledged that the Slav novelists

tower head and shoulders above any other

national school, Great Britain and France
alone excepted. Tolstoy has celebrated the

glories of Russia rolling back the tide of

Napoleonic invasion; Sienkiewicz, the mar-
tial grandeur of antique Poland in age-

long war with all its neighbors and with

itself.

No one can fail to realize the spectacular

possibilities of Tolstoy’s “War and Peace,”

or, on the other hand, Sienkiewicz’s

mighty trilogy, “With Fire and Sword,”
“The Deluge” and “Pan Michael.” One
finds such pieces highly popular in Russian

picture theaters, and can reasonably predict

their successful vogue over here.

The Henryk Sienkiewicz just named is

best known in this country as the author of

“Quo Vadis.” He is a Pole of Lithuanian

ancestry, profoundly cultured by travel and

study, and voicing the national genius of

Poland.

Count Leo Tolstoy, Russia’s greatest

Nineteenth Century figure, is such a myriad-

sided personality that the films at their best

can present him only in his aspect of superb

storyteller. Born to every luxury, he led

the wayward life of the young nobility,

fought bravely through the Crimean War,
sobered down into a good family man, a

philanthropic landlord and a writer of phil-

osophic fiction
;
then in later life became

strongly imbued with the idea of the wick-

edness of human institutions, and adopted

the simple, primitive Christ life as he un-

derstood it. His death occurred a few

years ago during a lonely pilgrimage he

had undertaken from his home at Yasnaya
Polyana, where his family still clung to the

conventional ideals of property, marriage

and the State. Obviously Tolstoy’s action

stories, rather than his doctrinal books or

his more philosophic novels, fit the require-

ments of the screen
;
six or seven of the

former category have been filmed with great

success.

Next in mental stature to Tolstoy come
F. M. Dostoevsky, the thrilling portrayer

of Russia’s heritage of crime and suffering,

and I. S. Turgenieff, the exquisite Meis-

sonier of Russian fictional art, Dostoevsky,

who was born in 1822 and died in 1881, ac-

tually served a long Siberian exile at hard

labor, which had been commuted from the

(Continued on page 51)

A. N. OSTROVSKY
The master dramatist of the Russian theatre many

of whose works have been recently filmed

for the screen
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ULIETTE LA MONDE was a

musical comedy star, and she

knew life. Although she was
admired and sought after by
practically all the men who

came under her magic influence, she loved

only Morgan Grant, a man of the world,
who, because of his infatuation for Juliette,

had grown weary of his wife, Martha, from
whom he wished to be free. Frankly con-
fessing his desire to wed another, he de-

manded a divorce from his helpmate, but

her religion prevented her from giving the

liberty he wanted.
“But I’ll not have you bothered with me

if you don’t care for me,” she said. “I

promise you now I will never see you again,

it makes no difference what sorrow it means
for me.”
Thus it came about that Martha left her

husband, and he did not show the slightest

trace of regret over the tragic event. He
was entirely too consumed by his ardor for

the charming Juliette, who, he had decided,

was indispensable to his future happiness.

Juliette was not such a bad sort of girl

either. In fact, she had many laudable

traits, and she was not reprehensible for

most of her faults, as she had been forced

to her way of living by the stern, unfor-

giving and unrelenting attitude assumed by
her step-father towards her. Not even her

mother could dissuade this man from in-

sisting that Juliette be cast out and kept so.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Amy Barker Katherine Johnston
J uliETTE La Monde Kitty Gordon
Henry La Monde Jack Drumier
Mrs. La Monde Inez Shannon
Francine (7 years old) ....Madge Evans
Francine (17 years old) ....Lillian Cook
Doctor Stewart Robert Forsyth
Jan Moritz Edward Elkas
Morgan Grant Frederick Truesdell
Philip Stewart William Sherwood
Martha Grant Pinna Nesbit
Critic ; R. Payton Gibbs

(Produced by Peerless. Released by World)

The girl’s mother dreamed and prayed for

her constantly. She was most discontented

in her enforced separation from her daugh-
ter, but she was utterly incapable of com-
bating her husband. Worry over the situ-

ation into which she had been forced by
Fate, brought this poor mother to her bed
with a severe illness.

She hovered between life and death for

several weeks, and it was on the night when
Juliette scored her most sensational hit in a

new musical revue that the mother died.

Juliette had just finished her performance
when she received the telegram announcing
her mother’s death. Overcome by grief she

rushed to her parental domicile, and her

sorrow was intensified by the cruel treat-

ment accorded her by her step-father from
the minute she arrived.

“How dare you who have disgraced the

family to enter my home?” demanded the

irate man as he tore the young woman away
from the bier of her mother.

“But I have the right to pay my respect

to my own mother,” Juliette replied stoutly.

“You have no right in my home at all,”

the man declared, and thereupon he forcibly

assisted the overwhelmed girl out to the

street.

One week later he sailed for England,
accompanied by his own seven-year-old

daughter, Francine, who had no knowledge
of Juliette’s connection with her family.

Ten years elapsed, and although they
made many surface changes, the heart of

Juliette was constant to Morgan Grant. She
expressed profound gratitude to him for

having made her happy through all the

years, but his ardor was beginning to cool

just a little.

In England, Francine, unhappy with her

silent, brooding father, attended a con-

vent. Martha Grant, then a teacher in that

particular institution, had never spoken to

anyone of the sorrow which weighted her

down. She became friendly with Francine.

In fact, she soon fostered an affection for

the pretty, young girl. It was about at the

time this friendship was developing that

Juliette wrote to her step-father and asked

forgiveness. She also asked that he send

Francine to her, so that she may make
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amends by her devotion to her younger sis-

ter. The receipt of this letter infuriated

Henry La Monde. Alone in his library he
paced the floor wildly as he raged. He
permitted his hatred for Juliette to gain too

full a control over him. The tragic result

was he died as he still clutched savagely at

his step-daughter’s letter. A stroke of

apoplexy had proven fatal. Francine
reached the home a few minutes later and
discovered the lifeless body of her father.

Naturally she took from his death-grasp

Juliette’s letter, which she read with the

keenest interest. Her perusal of the letter

recalled to her mind the day on which her
father had driven from their home the beau-

tiful stranger. Then it was for the first

time that she realized she had a sister, and
that sister was Juliette. She decided to join

her in America at once.

Receiving a cable that Francine would ar-

rive in America, Juliette made some radical

changes in her mode of living. She sent

Morgan Grant from her home, and re-

moved all suggestions of the masculine

from the rooms. When Grant revolted at

being sent away from her, she reminded
him that she thought it was a great sacrifice

for her to do so, Francine was only a little

girl and they must be fair to her by giving

her a correct start. Dr. Stewart, an old ac-

quaintance, was greatly pleased with Juli-

ette’s arrangements forFrancine’s reception.

Amy Barker, returning on the same
steamer with Francine, introduced her to

the young smart set as well

as the ritual of cocktail

drinking. On the day of

her arrival, a real

mother awaited Fran-
cine, in the person of

Juliette. She was
very proud and happy
in her ability to be
kind to Francine.

Dr. Stewart’s son,

Philip, who had won
many honors at West
Point, lived with his

father in the house
adjoining Juliette’s.

He had become inter-

ested in Francine.

Several months
later, returning from
a trip through the

West, Morgan Grant
visited Juliette and
came upon Francine.

He introduced him-
self as an old friend

of Juliette’s. He was
pleasantly surprised

to find her a beauti-

ful young girl, instead

of the noisy, gawky
schoolgirl he had ex-

pected, and he did not

conceal his admir-

ation.

When Grant com-
plained to Juliette of

her changed behavior

toward him, she told

him the responsibility

of bringing up a little

sister had changed
her, bringing a moth-
er’s happiness, unlike

any other. When she

intimated that she
was looking forward
to a match between
Francine and Philip

Stewart, he called Juliette a fool for enter-

taining such thoughts so soon. She told

him marriage is the sweetest lot of a

woman, for then she can have children.

Grant did not share her views.

A few days later, Amy Barker intro-

duced Francine to another phase of “real

life,” which entailed smoking and drinking

in the company of cafe lounge lizards.

Juliette was shocked to find that Francine
had been smoking, but Francine responded
that Amy Barker and all smart girls smoked
and drank. Grant watched them cynically.

Francine thought herself worldly wise, and
far above the love of such young men as

Philip Stewart. Philip was heartbroken,

but his father did his best to comfort him.

Juliette came upon Francine puffing at

Morgan’s cigarette, on a dare. After send-

ing Francine to dress, Juliette embraced
Grant, and was shocked to find that he was
indifferent to her caresses, having become
interested in Francine. She realized that

the inevitable had happened—he had be-

come tired of her.

Francine told Juliette that she had re-

jected Philip Stewart. Juliette did not hide

her disappointment.

Piqued because Juliette did not approve
of her friendship with Francine, Amy
Barker told Francine about Juliette’s past.

Francine was almost crushed by the knowl-
edge, but with it came the satisfaction that

Juliette would no longer have the right to

dictate to her as she had always done.

Morgan Grant proved that the heart of a
man is ageless. Having become infatuated
with Francine he did not hide it, but was a
bit uneasy about Juliette. She saw Morgan
kissing Francine, who drank in every word
as he made love to her.

To better guard Francine, Juliette had
kept her secret locked in her heart. She
intercepted a note from Morgan to Fran-
cine, saying he expected Francine at his

apartment at four that afternoon. Francine
told Juliette she had no right to advise a
young girl in view of her past. Juliette

could not answer the charge.

Morgant Grant, expecting Francine, dis-

missed his servants for the day. When
Francine prepares to go to Grant, Juliette

locked her into her room, instructing the

servants not to free her. Then Juliette went
to Grant’s apartment, and when Grant ac-

cused her of jealousy, she told him it was
love for him and duty to Francine that

prompted her action.

Juliette was willing to let Grant marry
Francine if he would secure a divorce from
his wife, but he held that a man of his

type could never remarry. When Juliette

pleaded her love for him, he told her that

was of the dead past, and asked her to leave

his apartment, but she wanted him to write

Francine that he would never see her again,

because he did not love her. When he re-

fused she shot him. Immediately overcome
by remorse, Juliette pleaded for forgiveness.

Realizing the strength of his love for

Juliette, Grant could not let

her suffer in the case of his

death. He wrote a con-

f ession indicating

that tired of living he

ended his life. Be-
fore he died, Grant
asked Juliette’s for-

giveness, and assured

her of his great love

for her.

Juliette told Fran-
cine of Grant’s death,

and though at first

she seemed overcome
by the fact that her

great adventure had
been thwarted, sor-

row left but a slight

scar on her heart.

She later accepted

Philip’s renewed pro-

posal of marriage.

They were married

and Juliette called

G o d’s blessing on
them as they started

on their honeymoon.
Two months later,

somewhere in France,

working out her
destiny in the divine

service of mankind,
was Juliette. As a

Red Cross nurse, she

had occasion, at the

sacrifice of her own
life, to save Martha
Grant from the fire

of the enemy. It was
a most heroic act, and
a fateful one. It gave
Juliette her one op-

portunity to atone

for the wrongs which
she had caused to be

inflicted upon an in-

nocent third member
of the eternal tri-Juliettc came upon Francine puffing at Morgan' • cigarette
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“ How dare you who have disgraced the family to enter my home
!

"

His ardor was beginning to cool just a little after ten years

angle. True, she was frightfully injured,

but this did not prevent her from feeling a

deep sense of gratification.

“I am oh so glad I have been of some
little service to you at last after doing you
so much harm,” Juliette whispered huskily

as she lay prostrate on a stretcher in a

field hospital.

Martha was too choked up by her emo-
tions to make reply. Juliette noted the

woman’s tears and extended her hand to

her adding weakly though with profound
earnestness

:

“Can you and will you forgive me.” she

answered.

Martha dropped to her knees heavily and
buried her head in her former rival’s pillow,

crying: “Yes, I do forgive you. It has all

been a life tragedy from which there was
no escape for any of us. I forgive you
with all my heart.”

There was a prolonged silence. Both
women were sobbing. The very atmosphere

seemed surcharged with intensified sadness.

Even the hardened attending physicians and
attaches were moved to tears. The cause

was so obvious, for ’twas a repetition of

the biblical warning: “As ye sow, so shall

ye reap.” An adventuress, always beloved

and feted, had come to her moment of resti-

tution because she had failed to keep within

the bounds of propriety in the days when
her heart ruled her head so far that she un-

consciously perpetrated an injustice that she

might gain her own happiness, which, after

all, proved exceedingly fitting.

“You are so wonderfully good, and I am
happy to know you still have a chance to

win your happiness, for so long as there is

life there is hope,” Juliette then murmured
with very great effort.
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“But you can have the same chance too,

you can recover from your wounds,”
Martha replied half-apprehensively and
half-confidently.

Juliette could only shake her head in the

negative while a wan smile played around
her colorless lips. A moment later the last

spark of life left her body, and she breathed

no more.

She has died in the ranks for the cause

of humanity; she has proven that the con-

trolling spirit of her being has been heroic

righteousness, but for the love of a man she

had erred grievously in her method of liv-

ing. In death she had one sincere mourner
—the woman who had lost her place in the

sun of joy because of the rivalry she

offered. And the body of Juliette La-
Monde was laid to rest wrapped in the

colors of America.
She had won this honor fairly.

Some Inside Information on the Motion Picture Art By colin Campbell

The motion picture art and industry has

made great strides during the past few
years, probably no other line of endeavor
has earned a greater or more artistic ad-

vancement. I well remember the period

when a motion picture theater consisted of

a bed-sheet, and a phonograph, and some
camp chairs. Today the beautiful theaters

everywhere attest to the dignity and worth
of motion pictures.

The production of the picture has ad-

vanced also, and the methods in vogue to-

day are entirely dissimilar to those of

yesterday. Direction and photography have
both greatly improved.

From my point of view, however, it is

the acting before the camera that has made
gigantic advances. The grimaces and the

exaggerated gesticulations formerly in-

dulged in by the actor or actress before the

camera have given place to more artistic

work. It is no longer necessary for an actor

to tear his hair in order to register grief, the

art of suggesting some emotion rather than

exaggerating it has been developed.

It is to the director of pictures that the

public must thank for the higher art of

screen acting. The director has made the

motion picture comedy or drama his con-

tinual study, he has sought ways and means
by which his actors could improve their art

before the camera and it is to the director

that credit for higher art in motion picture
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REALISM
| A tired farmer wandered in

j To see a movie scene or two,

1 The crowded city’s heated din
Had warmed him through and through. |

He looked at scenes of glaciers flat,

I And bleak snow spaces cold and still, j
| They were so realistic that

| The farmer had a chill!

—By George B. Staff. §
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acting should be given. With few excep-

tions, the motion picture director of today

directs all details of his production. He
approves of the locations, the interior set-

tings and above all the actor or actress

rarely makes a move that is not first thought

out and dictated by the director. The di-

rector of today must rise or fall by his pic-

tures. He it is that is censored when details

go wrong, and to him should be given the

credit, very frequently, when the screen

star scores an unusual success.

In the details of stage settings the mo-
tion picture has also materially advanced.

Expensive furnishings, deep sets, beautiful

outdoor scenic effects all are the result of

careful study on the part of the director and
his staff and all the time the energetic direc-

tor is striving to improve to advance in the

art.

The motion picture public, perhaps, does
not always appreciate the man behind the

gun—the individual who directs the char-

acters, is responsible for their work and
is responsible for the worth of the com-
pleted production. Very often he must
rewrite or radically change the scenario

handed him
;
he must combat “tempera-

ment,” he must be responsible for a produc-

tion in which is invested a fortune, and, de-

spite handicaps, he must bring out a picture

that will sell.
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I’m going to take a rest cure
!”

dainty little Viola Dana, Metro
SI Hj| star, came running out of the

stage setting in which she had
sa.-<^y 5een working at the Rolfe-

Columbia studios, clapping her hands in

glee. “Mr. Collins, my director, says he
doesn’t need me tomorrow, so I’m going to

take a rest.”

“And will that be the extent of your rest

cure ?” I asked.

“Of course ! I shall feel like a new per-

son after a good day’s rest. Don’t you want
to come up to the house and help me rest?”

“Help you ? Can you rest with somebody
around ?”

“Certainly, if it’s somebody I like all

right,” said this amazing little creature.

Of course I was dying to come and see

her, because I’d been pleading for a long

while for a chance to interview the little

star, but it seemed unfair to take advantage
of her day at home for such a purpose, and
I said so.

“Oh, don’t interview me, for goodness
sake !” said Miss Dana. “But I’d love to

have you come up and help me spend a lazy

day. Come early ! I don’t sleep late.”

So it was at an hour when many screen

and stage luminaries on a day’s leave of ab-

sence are still getting their beauty sleep

that I arrived at the handsome apartment
hotel where Miss Dana makes her home.
“Send her right up,” was the cheering

answer, and the little star, who greeted me
from among the pillows, said she had al-

ready been awake for some time. She
was indulging in the luxury of a cup of

coffee in bed.

“I never do this except when I spend a

day at home,” she said. “Usually, I get up
and dress, have breakfast, and go down
to the studio immediately. No mooning
around when there’s work to be done. But
today is different. Won’t you have some
coffee?

“I suppose you wonder why I live in an
apartment hotel. I’ll tell you the honest

reason. I love to keep house so much that

I should neglect my picture work for it.

And as that’s how I earn my living, I

mustn’t neglect it, must I? I love to fuss

around with cooking and gardens and cats

—everything that helps to make up a home.
Really, if Mr. Karger is wise he will insist

that as long as I work for Metro I must
never have a home of my own to take care

of.” She was referring to Maxwell Kar-
ger, who guides the destinies of the Rolfe
and Columbia studios.

“Well, it’s time I was up and dressed.

One, two, three! Out goes she!” With a

bound she had jumped out of bed and had
run for her morning “tub” to the bath-

room, where the faithful Mrs. Van had
turned on the water. Coming back and slip-

ping into a soft, befrilled and ruffled negli-

gee, she grabbed the hairbrush. “Now I

must do my fifty strokes.”

I watched her with envious admiration.

“Oh, how lovely to do the things you ought
to do !”

“Yes; isn’t it brave of me? I do it night

and morning, fifty strokes each time. Also,

A restful hour before going to bed

I brush my eyebrows,” she said, taking a

tiny camel’s hair arrangement and suiting

the action to the word. “When I was little

my mother would never let me neglect it,

and I got into the habit. It’s awfully good
for your arm muscles, too.”

The hair-brushing over, and the simple

little coiffure neatly arranged, Mrs. Van
came and helped her into a crisp little morn-
ing dress.

“But I thought you were going to rest,” I

said. “Most girls keep a kimona on when
they’re just going to lounge around.”

Fifty strokes every morning

“Of course I’m going to rest,” said this

energetic little creature. “I’m resting this

very minute. But to save my life I couldn’t

do it in a kimona. Except when I’m just

going to bed or just getting up, a kimona
tires me to death, if I’m up and well, I

want my clothes on.” And she gave a

final pat to a big satin bow that adorned the

front of her dress. “Now let’s look at the

morning’s mail.”

A servant had brought up a big package
of letters from numerous Viola Dana ad-

mirers throughout the country, and the little

star now sat down at her writing desk to

read them.
“HI just answer the urgent ones now,”

she said. “The others can wait until after

you are gone. But I do like to take care of

them promptly, because if I don’t they pile

up so that I can’t handle them.”

“Have you tried having a secretary?”

“Oh, of course. Secretary after secre-

tary—they’ve followed each other in rapid

succession in and out of my employ.”

“Couldn’t you get a good one?”
“Oh, yes, they were all good. But what’s

the fun of getting mail if you don’t read it

yourself? I feel a personal interest in the

people who write to me—but I can’t do it

if someone just tells me that I’ve had a let-

ter from Jennie Jones of Jonesville. Some-
how, it takes all the heart out of it. Here
are some perfectly lovely letters. If you
don’t mind reading a book or a newspaper
for a little while, I’ll just answer them.”

I looked up a few minutes later and
found her smiling at a photograph over her

desk. It was a picture of a baby.

“Cunning, isn’t he?” I exclaimed.

“Yes. That’s little Charles Bancroft
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Phillips’s

baby. I’m crazy about that baby, and I

keep his picture up there to cheer me when
anything goes wrong. No matter how
badly I feel, I just look up at Charlie and
he makes me smile.”

“What’s wrong now?”
“Why, somebody sent a letter intended

for me all the way to England to my sister

Edna
;
she’s had to send it back to me, and

the little girl who asked the question has

been waiting all this time for her answer.

It made me feel so blue I just had to look

at little Charlie until he made me smile.

But the little girl won’t have to wait for

her answer any longer. Now, give me
some roses on one side of me, and my cloi-

sonne vase on the other, and I’ll be per-

fectly happy again.”

This remarkable little creature is the

efficiency expert of her own life. Knowing
the things that will make her happy, she

keeps herself fortified against the mis-

chances of a capricious world, so that tears

are soon succeeded by smiles. She has a

special fondness for roses, and is never
without them.

“If I feel unaccountably blue in the

morning when I wake up,” said Miss Dana,
“I ask the maid to bring me some roses in

a hurry. They do the work, for their appeal

is irresistible. I don’t see how anyone could

be insensible to the beauty and the frag-

( Continued on page 52)
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8.40 A. M., Mr. Love puts the finishing touches upon the wig
that helps distinguish the character he is to portray

at the Peerless studio, where

:r, and George Archairband

lad to see him

8.30 A. M., Montague Love a

Robert B. McIntyre (left),

(right), director.

i

lWUD

Noon hour. Mr. Love takes a
{

at the manuscript

>ck A. M., and from then until 5.30 P. M., with the exception of

hour for luncheon, Mr. Love works, sometimes strenuously
6.00 P. M., the end of a perfect day, and our Mr. Love s

fancy turns smilingly to recreation
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT THE CLAN THAT ACTS
William Russell and Charlotte Burton are

married. They tried hard to keep it quiet, but

of course the news leaked out. They are a

most popular couple. They have settled down
at Bill’s ranch.

Re

Johnny and Emma Ray, long- favorites on

the musical comedy and vaudeville stage, have

uncovered a cycle of photoplay comedies

sponsored by General Film Company, in which

the curious collar and funny face of Johnny

are balanced by the queenly stature of Emma.
They are making canned laughs wholesale now
in a studio at Cliffside, N. J.

R’i

Richard Tucker!, formerly! of the Edison

Studios Stock Co., whose work before the

camera has always measured up to the 100 per

cent, standard, has temporarily forsaken pic-

tures and enlisted in the U. S. Marine Corps

where, at present, and until he is assigned

definitely, he is engaged in the Publicity De-

partment as lecturer. Mr. Tucker will visit a

great many theaters during the next few

weeks and lecture on life in the Marine Corps.

The “Castle bob” bids fair to be a permanent

institution.

Women anxious to know whether Mrs. Ver-

non Castle’s hair will be longer in motion pic-

tures than it was when she danced herself to

fame may be reassured. It will not. If the

talented star seems to have forsaken the chic

mode she introduced they may be sure she’s

wearing a wig.

“I don’t think I’ll ever let my hair grow long

again,” says the famous Pathe star. “I’ve

worn it so long this way it wouldn’t seem

natural in any other fashion. Can you imagine

one old and gray, but with hair bobbed? Well,

I shall be that way one day if I live long

enough.” __

Thomas Santschi was accorded a warm wel-

come when in Chicago, recently. Santschi, in

the good old days, formerly resided in Chicago

where he appeared in stock, and it was in the

Windy City that he made his first appearance

in the films at the studio of the Selig Com-
pany. There is no more popular or versatile

film star than Thomas Santschi. Enumerated
among his recent successes are John Mentor,

in “Beware of Strangers”; “Bill” O’Shaugh-

nessy in “Who Shall Take My Life?”; Boris

in “The Garden of Allah.” Santschi lives in

Los Angeles, likes to motor and to engage in

athletic sports.

William Russell is not only the star, but

also the author of “Pride and the Man,” now
being shown on the Mutual program. In

“Pride and the Man,” Mr. Russell appears as

Handsome Jack Bronson, the champion heavy-
weight and idol of the ring. The greater part

of the story is founded on incidents in the life

of Mr. Russell during the several years he

held the eastern championship as gentleman
boxer.

Ra

Charlie Chaplin is serious in his ambition to

accumulate a cold ten million dollars before it

comes time for him to retire. He says he is

anxious to show what can be accomplished by a
fellow who started at the bottom of the ladder.

Thomas F. O’Malley, who appears in the

support of Mabel Taliaferro in “The Will-o’-the-

Wisp,” claims to have played more Irish parts

than any other actor on the American stage.

He played with Agnes Robertson, the original

“Colleen Bawn,” on her final American tour,

and acted in “The Shaughraun,” “Arrah na
Pogue,” and other Irish dramas written by her

famous husband, Dion Boucicault. He was in

the original production of “The Ivy Leaf” yvith

William H. Powers. His first appearance Si an
Irish part was as a child in 1866. He played

with Joseph Murphy in “The Kerry Gow,” and
with Andrew Mack in a revival of “Arrah na
Pogue,” in the latter play being considered the

best Michael Feeney who ever attempted the

part. Other Irish parts were played in the

companies of Barney Williams and W. J. Flor-

ence. Mr. O’Malley was born in Ireland, but

was brought to this country by his parents

when an infant.
Rvi

Mary Pickford’s principal business manager
is her mother, whose decisions are final in all

matters of business.

A nurse’s class has been formed at the Tri-

angle-Ince studios under Dr. R. S. Moore, an
ex-Army surgeon. Under Dr. Moore’s super-

vision a perfectly equipped hospital ward has
been fitted out, and here he holds classes each

day. Chief among his pupils are Enid Ben-
nett, Sylvia Bremer and Olive Thomas. They
are being trained in every branch of the Red
Cross work, including the use of anesthetics,

various methods of bandaging wounds and
giving first aid.

Captain Leslie T. Peacocke, widely known
as a short story writer, scenario editor, poet,

actor and screen star, returns to the screen

in support of Jackie Saunders in her latest

production for Mutual, entitled “Betty Be
Good.” Captain Peacocke has more than 200
short stories to his credit, and is the author
of more than 400 original photoplays and 40
adaptations. He is the author of “Sunshine
and Gold,” one of the Jackie Saunders fea-

tures which will shortly be released through
Mutual.

The eccentricities of the screen fan have
often been published, but the one that takes the
cake, arrived today from the Douglas Fair-
banks publicity office.

The story reads that an admirer of Douglas
Fairbanks spent forty dollars in telephone
charges, talking to her favorite screen actor
in Los Angeles, from Dover, New Jersey, the
home of the film-mad maiden. During her five

minutes of conversation, Miss Betsy Jennings
complained about a poor photograph she had
received in the morning’s mail, and implored
Fairbanks to send her a new one immediately
by special delivery.

“But why call me from a distance of thirty-

five hundred miles?” asked Douglas.

“Well,” stuttered Betsy, “principally to find

out if you smoke, chew or drink—and also if

makeup hurts your face—and do you receive

many letters a day from admirers?”

Something happened to the transcontinental

connection, for Fairbanks, who has a keen
sense of humor, complained about being dis-

connected.

LOOKING PLEASANT FOR THE FANS

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks on hand to greet A1 Lichtman, general manager of Artcraft, who is now
visiting in Los Angeles. Left to right, bottom row—A1 Lichtman. general manager Artcraft, John Emerson
Doug's Director, Mrs. Pickford. Mary Pickford. and Smiling "Doug." Second row—Arthur S. Kane, westcoast
manager for Artcraft, Jack Pickford, M. H. Lewis, LosJAngeles representative for Paramount, and Ted Hemmer
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As a member of the Red Cross he does valiant service

what is going on as the most ambitious ac-

tor in the company. The director uses both

words and signs in telling Teddy what to do

before the camera, and it is rarely

that he makes a mistake; he ap-

parently absorbs with grave

attrition not only the direc-

tions given him, but

also the conversations

that go on between

the director and other

members of the cast.

Teddy is a star in

every sense of the

word, from his long-

term contract which
calls for one hundred
dollars a week to his

rating on the adver-

tising of the produc-

tions in which he is

billed as a topliner.

Outside of working
hours Teddy is a one

man dog, and pays

slight attention to

anyone but h i s

master. He is gentle

with children but
makes it evident that

he does not like their

attention, always noz-

zling away from them

with lofty indiffer-

ence. At present a

tiny kitten at the studio is his sole playmate.

However, this characteristic of Teddy’s

does not keep him from being the pet of the

„

Teddy upward-bound

studio; every man, woman and child loves

the Great Dane and never tire of watching

him act before the camera. He is an ex-

ample of what love and judicious training

can do for a dumb brute, and his natural,

easy performance of the tasks given him
stand out in marked contrast to those of

animals that more frequently than not have

felt the lash of the trainer’s whip. Teddy
has never had a cross word or a whipping

in his life, and it stands to reason that he

never will. He and his master fraternize

as man to man, and the dog demonstrates

that he appreciates the comradeship.

Recently Teddy, with the same calm that

he follows his director’s instructions, staged

an impromptu act of his own which, un-

fortunately, it was impossible to screen.

One of the prettiest of the young actresses

got caught in a burning tenement, which

was being consumed for picture purposes.

Teddy, who was not in the act, was back of

the set. The girl missed her cue to jump

to the waiting hero in front, became con-

fused and doubtless would have been badly

burned if Teddy had not gone to the rescue.

He is capable of making tremendous leaps,

and without hesitation he dashed into the

burning house, seized the girl by the dress

ROBABLY the most conspicu-

ous animal actor on the screen

is “Teddy,” the Great Dane of

the Triangle-Keystone Com-
pany. Teddy draws a salary

of one hundred dollars a week, and he

is worth it. He has endeared himself to

thousands of picture lovers, because para-

doxical as it may seem, Teddy, while a

salaried actor, is not a trick dog. Accord-

ing to his master, who raised him from a

pup, the big, intelligent dog has never been

taught a trick in his life. In moving pic-

tures as in “The Nick of Time Baby,” in

which he and the baby carry off the honors,

or “Teddy at the Throttle” or “The Dog
Catcher’s Love,” two of his other big suc-

cesses, he has been directed just as his

human companions in the play were. The
only difference is that the actors are re-

hearsed before the camera cranks, and it is

not necessary to rehearse Teddy.

It is not possible to exaggerate this dog’s

intelligence, he understands every word or

sign. From the time his master took the

ungainly, lovable pup from its mother, he

made a pal of him, petting and talking to

him just as he would to a child. Teddy
evinced interest from the first with the con-

versational attitude of his master, and it was

not long before he began to master the

English language, until today there is no

question about his understanding every

word addressed to him. When his director

is putting him through the routine action of

the play, the dog pays

as studious at-

tention t o
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and dragged her out the back way to safety.

And now, not to be outdone by his human
actor friends, Teddy is preparing to follow
the colors, and has enlisted in Red Cross.
Charles Murray, the Keystone comedian,
paid for Teddy’s training in the Red Cross,
and should the dog be called to service he
will be thoroughly capable of performing
the many brave deeds attributed to the
canine heroes of the trenches. Teddy has
already become an expert in securing a
bandage around a wound, holding a tourni-

quet about a bleeding artery, or rushing to

aid a wounded sol-

dier on the battle-

field. He has also

been taught to dis-

tinguish between a
punctured artery
and an ordinary

bleeding wound,
by the use of a

fountain pen filler

in the hands of

his trainer and
master. If the
liquid in the filler

spurts, he knows that

he must hold the

bandage tourniquet

tightly in his teeth

and stay by the side

of the wounded sol-

dier until aid comes.

If the liquid flows in

a steady stream he

to tie up the wound and seek aid at the
nearest hospital base. For those soldiers
who are able to help themselves, Teddy
carries a first-aid kit, which contains nar-
cotics, bandages, and other surgical appli-
ances with which the wounded soldier can
bind up his own wounds and gain tempor-
ary relief until aid comes.

There is no question but what Teddy
will actually see service somewhere in

France or Belgium, inasmuch as the United
States War Department has profited by the
lesson taught by the Belgians in pressing

police dogs
into the work
of military re-

lief, and will

knows that it is safe Teddy is not adverse to a little loving now and then

undoubtedly mobilize a veritable canine
army to despatch to the battlefront at once.
Physically and intellectually Teddy is ideal,

and will pass every examination. He is

powerful enough to carry a wounded man a
great distance over rough ground, such as
would be impassable to the average human
being. Furthermore, he is game enough to
face the very mouth of a cannon in order to

do his master’s bidding. This is the prime
requisite in dog soldiers. Numerous species
of this useful beast possess such highly or-

ganized nervous systems that they could
never be dissuaded from fleeing in conster-
nation from the roar of artillery. But
Teddy, like the hundreds of other dogs
which will be enlisted, is as cold as the
proverbial cucumber in the face of danger.
Moreover, Teddy really relishes a fight, and

woe betide the enemy
soldier who dares to com-
bat him. Needless to add
any human gladiator so

audacious will have to act

quickly with gun or bay-
onet, because it is pretty
difficult to match canine
prowess and speed.

There is every indica-
tion that trained dogs are
going to play an impor-
tant part in Uncle Sam’s
battle across the seas, and
for this reason Teddy
looms up big as a promis-
ing hero of many thrilling

and exciting incidents.

iiiaii in

WHY I PREFER OPEN-AIR PICTURES
By HENRY OTTO

I infinitely prefer producing pictures

which can be made with God’s own settings

and backgrounds to those which call for

many studio interiors.

The big out-of-doors inspires me ; how
could it be otherwise? One has only to

look over the many snap-shots and “stills”

I possess to fully understand this.

Before the completion of any scenario I

always go “location hunting” myself, and
whenever possible, I take the author along
with me, and we never fail to find some-
thing in nature which suggests some inci-

dent which can be worked into the action or

plot which will improve our photoplay.

Take the Santa Barbara Islands where
we are at present, putting on a water fea-

ture with Tyrone Power and little Frances
Burnham. I persuaded Richard Willis, the

author of the story, to tear himself away
from his many duties, and with the general

manager of the company, M. Philip Han-
sen, we spent some days on the islands with
the rough draft of our story. The result

was that we made several alterations and
improvements, suggested by the ruggedness
and beauty of these islands.

Particularly do I love the water, and
water has always figured largely in my most
successful productions. “The River of
Romance” was made for the best part
around the Thousand Islands and “Undine”
was produced on the Santa Barbara Islands,

both were a joy to me in the making.

In producing open-air pictures, a man
loses much of his self importance, and the

natural tendency of the artist is to be less

of the actor and more the natural man, far
more so than is possible in a studio. The
girls and boys forget their “temperaments”
in the wealth of life and beauty which holds
their attention, whereas in a studio they get

1 DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

If you’re looking for funny pranks

| Just watch for Douglas Fairbanks.

He does give such awful thrills,

| Makes you shiver with the chills.

j
He can climb just like a spider,

| Up a space not much wider;

| And that funny smile of his,

J On his face it always is.

j I always go and take my honey

| For his capers are so funny.

|
When I seem to have the blues

A Douglas Fairbanks’ film I choose. §

Cora B. Fulmer. |
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more time to nurse petty grievances and to
sit and talk over personal matters. I find

we all forget ourselves in our work amid
the wonderful surroundings of hills, rocks
and water.

On these islands the actors and actresses
are picking their way over painfully sharp

rocks, swimming in rough water, climbing
hills and what not, all in good humor, while
the cameraman and myself take really dan-
gerous chances, and do it without thinking
of much, save that we are going to get some
wonderful shots and direct something we
hope to be proud of.

It is such healthy work, this out-of-doors
picture making. We get up very early and
are on the job as soon as Mr. Sun makes his
appearance, and we are all tired out and
glad to follow Mr. Sun when he goes to
roost.

It is claimed that strong dramatic work is

more forcefully presented on the screen
when taken in interior sets, this is true in

regard to some domestic dramas, but after
all there is nothing more highly dramatic
than the common emotions when depicted
with well-selected open air locations.

I do not believe in trying to take exterior
scenes when the natural action calls for in-

teriors, but I certainly incline towards the
photoplays which take audiences to rugged
or beautiful places and which add a touch
of novelty to even every day happenings.

In fact, it is my opinion that the thing
that makes motion pictures most attractive
is the vividness with which they show peo-
ple in real scenes of places they have never
seen. There is an obvious educational value
to the showing of such scenes. Indeed, the
photoplay art is a great geography lesson,
and scenic tour all in one. Stories in nat-
ural surroundings inform while accomplish-
ment of this is worth while these days.
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PHOTOPLAYERS AS YOU DON'T OFTEN SEE THEM
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Juliette Day believes in being comfy Amy Dennis reads to a happy excess

Harold Lockwood dotes on Oriental splendor Shirley Mason enjoys fencing with bold^mankind
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THE SILENT TREND
A Composite Review of the Current Month’s
Achievements in the Photo-Play World

By BERT D. ESSEX

B 't'HE all-prevailing trend throughout the

M ^ proud domain of photoplay today is

| towards zealously enthusiastic patriotism.

B Everybody connected with every branch of

1 the business is valiantly doing his or her

J§ bit. The slacker is conspicuous by his ab-

sence. The tireless self-sacrificing worker

B is in every nook and corner of the industry.

| Star and supernumerary, magnate and office

B boy, exhibitor and usher are all on the job

for Uncle Sam. There is no evidence what-

B soever of a limit to the amount of money

jS and energy the moving picture folk are

B willing to donate cheerfully to the cause

B of the democracy enunciated by the United

B States Government. In all sections of the

B country they are working like beavers to

B promote every phase of that cause and

thereby is it being proven profoundly that

B the screen constitutes one of America’s most

B praiseworthy institutions.

It is interesting to note just what kind

B of service some of the luminaries of the

B profession are rendering to their country.

B Mary Pickford, for instance, subscribed

B $100,000 towards the Libery Loan, and then

B went out “on the stump,” as they would say

B in politics, and waged an effectual oratori-

B cal campaign to induce others to duplicate

B her display of patriotism. The climax of

this effort on her part came in San Fran-

B cisco, where she addressed a mass meeting,

B at which there were ten thousand people,

B and on which occasion she aided very ma-

B terially in causing to be purchased two

B million dollars’ worth of Liberty Bonds.

The fact that she was to speak at the meet-

B ing was adroitly used in the advance pub-

1 licity, and her presence is accredited with

B attracting a large percentage of the crowds.

| Miss Pickford has also devoted a great

B deal of her time to assisting in the work of

B stimulating recruiting by addressing as-

B semblages of men on the streets of Frisco

B and Los Angeles. Another one of her pa-

B triotic acts was to present a complete am-

| bulance to the Los Angeles Red Cross for

jj
service in France.

^ Metro artists, headed by that sterling pa-

B triot, Sidney Drew, were responsible for the

| sale of $1,250,000 worth of Liberty Bonds.

Every $50-bond will buy 1,007 cartridges,

and therefore Arthur James’ contention that

if every bullet which these artists have pur-

chased hits a vital spot in the body of some

enemy, the war is as good as over. To be

precise and correct, the Metro artists have

paid for a grand total of 1,033,182 car-

tridges, all of which will sooner or later

find their destructive way to the battle-

B fronts of Europe to aid in the conquering of

B the despised despotism of the Teuton.

Like many other stars Sidney Drew has

B gotten out and helped to boost recruiting.

B He has pursued most novel tactics in his

B efforts to swell the ranks of Uncle Sam’s

army, one of his stunts being to offer $500

B to the first young man who would enlist on

B certain days. This has been productive of

B scores of enlistments in New York City.

The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
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| TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD J

| One of the most pleasing tendencies j
| of the hour among photoplay pro- |
| ducers is to meet a very apparent |
| public demand for more comedies and |
| farces in these turbulent times when j
| there is a premium on a smile. There j
| have been twice the usual number of J
1 big feature laugh films during the

| last month.

| Madame Olga Petrova recently cele-

| brated the sixth anniversary of her

| arrival in America. She furnishes a

| glowing example of the foreign artist

| who can surpass all her previous sue-

| cesses abroad in this land, where

1 there is such a pronounced penchant

| for enriching talent it makes no |
| difference from where it hails.

| Producers are vieing with each |
| other in the game of assembling so- I

| called notable casts to support their |
| stars. This is commendable. The j
| day has gone when second-rate artists |
| can “get by" in the minor parts of a §

| photoplay. And, just to think, only |

| a few years ago many of the plays |
| were cast from among the “extras." j

| Most every star aspires to establish

| a versatility. Mary Pickford has por- j
| trayed a great variety of nationalities j
| and is still in quest of new such fields I

§ to conquer. Now Vivian Martin is j
1 playing the part of a bricklayer’s

j

| daughter in “A Kiss for Susie”—her §
| idea being to interpret the feelings

| and spirit of women in as many dif-

| ferent walks of life as possible. Ver-

| satility is not to be derided. On the

j contrary, it deserves a permanent and

| constantly expanding place in the

j photoplay art, acting as it does to

| keep up and augment the interest of

| the fans.

| In all quarters of the photoplay

j world there is a tendency to regard j
| the war situation with calmness, and |
I there is not the slightest evidence of |
| panic. Practically all the studios are |
| as busy as ever, and there is no de- j
| crease in the number of features being I

| produced. The only field in which |
1 there is any noticeable curtailment of

| activity is “the mammoth ’steen-reel

I spectacles.” There seems to be a quite

| definite lack of demand for more of

| these awe-inspiring cinema fortune-

I exhausters.
X•*

[ Good directorial judgment is ob-

j taining to a greater degree than it
jj

| ever did before, and as a result we |
1 have many motion pictures approach- |
1 ing the goal of perfection these days.

| Heretofore the fallacy of failing to

| realize the limitations or possibilities

| of artists has played havoc with “the

| morale of the movies.” Constant plug-

| g ing to bring into action the process

| of elimination has ameliorated this
j

I condition happily.
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and all of its numerous forces have arisen m
nobly to the cause of the times. The cor-

jj

poration itself subscribed $100,000 to the

Liberty Loan, and Marguerite Clark turned m
over $40,000 of her money, to which was B
added $75,000 which Cecil B. De Mille col- B
lected from among the various other artists

(j

and employes of the firm. If every firm in

every other line of business could show a B
practical zeal equal to this, the Liberty

Loan would have been over-subscribed sev- B
eral times. B
Mabel Taliaferro has made herself useful H

to the nation in many ways, but one of her
jj

most unusual services was to pose for a jj

series of illustrated advertisements to be B
used for recruiting purposes. This well- jj

known star has posed in several countries B
as Miss Columbia. One of her recent pic- B
tures shows her garbed as she was photo- B
graphed in Australia, in 1906.

“It reminds me of the costume I wore in fj

Sydney, Australia, in 1906,” said Miss Ta-
jj

liaferro. “I was appearing there as William B
Collier’s leading lady then. On July 4th B
the U. S. cruiser Baltimore was in the B
harbor of Sydney, and the officers and the B
tars selected me to pose for them on the B
ship as Miss Columbia. I gladly accepted, B
and in the afternoon I was garbed as Miss

jj

Columbia, standing on the bridge of the B
ship next to the captain. y

“ ‘Miss Taliaferro,’ said the captain, jj

‘we are going to ask you to fire the presi- B
dential salute of twenty-one guns. The B
noise will be deafening, and I suggest that jj

you stand in a bucket of water while you jj

do it.’

“Of course I gladly consented. The gun- B
ners showed me how to fire, and I stood in a M
bucket of water and fired the presidential B
salute. Later, on the deck, I was in my B
Miss Columbia costume when the captain B
put the whip of the flag across my chest. B
This, you know, is the greatest honor that B
an officer can pay you. The mayor of Syd-

jj

ney came on board in the afternoon, and
§j

we had a big reception. In the evening, at B
dinner, I sat in the captain’s seat at the jj

table, and he sat opposite me.

“Ever since that time I have had the B
greatest respect for the men in the Ameri- B
can navy. They are a very efficient lot, and B
as courteous as they are efficient. I am not jj

at all surprised to learn that they have done jj

such excellent work already in this awful
jj

war, and I am sure that whenever they are
jj

called upon to do anything they will acquit B
themselves with honor.”

OOLDIER-ACTORS who have been inca- B
^ pacitated by wounds received in battle

jj

are coming to America by most every B
steamer with the idea of rehabilitating jj

their fortunes in the one land offering a con- jj

genial and profitable field for their particu-
jj

lar line of endeavor. There are at the pres- B
ent time something like fifty foreign artists B
who have found lucrative engagements in J
American motion picture studios, after sus- B
taining injuries in defense of their respec-

jj

Copyright, 1917, by The La Verne Publishing Co.
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B tive countries. One of the latest veterans

B of the war to make his advent into the film

m world of the U. S. A., is Jules Raucourt, a

B Belgian actor, who fell in action in the bat-

11 tie of Malines. At the outbreak of the war
M he was playing in one of the theaters at

g Antwerp. Immediately he offered his ser-

B vices to his country, and he was sent to the

H firing-line. It required many months for

B him to recover from his terrible wounds, and

B when it was found he would never again be

g physically fit to endure the hardships of

military activity he was given an honorable

discharge by King Albert of Belgium. Now
Raucourt is working steadily in Metro pic-

tures, and he is donating a large portion of

his salary to war relief funds. Every
American heart should rejoice in the realiz-

ation that our beloved land provides such a

splendid haven to such heroes and the

shadow stage brings unlimited credit to

itself by extending its sheltering potenti-

g ality to all such brave defenders of the

B cause of democracy.

TUST to show you how war fails utterly
J to destroy the love of stricken people for

diversion, we have but to cite a recent deal

consummated by John Olsen & Co., with the

Famous Players-Lasky Co., by which the

former acquires the control of all the pho-

toplay productions of the latter for exhibi-

tion in Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Ol-

sen’s avowed purpose for thus investing

B in American-made film is to meet a de-

g mand, actually growing despite the war’s

g fury, in the Scandinavian countries. Mr.

g Olsen further states that American sub-

B jects have completely supplanted Italian

g and German film, and, in fact, practically j

g all continential productions have been elim- §

B inated, leaving the amusement-loving peo- |

g pie of these three nations virtually de- |

B pendent upon the United States for their |

g cinema fare. It is estimated that there has

B been an average of eleven million photo-

B play fans over there, but now it seems the

B number is increasing rapidly. The usual

B prices of admission are maintained. What a

B pity it is that the bulk of the American

B peace propaganda celluloid can’t reach the

g masses of German people through the 01-

g sen Company in order that they might learn

g how wrong their mad Kaiser is in reality!

g pHOTOPLAYERS are delighted to see

| -* children in the films. In fact, it has

I gotten so the announcement of a child star

B is a real box-office asset. But the tendency

B to pad out two-reel stories to fill five in

g order to give the juvenile plenty of time

B in which to show class in sundry ways

g will have to be abolished or else there is

B strong probability of a promising innovation

I losing its grasp on the public fancy. In

I very recent times there have been a half

B dozen photoplays which have been abso-

g lutely nullified because of the error of

B bolstering just for the sake of being able

g to advertise a child artist in “a big feature.”

B Strictly speaking, this is an unblushing

g attempt to bunk the public, a feat that can-

B not be accomplished effectually or continu-

B ally. Frankly, the public will not be bunked

g at all any more. The heights to which wis-

B dom has ascended in the world of photoplay

g fans should be overwhelmingly inspiring to

B every producer. It should lead them to

§g
flatly refuse to force a single issue in order
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to promote the stardom of any child artist.

They should demand first of all a proper

vehicle offering the right amount of justi-

fied opportunity for exploiting the talents

of the young. They should not work on a
schedule. Instead, they should produce a

“child picture” when they have scenario ma-
terial which justifies it beyond a peradven-
ture of a doubt. If only one such manu-
script can be found every two months, then
let us have a release of this sort only that

often. Don’t force issues for sentimental

or mercenary reasons. A loss of prestige

and of money can be the only results in the

end.

ly/TADE to order for the times is “The
^ Divorce Game,” in which Alice Brady

shines as a comedienne. It is precisely the

kind of photoplay which is needed to divert

the public mind from war horrors. It is

all fun and a yard wide, something nine-

tenths of the picture features should be un-
til the declaration of world-wide peace is

mini

| TENDENCIES TERSELY TOLD |

[ The war has not dampened the ar- j
| dor of motion picture theatre-owners I

| in the general proclivity for installing |
| a veritable grandeur in the decora- |
| tions in their theatres. In fact , sta- §
| tistics gathered from all parts of the |
| United States show that there is g
| being expended about the same |
| amount of money for building im- |
| provements this summer as there |
| were two years ago before the effect 1

| of the European holocaust had had |
sufficient time in which to wield its |
baneful effects. This indicates the j
true American gameness and justified |
confidence which rule the amusement 1
men of the country.

*

Noted stage successes continue to |
find their way auspiciously to the |
screen. Among the more notable tri- |
umphs to thus be transplanted in re- |

| cent weeks are “On Trial” and “Seven 1

| Keys to Baldpate,” the latter of which |

| is George M. Cohan’s second picture |
1 vehicle.
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formally signed and the mailed fists of all

nations are “unmailed,” bound and gagged.
“The Divorce Game” is fluffy French farce

in which, as usual, laugh-provoking com-
plications come in rapid succession. To wit-

ness it is to say, “Away with the war stuff

for an hour at least.” The story is woven
around the efforts of an extravagant, young
couple to pay their debts by divorcing each

other, thus to obtain the entire dowry of

the bride. Their organized campaign to be-

come innocently compromised while remain-
ing technically virtuous lead them into

about every situation which amuses most.

Of course to make it logical, they are left

sadder but wiser at the end. In many ways
the story is trite, but we opine the temper
of the theater-going public is such at

present that they will endure a great deal

of the hackneyed if it is genuine, inoffensive

fun. Do you agree, Mr., Mrs. and Miss
Photoplay Fan ?

C'MMY WEHLEN just can’t help being
*“' cute, it makes little difference what
kind of a part she is playing. She has a

personality which she seems unable to rele-

gate, and in her case it is just as well she
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does fail to completely lose herself in her
parts, because she herself is more interest-

ing than most any make-believe character

could be. In her latest starring vehicle,

“The Trail of the Shadow,” she is intro-

duced as one Sylvia Mason, who lives alone

in her little cabin in the mountains on the

timber claim which was the only unmort-
gaged piece of property left at the time of

her father’s death. She supports herself

by making bead-work. Henry Hilliard, a
young easterner' of wealth and position

traveling in the west, buys some of her
bead-work and falls in love with the girl. It

is while Henry is on a visit back home
that Sylvia is startled one night to see a
man crawling toward her door as though
wounded. He implores her aid, and she
helps him into her cabin. No sooner is he
inside than he points a revolver at her head
and demands that she hide him from the

border police, who are on his trail. He
hides, but keeps her covered with his re-

volver, and when Sergeant Keen comes with
his man she is obliged to say she has seen

no one.

When the men have gone, the outlaw
emerges, and Sylvia recognizes with horror

Jack Leslie, her father’s partner, who had
demanded her hand in marriage, and when
scornfully refused had first ruined her
father in business and then, caused his

death. Leslie now tells her he is still in love

with her, and that his score against her
father is not yet paid. He tries to take
her in his arms. Sylvia shrinks from him,
and tries to reach the whistle to warn the

police, but he forestalls her. They struggle,

and she falls to the floor, striking her head
against the table and losing consciousness.

The sight of her lying helpless before him
arouses his latent sense of honor, and he
goes away leaving her unmolested.

However, wishing to humble her pride, he
leaves a note which intimates the opposite.

It is several days before Sylvia regains

consciousness. She awakes to find the kind
face of old Padre Constantine bending over

her. Henry returns from his Eastern trip,

to see Sylvia, and comes to her bedside, but
she turns her face sadly away, believing

herself no longer worthy to be his wife.

Henry cannot understand her change of atti-

tude, and Padre Constantine, knowing the
true, pure heart of the girl, does not tell

him the reason. Mrs. Hilliard, purse-proud
and haughty, comes from the East, and
offers Sylvia a substantial check to release

Henry from his promise to marry her. Syl-

via, believing this solution of the problem
to be the best one, accepts it, tearing it up
as soon as she is alone.

Leslie returns to the neighborhood, and
sends a messenger to Sylvia’s cabin, telling

her she must come to him. She answers
the call because she is determined to be
revenged. Taking her revolver, she goes to

the adobe hut he has mentioned as the
rendezvous, and a dramatic struggle ensues.

Leslie hears someone approaching and
dashes away on his horse. Hilliard, with
the sheriff’s posse, follows.

At a turn of the road they lose track of

him, and separate. Hilliard takes to the
desert alone, and comes upon the outlaw.
There is an exchange of shots, and Leslie

falls mortally wounded. But determined
that he shall not die alone, he fires a shot
that punctures the canteen of water at

( Continued on page 50)
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Gail Kane and Henry King showing how easy it is to smile in stripes William Sherwood in one of his sleepy moments

PHOTOPLAYERS WHEN OFF DUTY
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By PETER SMYTHE GRIDLEY
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UST as the name of Belasco

stands for a distinct type of

excellence in the world of the

spoken drama, so does the name
of Cecil B. De Mille represent

a certain style of super-merit in screencraft.

The regular patron of the high-class mo-
tion-picture theater can almost tell at a

glance a De Mille photoplay. His various

characteristic touches in the portrayal of a

scene, his exceptional lighting effects and
his inimitable presentation of the spectac-

ular are as much apart from the conven-
tional as the work of Belasco is from that

of other producers of the drama.

Few producers of the silent drama have
done as much for its advancement as has

Cecil B. De Mille, and his many successes

under the Lasky trademark have always

showed a marked improvement over the

current standard of photoplay merit. Each
production as it was released showed some
new effect or touch, tending to enhance the

cinema art up to its present degree of

quality. As producer of “Joan theWoman,”
the Geraldine Farrar spectacle, Mr. De
Mille came into his own. Universally con-

ceded to be the most modern of all dis-

plays of cinema art, this production created

a sensation upon its release, and is still

attracting wide attention throughout the

country.

Mr. De Mille’s exceptional ability in stage-

craft and dramatic construction may be

considered in the light of an inheritance,

for he is the son of the late Henry C. De
Mille, the famous dramatist, much of whose
work was done in association with David
Belasco, and of Beatrice De Mille, who is

widely known in the theatrical world as one

of the foremost author’s representatives.

Mr. Cecil B. De Mille is also the brother of

William C. De Mille, the noted playwright

who is now connected with the motion pic-

ture world.

Prior to his connection with filmdom, Mr.
Cecil B. De Mille was highly successful as a

Getting action out of a tense scene

dramatist, actor and
stage director. In

collaboration with his

brother William, he

wrote “The Genius”
and “The Royal
Mounted.” As an
actor he made his

first appearance i n
“Hearts and Trumps”
in February, 1900,

and continued acting

for about a decade,

subsequently devoting

his time to play man-
agement and produc-
ing. Since his en-

trance into the motion
picture field, he has

produced the most ambitious Lasky offer-

ings, including notably his superb photo-

dramatic renditions of the great Belasco

dramas, such as “The Rose of the Rancho,”

“The Girl of the Golden West,” “The War-
rens of Virginia,” as well as “Carmen” with

Geraldine Farrar.

In addition to taking direct personal

charge of the more pretentious and impor-

tant Lasky productions, Mr. De Mille has

attained a rare success in supervising the

work of other directors and in building a

stock company which are without doubt

the ultimate examples of combined screen

and art efficiency.

Mr. De Mille’s latest work involves the

production of Mary Pickford photoplays

for the Artcraft Pictures Corporation, the

initial subject of this series being “A Ro-
mance of the Redwoods.” The linking to-

gether of the great arts of Mary Pickford

and Cecil B. De Mille is readily one of

the greatest moves toward the further ad-

vancement of the cinema that has ever been

evidenced. In this production Mr. De Mille

brings out to best advantage, not only the

wonderful charm and acting talent of

“Little Mary,” but also his own great ability

in photoplay technic.

'Tj The next Pickford-

De Mille production

released by Artcraft

is “A Little Ameri-
can,” a timely subject

of great patriotic ap-

peal. Upon conclu-

sion of this subject

Mr. De Mille re-

turned to the direc-

tion of the screen ac-

tivities of Geraldine

Farrar for Artcraft.

One of the greatest

individual powers in

the cinema art, Mr.
De Mille has attract-

ed world-wide atten-

tion for his ability to

create. In “A Ro-
mance of the Red-
woods,” he presents

effects the like of

which have never
been seen on the
screen before. Like

Getting a close-up effect

all really great men, he is always open to

suggestions, and will listen to the most in-

finite idea, which, although it may not be

feasible, often gives him inspiration along

new lines. Well liked by his employees he

exercises an indescribable influence over all

who come in contact with him which results

in the presentation of the very best effort on

the part of all his associates.

Few photoplay fans realize the import-

ance of the work of the directors in the pic-

tures they witness. This is remarkable

when it is cited that it would be difficult to

over-estimate the vital part played in the

direction. Verily, the director is the man
behind the throne who governs every situ-

ation arising in the filming process. If he

were not in existence, there would be no
government. And what would any business

be without proper government?
There are few human endeavors which

can keep a man so eternally busy—so in-

cessantly on the jump—as directing a pho-
toplay. There are the proverbial thousand
and one details to be worked out, looked
after, studied and worried over. Not only

must the members of the cast of characters

be constantly directed with an eagle eye,

but the scenic settings, the lighting effects,

the camera contingent, the congruity of plot

when put to practical test and at least a

hundred other widely different things must
be uppermost in the director’s mind simul-

taneously. It would be something of a task

for a director to avoid being overworked
if he wanted to be a shirker. He is just

naturally surrounded by work, and he has

to confront and wade through it in order

to emerge to the garden of rest.

Fortunately, the screen has drawn ex-

tensively on the stage for genius in this

line of histrionic effort, and in addition it

has developed a veritable army of “new-
blood masters” of its own. Consequently,

the high standard of the cinema art has

been moving upward by leaps and bounds
and the directors, as much as the stars, are

deserving of the credit for the progress.

It used to be that directors received scant

recognition for their accomplishments, but

nowadays even the most superficial fan

seems to be prone to note the direction in

every picture and the names of directors are

at least almost as well known as the names
of the stars. This is as it should be.
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Which, Who, Why, What and When?
By AN “ANSWER-MAlN”
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SOOTHING to do but answer
questions about moving picture

people ! I couldn’t imagine a

softer job than that!” That’s
the way I was greeted by a new

arrival in the office one day recently. She
had come to see the place and people from
whence the Photo-Play Journal came.
She is a reader, subscriber and an occas-

ional inquirer for information from the

“Answer-Man.”
“All right,” I responded, “how many

photoplays have been re-

leased with titles begin-

ning with the word ‘love ?’

What are their dates of

release, producing com-
panies, length each and
cast of characters?”

While the office nurse
was bringing the visitor

back to consciousness, the

files were rapidly glanced

over, a few notes taken,

and when the expected
question came

—

“Do you know?”
I had the answer ready as it

must always be : “One hundred
and ten starting with ‘love.’

Fifty-four starting with ‘love

and.’ Twelve starting with ‘love

in.’ Eighteen, ‘love of.’ Forty-

six ‘love’s’ and two beginning

with the word ‘loved.’
”

They run from “Love,” re-

leased by the G. G. P. C. on Feb-
ruary 18, 1913, to “Love’s Mess-
enger” (Biograph, September

16, 1912), and “Love and Salt-

Water,” Keystone, July 11, 1914,

on to a hundred kinds of “love”

by all sorts of companies and
players—dates, length and casts

available at a moment’s notice.

It was quite evident to our
skeptical friend that there were
easier jobs than answering the

questions propounded by photo-

play fans in all parts of the

world. Especially to answer
them all and correctly. And
while in her weakened condition

it occurred to the writer that

there was a good chance to find

out something that had often

bothered him.

Why do they write and ask
what color William Plinckley’s

eyes and hair are?

Why do they want to know
whether or not Bessie Love is married?

What does “Evansville Lassie” care
about the height of Ray Myers?

Who put into “D. C. Bernadette’s” head
to ask if Bessie Barriscale had any children

in pictures or not?

When will “Norbie,” “Etta” and “Flos-

sie” stop asking if they are “real babies”
in such and such a picture or not?

“Which of the blonde women in ‘Ruined
by Moonlight’ was the leading man’s wife?”
is another cunning way they come at a fel-

low for information. Why and what in-

spires them? Not that there is any objec-
tion ! Far be it from such. If they stopped
asking, where would the “Answer-Man’s”
job go? And although it is not an easy one
—it’s nice to have around

!

For years and years—ever since I started

answering questions in photoplay magazines
—and that was back in 1911—I had figured
on some day getting an inquiring fan closer

than a post-office box and finding out all

these things. Now was the opportunity.

She was at me mer-r-rc-c-y !

“Where
your answers

do you keep all

?” she shot at

THREE CHEERS FOR THE
GIRL OF TODAY

When our grandsires fought for their freedom
The girls were as brave as today;

They battled with heartache and hunger,
Their duty to wait and to pray.

Around the campfires gleaming,
’Mid the shrieking of shot and shell,

Each soldier was tenderly dreaming
Of Somebody’s tearful farewell.

Oh, many a battle has prospered.
Many a day has been saved.
Many a death has been sweetened.
Many a danger braved
By the dream of wife, mother or sweetheart
Waiting at home staunch and true.
But today it’s three cheers
For the girl without fears
Who can FIGHT for the Red, White and Blue!

When our flag is raised high o’er the house-tops,
When the whistles are screeching their fear,

When the army and navy assemble,
The girl of today will appear.

Not alone with the dying,
But right in the midst of the fray,

Wherever the bullets are flying
The Maid-At-Arms of today!

added, as she pulled out drawer Sl-Te and
spilled some nine hundred carefully indexed
card casts onto the floor and in the cuspidor.

And, “Oh, that’s a shame, isn’t it
;

I’ll help
pick them up!” And the dear kind little

visitor, who was going to tell me everything
I had lived all these years to learn, gathered
up handful after handful of cards which
had taken more than five years to index in

drawer Sl-Te, and pushed them energetic-

ally into the vacant places of other drawers
wherever she could find room

!

She thereupon created a week’s work for

six sober and industrious clerks, but we are

polite in this office, if nothing else, and I

thanked her kindly and helped
her open all the drawers to find

room for a wet card that she

had retrieved from the corner
near the window, knowing all

the time that I was ruined for

—well, a month anyway !

We could find no place for

the damp data, so the visiting

whirlwind decided to read it,

not having thought of inspect-

ing the system before except
while sitting on it

!

Across the top she read the

title, “Soul of Honor, The.”
Then the company name, “Ma-
jestic.” A row of figures from
one to t en with the second

crossed out, we explained,

meant it was a two-reel picture.

The date of release was easy

for even Unhandy Lucy—May
31, 1914, it was. And then

the dear thing was prompted to

gurgle at glimpses

Oh, many a battle will prosper,
Many a day will be saved,
Many a death will be sweetened,
Many a danger braved
By the sight of some staunch little sweetheart
4 s brave as her lover in blue.
For today it’s three cheers
For the girl without fears
Who can FIGHT for the Red, White and Blue!

By Gladys W. Brockwell.

jKti
me as she gained second
wind. It was all off ! A woman can always
talk faster than a man. That’s because she
doesn’t think she has to think in between!

I only had courage enough to say,

“You’re sitting on it.” And then settled

down to give and take as best I could

—

knowing I’d get far less information than
I gave out, but willing to do my best.

“It isn’t so much, is it?” queried our now
calm interrogation point. “Only a few old
drawers with scratchy handles on them.
Seems to be a lot of cards in this one,” she

of the cast, which is

always very care-

fully typed in the

center of each card

:

The Father
Ralph Lewis

The Son
Henry Walthall

The Son’s Wife
Blanche Sweet

Now, thought I, she’s

got the system and had
her party. There’s
nothing else she can
break, spill or ask
about. Here’s where I

get in my good work.
But the moon was

wrong, or something

!

Loquacious Lucy was
entranced ! She never
knew Walthall was with
Majestic

!

She never knew
Blanche Sweet worked with Ralph Lewis!
“Oh, there must be millions of queer

things in these boxes that I’d love to know.
I’m going to look through them all ! Maybe
I’ll find Romaine Fielding’s name on a card
somewhere with ‘Mrs. Fielding’ playing an
old ragged grandmother! Won’t that be
grand ?”

The things that girl “never knew” about
pictures and people were unbelievable.

But the things she intended to know be-
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fore she left were being heard about. It

seemed a good plan to lock her in for a

year and shoot food through a sound-proof

pipe once in a while—and then go in and
interview her about what I wanted to know
when she’d forgotten how to speak the

language.

I decided to take it calmly for a while

longer anyhow, and resurrected a cigar that

had come in with some questions from

“J. A. M.” the day before—a sort of bribe

—he wanted to know Douglas Fairbanks’

right name

!

“Do you mind my smoking?” I inquired,

seeking to starting the reverse questioning

off gently, so she’d get used to it by degrees.

“Not at all. All our hands smoke, when
I’m home on the farm during vacation,”

she chirped. “And some of them don’t ask
if I like it or not until after they get all

lit up !”

Scandalous behavior of farmhands in

—

well, wherever she came from, I mentally

noted. They might be tough customers,

but if they smoked anything like J. A. M.
cigars they were sod-busters for fair, I be-

gan to think by the time I had the gift cigar

started.

J. A. M. has been asking me questions

off and on for four years on different pub-
lications. He must have thought for three

years and ten months that I am a lady,

because he always sent a single stick of

chewing gum with his questions. But sud-

denly he had a change of heart. About the

time the Spring poets began to flood me
with verse about Kempton Greene’s nose
and Billie Burke’s chin, J. A. M. began to

send cigars with his notes. I intended to

ask Lucy why the wherefore of presents to

answers-men, too, when I got a chance

—

and what system they worked on when
selecting. I have had everything from tin-

types (the meet-me in St. Louis kind—you
know ’em) to hot-water bags. There is a

printer right here in this office who would
lay down his life for me any time because

I gave him a can of condensed milk that

came from an old lady in Vermont, who
wanted to know what color neckties Wil-
liam S. Hart wears; and when the printer

got home with the can of milk that night,

not knowing what to do with it except take

it home, he found his baby sick and the

groceries closed on account of somebody’s
birthday, and the milk did the trick—so he

says, anyway—and I should quarrel with

fate ! Not yet

!

Lyrical, Lucy was now deep into the

bowels of drawer Co-De. Trembling lest

she wreck the rest of the alphabet, I started

to sob out

:

“Please, nice lady. There are twenty-

four little index drawers in that outfit
;
there

are nearly a thousand carefully arranged

cards in each. They only come out as far as

they are long—and if you pull them any
further they will positively fall on the floor

and spill a thousand cards completely out of

their alphabetical arrangement. It took me
hours a day for five years to get this thing

fixed—please, nice lady, don’t unfix it all

this afternoon
!”

My tearful tones must have impressed

Lumbering Lucy. She took out drawer Co-
De with superb caution and, sitting down
quite unexpectedly on the office floor with

it in her lap, began to go over the nine or

ten hundred cast-cards therein.

Squawks of delight were forthcoming al-

most immediately. “Oh, what a funny title

for a movie. It can’t be true
—‘Come Round

and Take That Elephant Away,’ ” she

squealed doubtfully.

But looking over her shoulder, I was
able to assure her that it was the real and
only title of a Selig release directed by Nor-
val MacGregor and turned out upon us

unsuspecting mortals on March 31, 1915.

But Lunatic Lucy hardly heard me.
She’d discovered old friends on the very

next card.

“Can you beat that?” were her gospel

words. “ ‘The Conversion of Smiling Tom’
it says here, and a Selig picture, too, and
here’s Eugenie Forde printed on it as play-

ing the part of ‘Widow Wilson,’ and I saw
her in the ‘Diamond From the Sky,’ which
I’m sure was made by the American Com-
pany—and only a little while ago

!”

I could see there were no replies required

here. She had the game all to herself. Deal
her own hand and play to herself—why
should a mere authority on casts and such

things break in.

“And here’s ‘Widow Wilson’s Daughter’
played by Louella Maxam right on here in

ink !” she urged next. “And I saw Louella

Maxam this very day in a Keystone com-
edy called ‘An Oily Scoundrel.’ Why, Mis-
ter, this is orful

!”

“You know,” I began, “players change
companies sometimes and—

”

“Well, I hope they do !” was the frenzied

response. “Just listen to this, will you?
The Civilian; Broncho; Nov. 20, 1912;

Colonel, J. B. Sherry. His Wife, Eugenie
Forde; Their Daughter, Mae Marsh; Lieut.

Wade her Sweetheart, Ray Myers ! ! ! ! And
there isn’t a one of them in Broncho pic-

tures now—there isn’t any Broncho any-
how ! ! Oh, Mister, I’m just crazy about

these old cards of yours !”

“Help yourself, little Stranger,” I re-

sponded. “But don’t forget to leave your-

self in ignorance of one or two things about

the players so you’ll have something to

write about when you get back to the old

agricultural departments.”

“Here’s a Biograph called ‘A Compromis-
ing Complication,’ and who do you suppose
is the Mayor’s daughter and her lover?”

came from Lively Lucinda then. “Bud
Duncan and Gertie Bambrick ! And I

thought he was always a part of Ham and
Bud and I never heard of her except the

time she married Marshall Neilan last win-
ter.”

“You have a lot of things to hear about
yet, my Lingering but Lucid Lady,” I man-
aged to ejaculate. “And one of them is

that tomorrow is another day.”

“Whenever you would know what kind
of hair they wear, or who is which and
when,” I murmured gently, “write to the

‘Answer-Man.’ A postage stamp will bring

a letter from Camden or from Texas if it

is stuck on the envelope so the postman
can’t get it off.”

So Languid Lucy went away from us
and left us flat. We were flat for a week
afterward, to tell the truth. The things

she might have done to the answers depart-

ment, though, are too numerous and hor-

rible to imagine. I spend hours trying not

to imagine them.

When I hear a footstep on the threshold,

I start doing the reverse in amaginings. As
Bennie Zeidman would say. “Cold sweat
pours from my alabaster brow.” But as

yet none of Lucy’s chums have invaded us

with vocabularies oiled up and set for

twenty-four years without a rewind. I am
grateful. Not that I don’t love all my jolly

little questioners—not that I don’t love my
salaried little job—nothing like that!

But I just couldn’t stand—well, I mean—

-

it seems kinda like as if—Well ! Darn it

!

The Government is still making and selling

postage stamps, isn’t it?

I know I’m going to get a flock of in-

quiries about pictures with titles that begin

with something between SI and Te some of

these days and they’ll be the very ones that

went into the cuspidor or out the window

!

There had better be none signed “Lucy.”
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HRILUNG?
Well, when you see it on the

screen at your favorite motion
play-house you will admit it

must have been thrilling in-

deed ! It looks the part and more.
As you watch the film in passing, a huge,

savage lion comes, with a leap and bound so

realistic that you expect any moment to

hear the thud of the fall, dashing through
the palm trees and squarely all but upon the

hapless victim. Luckily— (luck, you know,
is ever with scenario writers)—-a mosquito
wakes the tired man just in time, and he

turns in his place and, of course, just

escapes the lion.

Now, though the plot be weak by this

very unnatural coincidence, this having

things happen as they don’t in real life, that

zvas a real lion, at any rate
;
and he did,

make the bound toward the man, yet elude

him by a margin which any slip up would
make fatal, and so you do wonder just how
they did it!

That’s one puzzler. Here’s another:

You are watching—let’s call it “Jack
Quinlan’s Elopement”—and the happy lov-

ers are to be seen cooing and billing on the

seat of the Pullman. Outside their win-

dow remarkable mountain scenery goes

riding by and lo, nudge your seat-mate

—

see, that is Arrow, in upland Colorado, and

there is the very mountain-mesa where you
made snowballs in July!

How, to begin with, pictures can be taken

inside a sleeper and yet have such brilliancy

of perfection and how, on the other hand,

though train may jolt as it takes the climbs,

one may get such perfect detail of view

through a closed widow, you would like to

know

!

Those, though, are just a few first

queries.

You happen to be employed in a picture-

shop and so you know very well that per-

sons owning the rare oils shown in the

movie of—call it “Her Riches Restored”

—

the great portraits and so on of the salon

walls in the ancestral palace, run a great

risk, indeed, in loaning them to transport,

even though there be no more dangerous use

at journey-end than hanging and having

photograph made thereof. Still, they must
be oils and good ones, and you wonder at

their detail on the screen.

Wherefore, well, when curiosity piques

again and you have opportunity to travel

westward, take occasion to visit a little com-
munity within traction-reach of Los An-
geles which holds a record of earth, now as

one of the largest motion-picture towns

in the world.

Worth the visit?

Well, consider:

Out there in the Golden West they have

239 acres in all given over just to the taking

and the making of pictures. On this land

there are manufacturing plants so large as

to tempt the industrial agent of any Cham-
ber of Commerce to try to lure to his city.

There are studios so huge that one might

erect an entire hippodrome well-nigh and

r
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photograph it artificially. In fact, not less

than twenty substantial and commodious
buildings are already standing about the

grounds there, while the greater part of

the remaining area is in constant use with

out-door structures put up, temporarily, for

the taking of photographs.

Inhabitants to the city ?

Well, for one, there are more cowboys
making the place their all-the-year home
than you’ll find on many a good-sized ranch
of Texas, or Arizona. These men have
quarters all their own, and are presumed
to be on hand when required in order that

any picture may have them, as needed.

Some idea of the number of inhabitants to

the city otherwise may be gathered from
the fact that the big restaurant maintained
looks out that it may feed the 1,000 em-
ployees, if necessary, almost at a single

sitting. In addition, armies of visitors, who
“stay for meals,” can be accommodated be-

side.

All, then, for the making of the films of

the “nickel” show. Nickel show forsooth!

Prices have risen tremendously, even as the

length of the films have grown and, since

the manufacturers are hardly in the work
for their health, but for business, it appears
that prices have’ risen in accord. Time was
when such a serial as “The Tray of Hearts,”

a melodrama in which Cleo Madison
starred, was considered a really big piece.

It made an especial hit through the fact

that the one actress played the parts of each

of the two sisters loving the one man. Then
there came “Lucille’s Love” and “The
Broken Coin”—how great they seemed

!

But serials have grown mightily since those

days.

There at Universal City (and it is Uni-
versal City of which we have been

“speaking” all this time) if you drop in at

the building where the positives are made
from the films, you’ll find that they take

serials which run a minimum of fifteen

weeks. Think of what that implies to the

mere taking here at the city ! Each week the

patron will see a given episode
;
each epi-

sode is of two installments. There are two
reels of film to an installment, and each reel

means a strip of film an inch in width and

1,000 feet in length. Why, consider even

just an ordinary ten-week serial, or a thirty-

THEY PAUSE IN THEIR WORK TO LOOK PLEASANT
FOR OUR CAMERA

Charlie Chaplin, International comedian; Edna Purviance, his leading woman; and John Jasper, studio

manager, during the production of “The Immigrant''
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reel affair, and consider the material re-

quired by way of settings to show a 30,000-

foot display.

Yonder an installment may be in the

taking here
;
from it you pass to where they

will be working on a feature-play. These
plays run from four reels, 4,000 feet, up-

ward, to who dare say what ends ? A great

production like “The Clansman,” which ran

twelve reels, is coming almost to appear
commonplace.

But you who go to the movie city, if

you are human at all, will break away from
your guide’s narration of facts and figures

and go to the dozen plays where, at given

time, actors will be performing or settings

may be going up. A thousand strange,

curious, fascinating devices for insuring

realism and yet providing safety and re-

ducing costs greet you there at every turn.

Take just the lion aforesaid : A great

jungle has been built, this hedged about by
palings not seen in the film, stout enough to

retain a fractious lion. The lion had to be

secured, and since one can’t tell for how
long he’ll be required, nor when again, he’s

been bought, instead of leased, and is housed
in the city’s zoo. That’s a big investment

worth the looking after, and so a lionkeeper

is kept along.

When the proper time comes the lion

will be taken in his wagon-cage to the

scene of action. Stout runways must be
built from cage door to actual scene. These
must lead out to a point where, masked by
the palms from the picture, he reaches a

platform from which to leap. He must be
drilled and drilled to leap, say for some
meat thrown at a point where the actor will

be “sleeping.” Then, for the actual scene,

there must be a stout netting, painted so

as not to appear in pictures; or, if ap-

pearing, erased from these, to separate lion

and possible victims there.

Yes, it is simple to read of, but quite

complicated, when you watch the tremend-
ous work it involves.

So with the scenes aboard the railroad

train.

One can, of course, take pictures inside a
railway-car, given light enough, but they’re

hardly ever the clear, sharp negatives that

result from photography out-of-doors. As
a result there at Universal City there has
been built a section of a Pullman, minus
only the roof, or with just enough roof to

fill the upper background of the resulting

picture. In this car, then, actors “supes”
and so on take seat and the required action

occurs. Meanwhile, just outside such win-
dows as may be showing in the finished pic-

ture, great series of scenery are made to

pass—off one roller and about another

—

even as pianola rools pass their paper each

to each. Notably at such points where the

train is halted, scene painters give especial

attention here ;putting in landmarks familiar

to an audience, usually copying from actual

scenes. Cost? The work is done quickly;

the copy may be some railroad-folder, and
it’s no more costly than to set up a whole
village for a background, and far less than

to transport the actors to the stated place.

Nor do they stop there. Trains, amid
such landscapes, would climb the summits,

sweep the curves, dash down valleys, and
so the action in the motion-picture must be

much the same. Wherefore, outside, behind

the pseudo car, trained employees are

mounted on great springs—and as they leap

on these, or shake the frames, the car gets

all such travel-motion desired.

Nor, come when you will, can you see

all the life that attaches to the city at any
one time. Despite the prodigality of build-

ing going on, despite the infinite resources
around, now and then troupes are still sent

afar. For example, not so long since it

was arranged to have a certain Mr. Blower
“star” in a given play. When the time came
for taking the star was under contract to

play in Chicago, and could not take time to

slip off to the Pacific coast. Well and
good, the mountain forthwith came to Mo-
hammed, a troupe was sent from California

to Chicago. They leased a lot, there was
built a stadium, and the deed was done.
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A DERAILED PLOT
By ETHEL BRAINARD

| I thought Pd write a photo play

j About a Morse Code tramp,

| That got mixed up with robbers,

Who gave him a black lamp.

| I thought, of course, Bill Russell

j Could board a fast-mail train;

i But someone then suggested
To hang him on the crane.

I thought Pd have the wires cut

To get your horror roused;

| Then out would slip the agent,
While the thief was getting soused.

He’d climb the nearest pole right quick, j
And show a little speed

| In tapping message on the wire—
H But someone says, “Indeed!”

| 1 thought I’d have him climb the pole—- |
| Pretend to stop the train;

I But as he saw it round the curve,
Would drop the “board” again.

| Of course the watchful robbers
Would shoot like William Hart

| When they saw the faithless agent

| Had played the hero part.

j Just then my limber hero

| Could drop down on the train;

J He’d surely find it slippery

| Just after a hard rain.

| But I have never seen a “board”

| So close to the track yet,

| That one could do the Helen Holmes
When the roof was soaking wet.

| So I’m off of moving pictures,

| I guess I’ll pound the keys,

| And wear last summer’s middies

| Instead of new Chinese.
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Another time, featuring Pavlowa, interiors

had to be taken in the Windy City. Then
the entire company was put aboard a train

and taken to the West. Aside from all con-

sideration of salaries there, $150,000 just

about covered the production’s expense.

But you, who go to the movie city, feel

the lure and, if you can’t throw your own
job aside and go, applying as a motion-
picture actor, you can, at least, write scen-

arios in the privacy of your own home

!

Wherefore it interests you to peep into

the offices where the plays come and where
they’re read. The company does not solicit

scenarios from the unknown, but they pour
in, if or no. If they turn down a good plot,

a competitor, they know, will get it, and so

it behooves them to have the scenarios read.

An average of 100 scripts pour in a day.

They often get 3,000 a month. Fifteen ex-

perts sit at one side and read, though of all

the manuscripts that come in they will buy
less than six per cent. Lack of strength

and, more often still, lack of plot, are the
prime causes of failure here. The better-
grade scenarios, in fact, are all written to
order today, and this by staff writers, under
direct instructions as to what may be desired.
Literary men of renown are finding in the
motion-picture a new outlet for their talents
and not infrequently such men are deliber-

ately engaged, in order that they may adopt
the coming scenario to the special ground.
Just for one, a feature of the zoo aforesaid
is a giant kennel, abounding with all man-
ner of dogs. Knowing this, a writer can
write plots involving foxhunts, things of
that sort, and have them accepted with far
greater ease than would plays requiring per-
haps parrots—assuming that such are not
around.

Such is the fine degree of perfection, both
in selecting stories, developing, staging, act-

ing, and, at last, the taking, that a single-

reel of motion-picture can be prepared in as
little as twenty-four hours, though the
average one-reel play will need three days.
As a reel increases length, however, details

rise out of proportion, and so the average
time to put out a four-reel picture—the
popular size now—is, as a rule, ten days.

Where much travel is involved, some
four-reel pictures will take three to four
weeks at least.

Facilitating the matter of production is

the number of actual troupes to handle. At
minimum, twenty-two separate and dis-

tinct companies of actors ate at all times at

work. Each such company has its specialty

—more than that, suggestions from the

writer of the scenario are welcomed at all

times.

Interesting, in the course of one’s tour
of the city, is the location manager, should
you fall afoul of him. He is told, for one,

that a given troupe needs a seashore, and
he finds it cheaper to send them to some
point on the coast nearby than to build a
replica of the sea here, so the order issues

and the location is settled upon. Again, he
sees to it that the property men sent along
to this new location are drilled in keeping
sightseers out of the range of the film.

Native Californians are used to keeping
bounds thus, but strangers from the East
must be watched as to this. Again, he is

called upon to arrange for a train’s halting

long enough to stage a picture around the

engine, and railroads, as a rule, are ac-

commodating in this, for the movie-folk are

good patrons, and the pictures good adver-

tisement indeed.

Here, there, or the other wheres, you go,

always unfathoming something of new in-

terest. When all is said and done, though,
the actors excite the interest most. Their
numbers, too, at times, will interest as much
as does their acting. Thus, in a Decoration
Day picture, not so long since, 500 supes
were employed in all. In a story from
India, “The Campbells Are Coming,” the

plot laid in the days of the mutiny, 1,000

folk were on the rolls. Each of these peo-

ple receives from one dollar to three dollars

a day, on the basis of being engaged by
the week. “Damon and Pythias” required

another huge crowd
;
folk are always glad

of the chance to earn in such wise, but

plays like “The War in the Clouds,” requir-

ing balloon and aero ascents, will dampen
the ardor a lot.

To tell a tithe of the things seen were an

endless task. Suffice you should go and

see for yourself.



COOLNESS
VERSUS
HOTNESS

We are in the middle of a dual hot-

ness. ’Tis the torrid temperature of

the season and the heat of world

strife we have to contend with when we
most want peace. Unfortunate in-

deed is the inability of the Teuton mind to see the utter

futility of outlawry. How universally happy would life

have been at this very hour had not a maddened, un-

reasoning and relentlessly cruel despot conceived the idea

of subjugating all who dared to deny him the right to his

own indefensible fallacies. As is no doubt fully realized

by now, the United States is “into” this conflict with all

the results this little preposition “into” implies. The un-

pardonable inexorability of one man, Kaiser Wilhelm, is

the one cause. Considered from any angle we are con-

fronted by unlimited worries when if one crazy man had
been placed in an asylum long ago, we would have been
regaling ourselves in naught but joy this season of
perspiring. Right was on the side of coolness, something
the Kaiser arbitrarily refused to consider, while hotness
(of temper) was on the side of wrong, something the
whole world counselled against with all the might at its

command. Ill-advised Heat vanquished desirable Cool-

ness. Fairness succumbed to insane barbarism, and hence
we have a season and a world in which everything is

uncomfortably warm. Let us pray that in the next battle

royal between Coolness and Hotness, there will be fair

play even though the Kaiser and a thousand others like

him have to be exiled and treated most cruelly in order to

accomplish it. Boiling the whole proposition down to a
fine point, why must the world suffer for one royal

villain’s malicious ambitions ? Why not eliminate the

Kaiser at any cost and be done with the whole grim busi-

ness? Admittedly, we are urging more hotness, but it is

with the view of giving pleasing Coolness a fair chance
to be victorious. There must be a definite ruination of the

House of Prussian Militarism.

WRITING
THE

EDITOR

One of the outstanding traits making
for potentiality among the American
people is, comprehensive fealty to

their fellows. The American idea is

to get right down to brass tacks and
to know those with whom there must be affiliation. It is

a happy perpetuation of the principle contained in the

slogan of yore pertaining to “United we stand, divided we
fall.” There is a most pronounced proclivity for abso-

lute, untiring unio?i and broadminded unity in every

quarter of Uncle Sam’s incomparable domain. One of the

pleasing by-products of this habit of a nation is the cus-

tom of personally corresponding with the editors of publi-

cations in which there is taken a special interest. Few
habits could presage greater benefits, for if there is any
man who should be “of the people, by the people and
for the people,” it is the editor, and the only way in which
he could be kept in close touch and harmony with the

masses is by either personal contact or truly intimate cor-

respondence. Everyone has troubles and joys to share,

and they should be shared with equity. The prevailing

spirit must be that of helping each other. It should ob-

tain now, even more than ever. People should read twice

as much as usual in these days. It should not be enough
to read the published writings of your favorite editor, but

you should have the privilege of reading his personal

letters addressed to you in reply to yours on any subject

uppermost in your mind. Moreover, every editor should

cheerfully reply in full to every letter he receives. There

is everything in common between the editor and his

reader, and they should know and understand each other

encouraging, this idea of writing the editor. “Photo-Play
Journal” is one of the magazines which strives to give

impetus to this notion. You and you will be received with
the proverbial open arms if you write to the editor of
this periodical. Write about whatever you are most
interested in, request our help and cooperation in anything
worthy, tell us your troubles, tell us what you think of

“Photo-Play Journal,” but above all let us get acquainted

by letter with the earnest hope that it will bring mutual
benefits.

BREAKING
THE

RECORD

So far as all available statistics on the

subject show, “Photo-Play Journal” is

breaking the record in the matter of

circulation increase. No other motion
picture magazine ever expanded its

scope with a rapidity approximating that which has char-

acterized the forward march of the magazine with a heart,

soul and character. It is within the bounds of propriety

to confide in our readers to the extent of telling them of

the fact that new subscriptions have poured into this

office in lots running as high as 1,200 for several weeks.
One agency in a mid-western city of 60,000 population
received 124 such subscriptions in one week without mak-
ing a solicit for a one. This is certainly remarkable, and
it is mentioned to afford the opportunity of expressing a

profound gratification. There is no one force that begets

happiness so efficiently as success, and it is beyond the

power of even the most modest to refrain from frank

recognition of an upward trend. We want to thank our
thousands of old and new friends for making possible all

this triumphing, and we want all to know that herculean

efforts are being constantly exerted to make everybody

glad “Photo-Play Journal” is breaking the record.

MOVING
THE

MOVIES

There is every indication that this

poor, old war-torn world needs more
of the forward movement which the

cinema art is capable of furthering

most effectually. Therefore we urge

that the captains of the industry get into high-speed at

once and move the movies up to the point of vantage
requisite to a drive on Demon Germanism. Let the proper

realization of the danger of this Kaiserism dawn upon the

minds of all the peoples of the earth including the Ger-

mans themselves, and there is going to be some action

which will move us instantly into the realm of unstinted

happiness and tranquility. Films preaching with irresist-

ible impressiveness and undeniable logic must flood the

very face of the earth, and they must emanate from
America and bear the stamp of the indispensable Yankee
genius. Somehow this film must find its way into the

restricted sphere occupied by that sufficient bulk of Ger-

man populace to insure the revolution which will obliter-

ate the entire Prussian military regime with one fell

swoop. It would be difficult to devise a better use for

the movies. They must move forward in the cause of

democracy, and they must “jump” every despotic king on
the board. They must aid armies of righteousness in

inducing the people on the wrong side to pause and
ponder. Let there be a veritable avalanche of propaganda
film definitely against German Kultur as enunciated by
their U-boat commanders under the direction of Wil-

helm, the annoying fly in the honey of life. Move the

movies of this sort into the heart of Germany and into

every nook and corner of that deluded land by even the
most audacious method, because the erring must be shown
pictorially the crimes in which they are sharing as ac-

complices for the sake of their silly loyalty to a ruler
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I Royal Lineage of “Baby” Virginia Corbin is Detected by the Camera :: By CARL STEARNS CLANCY m
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CTION, Princess Camera!” It

happened on “location.” Little

Virginia Corbin, the pretty little

gifted four-year-old emotional

star of the Foxfilm forces,

dressed in one of her gorgeous princess

robes, rose to her full height of three feet

and marched grandly before the camera.

Suddenly a little girl spectator, who did

not recognize Virginia in her royal raiment,

cried : “Oh, Mama, look ! There’s a really

truly princess
!”

“Baby” Virginia, exhibiting a well-de-

veloped sense of humor, which she always
carries along, drew herself up in a dignified

manner, and with a twinkle in her eye, ex-

claimed, “Yes, I am, every inch a princess!”

and the delight of her tiny admirer became
unbounded.

At that time, however, little Virginia did

not realize the full truth of her announce-
ment. Recently she has received an ancient

necklace from her grandfather who lives in

Philadelphia, Lyman Jerome Corbin, which
embodies a finely executed coat-of-arms of

the Corbin family, and bears the date of

1015. This coat-of-arms has been handed
down from ancestors of the present Cor-

bins, from generation to generation, for

nearly one thousand years. It was worn by
the first Corbin who came from France to

England with William the Conqueror, and
who was knighted on the battlefield of Wind-
sor, and has been worn by diplomats and
many distinguished members of the family

ever since that date. The gift came as a

great surprise to “Baby” Corbin, who has

just been starred as a “Princess” in a $300,-

000 production directed by the Franklin

Brothers, and she now feels that she may
be a “really truly princess” after all.

“Baby” Corbin is the star of the much-
advertised “Fox Kiddie Features,” three of

which are already completed. “Babes in

the Woods” will be released soon, “Treas-

ure Island” next and “A Modern Jack in

the Beanstalk,” a $300,000 production

which took five months to complete is the

third release.

The illustrations herewith show better

than words can tell the royal splendor of

this little star in royal robes, and we can

hardly blame her directors when they claim

that no child could look and act so natural

in royal roles who was not born that way.
And yet with it all, the flattery which comes
to a child in this position and the pride

which those around her must feel and show,

she is just a real, live, natural little girl.

She likes the playthings that other little girls

like, and when she steps out of the robes of

a “princess,” and leaves the studio, we find

her again one of the cutest babies in cap-

tivity.

“Baby” Virginia has a remarkable per-

sonality. We are always interested when
the face of a bright little child appears on
the screen, but when you couple that with

an inborn ability to act a part that is usually

taken by older people, and the power to look

her part, we have a child who is fascinating

as well as interesting. A photograph of a
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child takes us back to the time when we
were children, and an animated picture of

a little tot is always sure to win the admir-

ation of an audience.

With all her dignity this little star has al-

ways been taught to be kind and consider-

ate. She knows how to smile, and it has

given her a sweet little disposition that is

always cheerful and will win her many
friends. She does not pout and fret when
she has to go over difficult scenes until they

please her directors, and she always appears

in a mood that makes it a pleasure to teach

her the parts that she is to take.

It would be quite difficult to estimate with

justice the potential influence for good the

advent of children into the motion pictures

wields, and producers are to be encouraged

in their efforts to develop juvenile talent to

the highest degree. In the first place, the

appearance of a child in a picture lifts it to

an exalted plane at once, it makes little dif-

ference what shortcomings the production

may possess. The reason for this is psycho-

logical. The child is held the personifica-

tion of delightfully wholesome innocence,

and too much of this cannot be projected

on the screen. Men and women alike are

fond of children, and all are prone to tacitly

(at least) bear in mind the Bible phrase,

“And a little child shall lead them.” Ex-
plicitly the average adult will take heed to

a good cause far quicker if the appeal em-
anates from a very youthful person who
by virtue of immaturity and consequent

pleasing sophistry wins the heart and ar-

rests the serious attention.

The enterprising individual who first con-

ceived the idea of introducing children in

important roles in stage productions de-

serves great credit, and the photoplay pro-

ducers who have emulated and extended the

splendid work are entitled to even greater

praise. The fact that children have mounted
the histrionic ladder to real stardom proves

the wisdom of the move. Today we have

several babies whose intelligent interpreta-

tion of roles warrants their managers in

featuring them and giving them stellar posi-

tions in the advertisements. In the near

future we are likely to have many of

these juvenile artists par excellence. At all

times henceforth they will be valuable to

the art into which they fit to a nicety.

There was always something missing in

pictures until producers decided to break

down all bars to limitation in interpolating

news ideas. These have extended to many
innovations and novelties, including the

pushing forward of child artists as stars

in their own right. Let there be no cessa-

tion in the commendable work of bringing

forward and developing more children who
show sufficient Thespian ability ! The pho-
toplay is enriched by the inspiring efforts

of the little ones, and the photoplay fans

are immeasurably pleased to watch young
America equal and surpass their seniors.

Robert Walker, Hand-Walker, Offers to Race Along Fifth Avenue
“Upside Down” for $2,000

Robert Walker, leading man for Viola

Dana, says he can walk further on his hands
than any other man in motion pictures. To
back up his claim the hand-walking Mr.
Walker has offered to bet $2,000 that he can

start out at Fifth Avenue and Forty-second

Street any afternoon and get farther along

on his hands than anyone who may care to

compete with him.

“Hand-walking is the best and one of

the most ancient forms of exercise,” said

Walker. “One of the first things a boy seeks

to learn is to walk on his hands. But, sad

to relate, when he grows to manhood he

neglects this vigorous form of muscle-

development.

“I make it a point to walk on my hands
for at least fifteen minutes every day. I

find that it tends to keep the chest out

and the shoulders back. As the result of

my practice I am able to walk on my hands
almost as well as on my feet.”

Walker was in a studio when he made
this declaration. Near him stood Maxwell
Karger.

“Tell you what I’ll do, Bob,” said Karger.
“I’ll bet $300 you can’t walk along Fifth

Avenue on your hands from Forty-second to

Forty-third Streets.”

“It would be worth more than $300 to do
the stunt,” replied Walker. “In the first

place I probably would be arrested for caus-

ing a blockade of traffic, and in the next I

might be committed to the psychopathic
ward at Bellevue. But I’ll go you one bet-

ter. If you’ll get someone else in motion

pictures who thinks he’s a good hand-
walker, I’ll put up $2,000 that I can get
farther on Fifth Avenue, walking on my
hands, than he does.”

“I know some motion picture people who
stand on their heads once in a while,” said

Karger, “but blast me if 1 can pick a hand-
walker besides yourself.”

Walker’s career as a hand-walker began
in his public school days in Bethlehem, Pa.
He kept it up when he attended the Horace
Mann School in New York City, and it

proved a splendid asset when he went into
musical comedy.

His friends have always contended that
he would have been a truly remarkable foot-
ball player because he could easily punt the
pig-skin a mile while standing upside down,
and it would baffle the opposing eleven.
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NO ONE
LIKES SUCH
BUTTER
CHARLIE

CHAPLIN has a

pet goat that

hates everyone on

earth except
Charlie and him-

self. In turn
everybody except

Charlie hates the

goat with plenty of cordiality.

In other words, there are no requests to

pass the “butter.”

Rfi

JACK GARDNER, leading man of the

new Essanay company at Culver City,

rented a furnished bungalow recently and

found that there was only one piece of

silver in the house. He takes the spoon to

bed with him each night to protect it from

burglars.

This bungalow does not seem to offer

much opportunity for any “spooning.”

fc

LEMON meringue a la Barriscale is the

name given to the pies which Bessie Barri-

scale bakes at her leisure moments, and if

reports are true ’tis some good eating she

prepares with a deft hand.

If she expects a testimonial from yours

truly, she will have to give us the oppor-

tunity of sticking our finger in one of the

pies.

JULIA SANDERSON says hard work is

the only thing that will bring success in

theatrical work.

Speaking of hard jobs, you’d be biting

off a mouthful to convince a lot of artists

that hard work is in the least essential.

SB

CHESTER CONKLIN owns a bean farm

out in California.

This should place him on splendid diplo-

matic terms with Boston.

te

GEORGE WALSH is so accustomed to

smiling that he even grins when it rains.

If George had to pay the rent and didn’t

have the money, could he smile?

rb

LOUIS ARMS has been selected by Gold-

wyn to fill the important position of director

of publicity.

Goldwyn is just showing more of the

tendency of the times—to have plenty of

Arms around.

MARY MILES MINTER has received

more than a hundred letters from Chinese

endorsing her performance in “Faith” as

true to Confucian teaching.

And, believe me, a Chinese letter is some-

thing to get if you are not versed in the

art of reading while standing on your head.
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THE big ambition of Peggy Prevost, the

dainty comedienne of the Fox film forces is

to own a pig farm. She thinks pigs are

cute, and she wants to learn their language.

Would Peggy have us infer that she does

not know how to grunt?

BESSIE LOVE is the recipient of a most
unusual gift. It is a penny, which an ad-

mirer sends with the explanation that it is

a token of good will.

Wonder if Bessie does the natural thing

by wondering if a good will could possibly

be so cheap?

The only thing Juliette Day, the new
American-Mutual star, does not like about

California is the dearth in paper money.

She does not like to lug silver dollars

around.

Still, be it ever so heavy, there’s nothing

like money sweet money. Explanation:

This is a paraphrase of that famous song

“Home Sweet Home.” Moral: Let wealth

come in any form whatsoever and complain

not.

FORTY-TWO waistcoats is one of Cap-

tain Leslie T. Peacock’s proudest posses-

sions.

But why have so many waste coats?

WALTER WRIGHT, who directs Ora

Carew of the Keystone, is their oldest em-

ploye.

Is that right?

S*

“I LOVE to cook spaghetti,” declares

Hector V. Sarno.

Hector should therefore be able to make
an awful hit with George Beban, who loves

to eat it.

THE popular, little Marguerite Clark has

been taking a rest at her home in Rye, N.

Y., where she is said to have devoted most

of her time “doing her bit” for Uncle Sam.

We trust Marguerite was not knitting

wristlets and sleeveless sweaters for

sailors.

R«

SLAP-STICK comedy has a rhythmic

soul, thinks Roscoe (“Fatty”) Arbuckle.

Symphony-like or sonata-like comedy,

eh? Well, mayhap ’tis so, but it strikes

us that there is more of a bang in it.

SPEAKING
OF FEET
AND FEATS |
ACCORDING |

to her best g
friends Jackie B
Saunders is a B
crack shot with a g
revolver, and she g
can shoot a hole g
through a dime B
at t w e n t y-five

feet without the slightest trouble.

This is nothing to brag about. We know
plenty of folks who can shoot holes through
hundred-dollar bills and it’s no feat at all.

WILLIAM D. TAYLOR, the Morosco di- g
rector, says he is wrapped up in his work. J

Don’t unwrap, Bill, don’t unwrap. You’re B
doing fine. Work is the one best little wrap- I
per to have around you anyway.

fm

HERE’S a tip, girls. George Periolat, the g
American film star, is a dyed-in-the-wool S
bachelor who swears he has never proposed g
in his life.

Now if one of you grown-up ladies will
gj

just only single him out and go at him with B
the single object of making him unsingle, B
perchance something singular might hap- |
pen.

THREE thousand greeted Margarita Fis- J
cher and Governor Gatens of Oregon, when B
they led the grand march at the ball given jj

by the motion picture exhibitors of the g
northwest at Portland, Oregon, recently. B

That girl Margarita certainly has the B
happy faculty of being right in the swim in

and out of season, and you can bet your
last kopek Hizzoner, the Guve’nor, had to

step along right smartly to keep up with the

popularity she enjoyed.

HARRY S. NORTHRUPP, the Metro
favorite, claims he escaped death by a hair’s

breadth after being attacked by a giant

rattlesnake.

What did you do, Harry? Out-rattle the

critter with your feet moving in the op-

posite direction?

THE name of Metro's new casting direc- g
tor is Leila Knapp Wyre.

Here is a real, honest-to-goodness live g
Wyre.

PEARL WHITE has bravely jumped B
from bridges, made balloon ascensions and g
battled with wicked lions, but she will run a g
mile at the sight of a little, harmless mouse.

fin t then consistency never was a very j§

consistent part of the womanly traits.

ROLAND BOTTOMLEY has enlisted in g
the army.

True to his profession he is acting right, g

I Illllllllll
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DEVELOPING THE BODY
By HERBERT RAWLINSON

EEPING in the best of physical

condition is one of the greatest

problems of the photoplayer.

He is called upon to make use
of his strength from time to

time, and if he is not in the best of condi-

tion, he soon finds himself tired out and
unable to put the vim into his work that he
would have been able to do if his body had
been properly cared for.

I follow a certain routine of exercises

every day, and I find that they keep me
feeling very fit indeed. The hardest kind
of work does not seem to tire me, and I

have always been able to work just as hard
at the closing of the day as I have at the

beginning. I attribute it all to the moder-
ate exercises that I have found most bene-

fiting.

Good deep breathing is one of the finest

things to develop the body. It fills your
lungs with good, pure air, and enables you
to throw off the poisonous gases that are

forced into the lungs to be thrown off. The
only way to get rid of these gases is by
deep breathing. The lungs filled with good,
pure air, naturally develop the chest

muscles, and take a large quantity of the

impurities from the blood.

My first and also my last exercise that I

take just after arising in the morning, and
the very last before retiring at night, is

deep breathing. I stand with the right

hand clenched tightly over the left wrist,

and take long deep breaths. I count ten

slowly to myself as I inhale
;
then I count

seven slowly as I hold my breath to give

the good air chance to do its work. I

count ten as slowly in exhaling. Always
inhale through the nose when doing this

exercise, and exhale through the mouth.
When you breathe through your nose, the

small hairs inside keep any dust from going
down to your lungs.

Next exercise consists of placing the arms
behind the back, and lifting the right foot

out straight in front of you, being sure not

to bend the leg at the knee. Do this exer-

cise about ten times, and then repeat with

the left leg extended and the right on the

ground. This will develop the muscles of

the thigh.

The third exercise I change the leg exer-

cise about a little. I keep the arms straight

down by the sides, and raise the leg, bending
it at the knee as far back as possible. This
greatly strengthens the muscles of the calf

of the leg. When the leg is raised in the

proper position, then raise up on the toes

of your other foot. Do this about ten times

with the right leg, and then switch to the

left. The ankles will also be benefited by
this.

Now for the muscles of the neck, arms,
chest, and stomach, as well as the shoulder
muscles. These are all taken care of in

my fourth exercise. Stand erect, and clutch
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BET SHE’S PLAYING “YANKEE DOODLE’’

Between scenes at the Americanjstudio, Santa Barbara, Gail Kane, Mutual's star, entertains at the piano of which
she is an accomplished player. She is seen here with Edward Peil, Douglas McLean, members of the company,
John Seitz, the cameraman, William Vaughn, the assistant director, and Rollin S. Sturgeon, the director

Don’tworry about that soiled grown. Wilson’s cleaner will
remove that spot from your clothes. Wilson’s cleaner is a
scientifically compounded preparation , and will not injure
the most delicate fabric. Send us 25c and we will send
you a largre bottle of this marvelous cleaner. If you find
it unsatisfactory we will return your money.

WILSON CHEMICAL CO . 32 S Wabash Oept.C. Chicago, 111.

GOtf

THE MORNING DRINK OF

|H KEEPS STOMACH and BOWELS

IN FINE HEALTHY CONDITION.
MS =

=== If you have any stomach or bowel trouble, you need -—= Fruit -Vigor. It is rich in pure upbuilding salts of
- .

, fruit. Makes the digestive system Strong—Healthy— — -

' Active. Write for our booklet. Tells “WHATTO ~= DO; Also—WHAT NOT TO DO.” Better still. =
== send one dollar for a jar of Fruit -Vigor and let it= begin to do you good. Or askyour druggist or grocer= to get it for you. Old-time users of physic, pills,

.
mineral waters, oils and enemas find tne change to —= Fruit -Vigor the BEST MOVE they EVER MADE.= STEWART FOOD COMPANY. 589 Security Bldg., Chicago =

the left wrist with the right hand as in the
breathing exercise. Then lift the arms in

this position over your head as far as you
can. You will notice that this movement
affects the shoulder, stomach, and the
muscles in your arms. Bring your arms
down again, and stretch your head back at

the same time. This greatly strengthens
the muscles of the neck. Ten times is

enough for this exercise.

The fifth and last exercise is a repeat of
the first, the deep breathing. During these
exercises more poisonous gases and impuri-
ties are forced into the lungs, and the
breathing at the end clears them all out, and
leaves you feeling fresh and fit.

Ten minutes in the morning and the same
amount in the evening is all that should be
devoted to these exercises. I have it fig-

ured out pretty well. I just do my five

exercises twice in the ten minutes. Go
through them in the regular order as given,
and then repeat. I am sure that you will

soon get on to the habit, and finish the
exercises twice just as the ten minutes
expire.

The reason that I only exercise for ten
minutes in the morning and evening, is be-
cause you should feel refreshed after your
work-out, and not fatigued. Ten minutes
of this will get your blood circulating, and
your muscles tingling, where more than
this amount would tire you, which should
not be the case. Instead of sitting down to
rest after exercising, you should want to
go right out and tackle a big breakfast.

Don’t forget that sleep is one of the most
important factors in building up your body.
Be sure that you get your share of it.

Noted scientists tell us that sleep after two
o’clock in the morning doesn’t do your body
any good. It is what you get before this

hour that counts in building up the tissues

broken down during the day’s work or play.

Mix a little boxing, swimming, sleep, with
these ten-minute exercises, and you will

soon be surprised at the great change it

will effect in your physical condition. Start
in to-day and give it a trial.
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Who Will Originate Arline Pretty’s New Name
and Win $25.00?

H me, oh my, what an avalanche

of letters the contest to find

Arline Pretty a new name has

brought upon the offices of

Photo-Play Journal. Names
by the thousands have already been sug-

gested by interested photoplay fans, and it

has been necessary to engage a special big

clerical force to formally enter and tabulate

them all. The mail carriers who serve our

route betray the fatigue all this extra mail

has forced upon them, and they seem to

tacitly accuse us of adding to their hot

weather troubles. Every kind of a name
imaginable has been pushed forward by the

contestants. Some are great and others are

downright humorous. Few of the contest-

ants are satisfied to offer one cognomen,
and one young woman submitted a list of an

even hundred all on one sheet of paper. An
ingenious young man sent in a list of thir-

teen and called attention to the fact it was
the so-called unlucky combination upon
which he depended to bring him luck in the

form of a $25 check.

Louis H. Roth, of 1437 West 110th

Street, Cleveland. Ohio, has selected thirty-

one names he deems likely, and he has pref-

aced his list with the following line: “A
bizarre selection that may cop the quad-

buck.” Among the names he has devised is

Belle Ringling, which indeed might ’peal.

Another is Reno Nevada, which brings to

mind that Miss Pretty does want a divorce

—from her present name. Ramona Pon-

ders, a third idea of his, might be objec-

tionable because it tells too much. Miss

Pretty might not want it known or even

inferred that she ponders. Just the same

Mr. Roth shows the proper caliber in the

art of christening.

Gertrude Steele, 5213 Cornell Avenue,

Chicago, is the second contestant to avail

herself of the combination of thirteen, and,

Rosemary Byrne was one of her first offer-

ings. Byrne is at least seasonable—sug-

gestive of warmth as it were.

Many fans fall into the spirit of the

times by entering patriotic names. Bertha

J. Adams, of Shamokin, Pa., urges Miss

June Columbia as ideal. John Ganzer, of

Coffeyville, Kansas, thinks Ethel Yankee-
girl fits the present situation.

From many fans came poems. One of

the most striking is that of Ethel Alice Col-

burn, 709 Marshall Street, Little Rock, Ar-

kansas. Here it is:

When I was young and still was soft,

I had one friend who had my heart

Completely 1

What e’re she did or what she said,

I took it to my heart and head
Completely

!

’Tis true I love her, “really true.”

I am foolish through and through

—

Completely

—

For I did let some foolish things

Make me believe that I had wings
Complete

!

Soon I saw my first mistake
But first I had to really wake

Completely

!

She is quite an ideal friend

And forgave me, now and then
Completely

!

I wish she knew, and I could say
How I love her to this day

Completely.

Something now within stirs

Saying yes, sir, I am hers,

Completely

!

She has a name of Arline Pretty,

She has her fame from city to city

Completely.

Raymond Restaino, 454 Elm Street, Arl-
ington, N. J., has entered his suggestion a

la verse as follows

:

Like sunbeams on the morning dew,
Arline, this is between me and you

—

Although you are like a beautiful fawn,
I shall call you pretty Margery Dawn.

M. Kramer, of 22 Edwin Place, Buffalo,

N. Y., affixed interesting definitions to his

two suggestions of Thalia Arlington and
Chloris Arlington, explaining that Thalia
was one of the Graces

;
also one of the

Muses, adding that the latter had presided
over festivals and pastoral poetry. “Chlo-
ris,” it is added, “was the Goddess of
Flowers, while Arlington is really a con-
tinuation of Miss Pretty’s own name, Ar-
line.”

This contest by which Photo-Play Jour-
nal hopes to find a new name suitable to

Miss Pretty will close on August 1. There-
fore it behooves all those wishing to enter
it to get their suggestions in the mails in

sufficient time to insure their delivery to the

Contest Editor, Land Title Building, by
that date. There is no limit to the number
of names each person may offer. The one
imperative thing is to hurry.
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Don't Believe Lip-Readers: Actors Speak Real Lines
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Few things rouse Shirley Mason, the Mc-
Clure star, to anger. But there is one

sure-fire method for stirring her to wrath-
ful outbursts. It is this

:

Tell her that you have a friend who is a

lip-reader who has noticed that motion pic-

ture actors, while making a scene, speak

lines that have nothing whatever to do with

the action.

Recently she noted a story in which the

author was attempting to “expose” motion

picture making.
According to the tale, a lip-reader at a

movie show noticed that when a father was
supposed to be driving his erring daughter

out of the house, he really spoke thus

:

“Hqrry up, Nellie, and finish this scene.

I’m getting hungry. By the way, did you
have a good time at the movie ball last

night? You looked great.”

To which the erring daughter, according

to the lip-reader, replied :

“Sure, we had a great time. You should

have been there. We all stayed until day-

light.”

And so, the daughter was thrust into the

snow

!
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“It would be utterly impossible for actors

to speak such lines while they were going

through tragic action,” Shirley Mason says

indignantly. “Motion picture acting is no
joke, and the players must live their parts.

They must use lines that help them portray

the necessary emotion. And they do. No
director would permit any other sort of

work.

“Some actors mumble ‘soandso and so-

andso’ over and over again, while acting

their parts, but most directors have stopped

that and make the players speak real, per-

tinent words for the simple reason that by

such means the acting is improved.

“Nothing makes me so indignant as to

hear that some person who pretends to

know lip reading tell his friends ‘what the

movie actors really say.’ His reports usu-

ally are that they speak ridiculous phrases

in serious moments.
“For instance, a friend of mine was told

by one of these impostors that in a scene in

Seven Deadly Sins—where, at a dramatic

moment I was supposed to announce that

my munition factory would no longer make
projectiles for anybody but Uncle Sam

—
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what I really said was, ‘It’s a terrible life,

folks, gasoline went up two cents a gallon

today
!’

“As a matter of fact I spoke exactly the

same lines as were flashed on the screen.

If I had been so foolish to say what the

professed lip-reader said I did I would
have broken up the scene and probably the

director would have shot me.”

Prevents humiliation and stained clothing. Daily Baths do not
Lessen the Effect. Send r.s 4c for Testing Sample and What
Medical Authorities Say About the Harmfulness of Excessive
Armpit Perspiration.

Price 60c (several months’ supply) dealers, or by mail postpaid from

Nonspi Co., 1626 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
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THIS MONTH’S PHOTO-PLAY SUGGESTION
Note '.Each month one or more short stories will be given their first publication in this department for the consideration of photoplay producers
as well as the entertainment of our readers. All writers, amateur or professional, having stories of merit which they wish to get before pro-
ducers to an advantage are welcome to this agency, and in case their material is accepted by any producer, they will be given the entire amount
the latter might pay. The chief purpose of this unique plan is to help worthy writers who are without literary reputation as yet.

PENELOPE PIERCE
Better by one sweet soul constant and true to be

beloved,

Than all the kingdoms of delight to trample thro’
unloved, unloved. —Oxenham.

HASON HAINES is the first of a
long line of famous actors to drag
family traditions down a peg. His
retired uncle Nathaniel decides to
give him one last chance, which will
determine whether three million
dollars will revert to his nephew

or to charity.

It is. the “morning after” one of Jason’s
“big” nights, when he secretly married Letty Ma-
son, a shallow Bohemian belle.

Uncle Nat states the cold facts directly.

“Boy, I’ve purchased the ‘Star Theatrical Com-
pany’; also rights to James Arthur’s new play,
‘Promising Peter.’ As ‘Peter’ you shall show
Broadway you’re up to the mark. Understand?
You’ll learn your role by living it in Maybury
Center. You have a position waiting for you in
Hank Jones’ grocery store. Leave no address.
I’ll wire you when to return. Fail in this and I’ll

disinherit you !” Such a man is Uncle Nat.
Poor Jason pledges Letty’s secrecy by giving

her free access to the remainder of his year’s
allowance.

Three days later Jason Haines traveling in-
cognito arrives at Maybury Center. He is re-
ferred to Deacon Chase’s for good board. Pene-
lope Pierce, “the sweetest girl in town” is con-
cluding a business transaction pertaining to Dutch
cheese and jelly. Fortunately Jason is intro-
duced.

The following week Jason passes the contribu-
tion box at service, and joins the “Maybury Anti-
Vice League.”
The morning, noon, and night schedule with

nothing stirring is getting on Jason’s nerves.
Local color is what his role requires but
Quite by chance he stumbles onto Penelope

Pierce’s cottage with its sign

:

“Ye olde Gift and Tea Shop”

Amos Brown, a typical town gawk, and admirer
of Penelope’s answers his knock.
The interior of the shop resembles a page from

some quaint old picture-book. Then the little

lady herself serves him cakes and tea, attired in

one of her grandmother’s own frocks.
Jason is really impressed by the story of this

courageous girl who has made good on a deceased
relative’s sound advice and meagre possessions.
Not many such evenings pass before townsfolk

whisper that these two “be a keepin’ comp’ny.”
A month later “Derin, the Hypnotizing Wiz-

ard” breezes into Maybury to “do it up brown
and tie it in a bow.” A week’s real salary is too
much for the troupe. The Anti-Vice League is

obliged to compel Derin to vacate and leave his
trunks in payment of bills. Haines gets a quart
of whiskey and a book on hypnotism for “over-
looking” some of the haul. Amos, ever alert,
thus finds reason “fer mistrustin’ Penelope’s new
feller.”

From time to time Amos steals the volume on
hypnotism and practices on everybody with no
success whatever. One day he finds in the
precious book a letter to Jason from his “wife,”
saying she’s coming to Maybury. Fearful of his
spying, he dares not tell this bit of news.
Jason admits to himself that he loves Penelope.

The thought of Letty’s spoiling his romance
urges him to send a note begging her to elope
with him on the 8.05 that evening. Amos, read-
ing the contents, warns her against Jason. She
does not believe his accusations and starts to
meet her sweetheart. Amos follows entreating
her to turn back. Suddenly, in real earnest he
summons his hypnotic powers—“Penelope Pierce,
go home!” Wonder of wonders—it works!
Wheeling slowly, she obeys. Meantime the 8.05
is nearing Maybury. The 7.45 late from New
\ork comes to a stop. Jason spies his friends the
wizard, who comes back to get his trunks.
At the same moment Letty throws her arms

about Jason, then stares at the wizard.
“I’ll be d . Maggie Derin,” he yells.

Jason looks askance, then stammers, “This is

Letty Haines—my wife !”

“H , how can my wife be your wife?” asks
Derin. The next morning Jason receives his
uncle’s telegram

:

“Return at once. Tuesday opening night. Star
Theater.”

Scandal travels like forest fire. By noon Pene-
lope knows a deal about Jason Haines. And
when he comes to say good-bye he shows her the
telegram and tells her the rest. She can’t for-
give him—then.

Tuesday night sees Star Theater filled to ca-
pacity. When the curtain falls on the fourth act
of “Promising Peter,” Jason knows he’s made
good.
At the stage entrance a timid figure waits to

see the leading man. When at last he comes she
pulls his sleeve and whispers, “Jason

”

“Why, bless you—Penelope 1”

“I—I just had to come dear—something made
me.”

HREE young club members, Jacl
Smith, Ivan Melrose and Henrj
Meyers, are in love with Heler
Gray, a young society bud, whe
has succeeded in making each o;

them think he is the favored one.
So successful is Helen in this re-

spect that the boys are forced to admit among
themselves that they do not know which is the
favored one, and all being inclined to be sports
and ready to gamble, hit upon a novel plar
whereby they can decide which is to marrj
Helen.

Inviting Helen to accompany them, they go to
the Country Club, where a trap shooting contest
is arranged, the winner to marry Helen. To this
Helen agrees, her sporting blood coming to the
front, and while the boys are preparing for the
match, she, unknown to them, secures a gun
with a maxim silencer, and steals away to a
spot where she will be within range without being
seen.

The contest opens, the boys, all good shots,
kill every clay pigeon as it flys from the trap,
and for ten rounds not a blue rock is reported
alive by the referee, as Helen unseen, makes sure
that the clay disks fly into pieces, when suddenly
a small bit of clay strikes her hand, cutting it

and causing her in pain to go to the club house
to have her wound dressed.
Without her aid, however, many live pigeons

are reported, and at the end of the contest Henry
Meyers is named as the winner.
He reports to Helen and seeing her hand tied

up is much concerned, but is unable to learn
from her the cause of the accident.
The stakes for which the contest was given

now become public. Henry is congratulated by
all. Someone suggests the wedding right away;
a minister is summoned, and before Helen or
Henry can object, they are married.

Later: Jack Smith, not to be outdone by
Henry, courts and marries Dorothy Stewart, in

a very short time; while Ivan Melrose, thinking

JEWEL By W. HUGH
ADAMS
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he is putting one over on Jack, elopes with
Gladys Hinckley, an old sweetheart of his.

Henry, having placed Helen in a beautiful
home after the honeymoon, goes to the club
happy and proud, is surprised to learn that his
chums are away on their honeymoons.
Henry promised Helen, while on their honey-

moon, that he would get her the largest diamond
pendant he could find for her wedding present.
Helen loves company and cards, and shortly

after is entertaining a house full of friends at
cards. Henry loves liomelife and Helen, and
prefers his paper in the library. While reading
he suddenly rings for the butler

; ordering his
grip and hat he goes to the safe, and taking a
package of money, cuts a clipping from the
paper, and leaves the house, informing the butler
to tell Helen that he would be gone some time.
Taking a train he arrives at a small town, and

upon inquiry, arrives at his destination, is ad-
mitted into a house by a gentleman. Inside Henry
hands the man the clipping, which he reads:

“In exchange for $5,000 cash I will part with a
jewel of priceless value. Nothing but urgent
need of cash prompts this. Address

:

Frank Foster,
26 Lake Street.”

After acknowledging that he placed the notice
in the paper, Frank Foster agrees to sell the
jewel to Henry only upon his own conditions

—

that the $5,000 in cash be tied in a bundle and
checked at the parcel room of the railroad station,
that he will also bundle the jewel and check it at
the same place, after which the checks are to be
exchanged in hand at the Grand Hotel at ten
o’clock.

Being a sport, and always ready to gamble, the
novel idea pleases Henry, and arrangements for
the transaction are made, and the honesty of
either is not questioned.
After each has fulfilled his part of the agree-

ment, they meet at the hotel at ten o’clock, and
the checks are exchanged.

Foster, knowing a short cut to the depot, ar-
rives there just in time to get his package and
catch a train departing for the West. Henry ar-
rives some minutes later and is surprised at the
largeness of the package handed to him

;
he

questions it, but is assured that it is his by the
agent.

Nervously opening the bundle he is astonished
to find that it contains a little baby girl. Hastily
he inquires if Mr. Foster had been there; the
agent tells him that Foster got a package and
left town on the westbound train.

Feeling that he had been buncoed, while stand-
ing looking at the baby, Henry notices a note
pinned on the baby’s breast. He reads:

“1'his is the priceless jewel which circumstances
cause me to part. Watch over our little Jewel
for her dead mother’s sake.

“Frank Foster.”

Angry at first, Henry becomes calm as the true
value of his end of the bargain dawns upon
him, for had he not bought a heavenly Jewel
instead of an earthly one.
Arriving home with his prize Henry is fortun-

ate in finding Helen at home and alone
; he

places the little baby in Helen’s lap, but Helen
in horror bids him take it away, while Henry
holds the little one tight in his arms, Helen
rushes from the room.

All that Henry can say or do does not change
Helen’s attitude toward little Jewel; she only
regards his actions as those of a mad man, and
she tells her friends that her husband must be
going crazy.

Henry, unable to keep little Jewel at home,
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takes her to his dub, where he engages a suite of

rooms and a nurse for baby.

He spends so much time in the suite, away
from the boys and the games that they ask ques-
tions, and he takes his old chums Jack and Ivan
into his secret, and introduces them to baby
Jewel. At first they chide him, but soon change
their attitude as the little one wins them over,

and finally Jack begs Henry to allow him to take

the little one home to Dorothy ; to this Henry
agrees

;
but Dorothy is like Helen as far as

babies are concerned, and Jack is forced to take
the little one back to the club, where Ivan,

anxious to try his wife’s views upon babies,

takes Jewel home to Gladys, who, much to his

surprise, greets it warmly and makes a fuss over
it, and she straightway asks Henry for permis-
sion to keep the little one for him.
Henry continues his ardent watch over little

Jewel in the Melrose home, and spends so much
time there that it is food for scandal, and much
gossip in social circles is the result

;
Gladys is

blackballed and shunned by her friends. This,

coupled with the extra work of caring for the
baby, tells on Gladys, and a breakdown is the
result, so Ivan takes her away on a long trip

for a rest.

Henry takes little Jewel back to the club,

where Jack approaches him with an announce-
ment of the annual baby show, and suggests
entering little Jewel as a contestant for the prize.

The idea pleases Henry, and plans are made.
They become so anxious to make little Jewel win-
ner of the Blue Ribbon that they solicit votes
from all their friends.

At first the ladies refuse, but when the news-
papers give the little one such good notices they
individually and secretly vote for her.

Little Jewel wins the blue ribbon, and Henry
becomes so attentive to her that he neglects

Helen entirely, who goes home to her mother in

a jealous rage, leaving the Meyer home entirely to

Henry, who installs little Jewel and the nurse.

While at her mother’s home Helen notices an
announcement in the paper that a Frank Foster,

having parted with his little baby girl some time

ago for $5,000 is anxious for her return, and
will now give ten times the amount.

In jealous haste Helen writes to Foster to call

at- her home for his baby.

Ivan and Gladys Melrose return to the city and
are surprised to find the Meyer home broken, so

they visit Helen at her mother’s, and there per-

suade Helen to take a walk with them over to

their house, where, in great joy, they show Helen
their little baby. Their apparent happiness and
love for the little one strikes home, and Helen
returns to her own home changed.
She takes little Jewel from the nurse, and

holding it close kisses and loves it. Henry sees

this and is greatly pleased, and taking Helen in

his arms tells her for the first time that little
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“MY FAVORITE”
| “It’s hard to choose the one you love the

best,

When all of them are lovable to you;

| To think of one and ‘cut out’ all the rest,

| It seems a treacherous sort of thing
to do.

| “When I see William Farnum on the

screen,

| I think that William F. cannot be beat,

| And then comes Francis Bushman and
1 seem

To be swept completely from my feet.

| “And many others every day 1 see

| Depicting life in every form and clime: g

| And then I know if it were ‘up to me’
|

I I’d have to vote just ‘Neutral’ every |
time.

| “For I’d choose every one of them, you g
see,

| Because they all are working hard H

each day
1 To please the picture fans, like you and g

me,
1 1 could not choose them any other j

| way.”
Lenore McCurdy. |
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Jewel is the jewel he bought by mistake, thinking
he was buying her a diamond for her wedding
gift. Helen buries her face on his shoulder, and
they are happily playing with little Jewel when
the door-bell rings and Mr. Frank Foster is

announced.
Upon arriving in the west Frank Foster makes

money rapidly in the gold mines, and so absorbed

is he in the art that he forgets all about the

little Jewel he pawned, until at a cafe one night,

while listening to a cabaret singer holding a

bunch of roses sing a lullaby, he is brought back
for the singer (to his vision) changes to Mary,
his dead wife, and the roses, to little Jewel, and
instead of the cabaret singer coming up to him
and placing a rose in his lap, it is Mary, his wife,

placing little Jewel there.

Collecting himself, Foster dashes from the

place, and unable to sleep that night sits up and
drinks, and early in the morning he is on board

a train bound for the east, determined to find his

baby, if it takes all his wealth.

In the East he places the notice in all the

papers, and the much-hoped for answer comes
from Helen.

In her new-found happiness Helen had forgot-

ten that just a few short hours before she had
unconsciously given it away, but she is brought to

the full realization as Frank Foster, seeing little

Jewel toddling along the floor, gets down on his

knees, and with outstretched arms calls his little

girl, who goes to him. He smothers her with
kisses, and then for the first time he notices

Henry and Helen who, standing as though para-

lyzed, realize his mission there.

Knowing she is the cause of Foster being

there, Helen goes up to her room, and there

buries her face in the pillows on her bed in sobs.

Henry slowly approaches Foster, who, in his

joy at finding his baby, does not see the heart-

aches he is causing, pulls out a roll of bills and
offers it to Henry, who in anguish turns his back
and falls in a chair.

Arousing himself he asks for time to think, and
asks Foster to return the next day ; then, going
to Helen he takes her in his arms, and she con-

fesses to him that she in jealousy sent for Foster.

They decide to return little Jewel to her

father, and it is a hard fight next day to part

with her.

Henry applies himself to hard work to try and
forget the past, but it tells upon him, and after

months of labor he is a shadow of his former
self, when, one evening after the usual grind, he

returns home, is met at the door by a nurse,

who silently ushers him into Helen, where laying

beside his wife is a Jewel, all their own, to bring

joy to them through life.

While kneeling at the bedside in happiness, a

vision of Little Jewel comes to him, held tightly

in her father’s arms.

Interviewing Their Dogs
(Continued from page 21)

stepped into the breach by smiling radi-

antly. Now what do you think Ginger

said to this? He smiled too. That’s what
he said, and thus ended happily a very

interesting interview.

Jumping into my seven-league boots, I

hopped over to the rendezvous of E. K.

Lincoln, one of the most popular of screen

matinee idols. 1 found him out—yes, out

in the alley sauntering with both members
of his canine family. As I approached the

trio, getting a snap-shot of them as I did

said approaching, both dogs demanded to

know who I was, as you can see by casting

your peepers on the picture herewith.

“Friend or foe?” they would have asked

if they could have given utterance to the

words.
“Friend, I assure you,” was my punctual

reply. “Just wanted to find out what you
dogs of war think of the war.”

“We’re rough and ready,” they an-

nounced a la short, impatient pants. “In

fact, we enjoy a good scrap any hour of the

day or night.”

If you think they don’t, just start some-

thing. You do it. I won’t. I never rel-

ished flirting with one dog, let alone two
brothers.

Frankly, it was my aversion for dealing

with two dogs at once that inspired me to

get away early and invade the Balboa
studios, where I found pleasantry ruling

supreme in the dog quarters. Vola Vale,

with her handsome collie greeted me smil-

ingly in the garden where they were basking

in the golden sunshine of the golden state.

“I’m a handsome dog and admit it,” the

collie declared, anticipating my mission of

interview. ~

“Well now, you arc vain,” I ventured to

remark since I noted the pretty mistress was
holding the dorg anyway.
“Not in vain though, because I win the

affection of my mistress by dint of my good

Vola Vale's dog admits being handsome

looks,” was the collie’s undaunted reply.

And, if you ever saw that dog with Miss
Vale, you would not doubt for a minute
that he didn’t say every word we have
quoted in so many dog methods of expres-

sions.

Not far away I found little Gloria Joy,

Balboa’s baby star, enjoying a hearty laugh

with her fox terrier. Gloria explained that

the terrier had just told a joke. I didn’t

hear it and can’t therefore vouch for it, but

I do know he said some mighty “sassy”

things to me, one of which was, “Oh go on,

or I’ll chase you.” However, the speaker

was too ! in.ll to put a scare into me, and I

stood my ground. “You’ve got a nerve to

butt in on a private party,” came next very

impudently in the form of a sharp, sarcastic

stare.

“I’ll buy the next round of dog biscuits,”

I proposed in an effort to ingratiate my-
self.

“Nothing but quail on toast or fresh

on the ground from the air goes for me
today.”

This would be biting off more of a chew
than I could afford, and so I cut short my
interview. As I wended my way back to

my hotel I mused a bit. Summed up this

was my musing: It is surely all wrong to

call dogs dumb brutes when they betray far

less dumbness than about one-half of the

people who are not even accused of being

dumb at all, and, if dogs can’t make speech,

they can make the fur of comprehension fly.

Gainsay me if you will, but there’s a lot of

argument dogs give, and the bite is mightier

than the bark in making known things.
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THE
Henry’s side. With his last breath Leslie

confesses his love for Sylvia, saying she is

the only good woman he has ever known,

B and acknowledging her innocence. The
posse, with Sylvia at its head, finds Henry

U unconscious in the desert. As soon as he is

revived he tells her Leslie’s last words. An
m early wedding in the little town is witnessed

B and sanctioned by Henry’s mother, now

B proud to have so noble a girl for her

|j daughter-in-law, and the trail of the shadow

m is gone forever.

A TIMELY and unique photoplay is “The

| Slacker,” the Metro wonderplay, in

1 which Emily Stevens is starred. American

| descendants of all nations will find incidents

J of peculiar interest to them individually in

1 this feature, because it presents with true

dramatic proportions an impressive picture

1 of America as the world’s greatest melting-

pot.

Memorable incidents connected with the

I history of the country in its most dramatic

M episodes are pictured, and live again on the

screen, and present events are shown in an

allegorical form. Civilization is shown be-

B ing crushed by the God of War. Justice

M calls Columbia, who lights the torch of

B Liberty, which then shines over all. A
B dove of peace is shown on a branch, and

1 then flies away. The branches of the tree

| dissolve into a fortress of steel with enor-

B mous guns. Three thousand soldiers with

fixed bayonets answer the call of Columbia,

m marching close in one great formidable

fg armed mass. The picture changes quickly

j| to a naval scene, showing America’s battle-

B ships on the high seas. Next the German

1 fleet within the Kiel canal is pictured, with

the Allied fleet waiting patiently outside to

B engage it in action.

The historic events included in this great

picture of patriotism are Paul Revere’s ride,

the welding of the nation, when General

Grant and Robert E. Lee clasped hands, the

martyrdom of Nathan Hale, the composing

of “The Star-Spangled Banner,” and mo-

mentous incidents in the careers of Wash-

ington, Lincoln and President Wilson.

Ulysses S. Grant is played by F. Munnell,

whose characterization is said to be startl-

B ingly realistic. W. E. Lawrence plays Lee;

B Olaf Skavlan plays Nathan H~ ;
Paul Re-

B vere is impersonated by G. P. Hamilton, Jr.,

B Lincoln is played by Frank McGlynn, and

1 Ben Walker is Washington. President Wil-

li son is played by himself. The character of

| Christ, at the close of the picture, is im-

B personated by Robert Anderson. The part

| of Francis Scott Key is played not by a

B man, but by Elsie Davenport, for the reason

jj
that the composer was only nineteen years

| old at the time the song was written, a frail

= youth of a delicate constitution.

B Of the allegorical figures, Liberty is

1 played by Lillian Sullivan; Justice, Phyllis

B Dawson; Columbia, Ethel Hallor; Civiliza-

I tion, Lillian Forbes. In the “melting-pot”

1 scene, A. Tovel plays the Frenchman, Frank

Leigh the Englishman, Sam Le Roy, Rou-

manian; R. Jovanovich, the Russian; P.

1 Goss, the Spaniard; Charles Fang, the

B Chinaman; F. K. Honda, the Japanese; Jack

1 Siegel, the Jew; N. K. Thompson, the
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SILENT TREND
(Continued from page 35)

Italian; B. Rose, the Irishman; L. F. Daley,

the Portuguese; Strongheart, the American
Indian, and the Swede, H. Lycke.

In an interpolated episode representing

the trend of the times, the native-born Ger-

man is played by Emil Lacroix. Mr. Lacroix

however, is an Alsatian whose heart and
soul are with France, but who happens to

look like a German; his son is played by G.

White; J. Van Cortlandt plays a blind vet-

eran of the Spanish-American war, and

Baby Ivy Ward is “The child of the flag.”

Mr. Van Cortlandt is a blind actor who has

appeared in a number of Metro productions.

A NOTHER stage play fares better on the

screen than it did in its original environ-

ment. This latest demonstration of the su-

perior flexibility and latitude of the cinema

art comes in “What Money Can’t Buy,” an

adaptation of George Broadhurst’s well-

known drama. Louise Hue and Jack Pick-

ford are co-starred in this excellent Lasky
production, and they succeed admirably in

surpassing the artistry they projected in

either “Great Expectations” or “Freckles.”

It is interesting to also note that this pic-

ture marks the advent of Lou Tellegen, the

popular actor, as a director, he having had

full charge of the making of this feature.

“What Money Can’t Buy,’’ is a picture re-

plete with romance and diversion, which is

punctuated by thrills. A synopsis of the

story follows:

Madison Hale, wealthy American financier

and Govrian Texler, financial advisor of the

King of Maritzia, a small principality of

Europe, are bidding against each other for

the concession to run a transcontinental

railroad through the country.

The American in New York is operating

through agents in the kingdom. Young
Dick Hale, having just completed school,

desires to make a trip and visit Maritzia,

which was the birthplace of his mother’s

grandfather. Arriving there, Dick meets the

Princess who is under an assumed name,

and the two young people fall in love much
to the chagrin of Ferdinand Vaslof, a young

military officer and nephew of Texler.

The Princess induces Dick to accept a

lieutenancy in the Maritzian army. Hale,

Sr., hearing that he is not apt to get the

railroad concession, boards his yacht and

personally goes to the principality. He
does not approve of the marriage until he

meets the young Princess.

Although Dick is an officer he refuses to

deny allegiance to Uncle Sam, and when
he is insulted by Ferdinand he promptly

resigns from the army. Texler has his resig-

nation ignored and the young American is

sent to prison in Ferdinand’s custody. The
Princess hears this but is unable to obtain

his release with her father. She goes to

Madison Hale with her two brothers and

induces him to take them captive on board

his yacht. The senior Hale then enters the

Council Chamber, takes up the loan with
which Texler has held the king in his power
and forces him to sign an order for his

son’s release. He reaches Ferdinand’s castle

just as Dick is about to be brutally treated

by Ferdinand, makes him captive and then,

with his son, returns and sends a message

to the Princess to return from her yachting

trip.

The nobility of Dick’s great-grandfather

is established, and he and the Princess re-

ceive the blessings of their two fathers.

“'-pHE Long Trail,” in which Lou Telle-

gen is starred with Mary Fuller, bril-

liantly in his support is one of the best

Famous Players releases of the current

month. It is a tale of the Canadian lumber

camps, and the outstanding feature of it is

a decided difference in the manner of con-

struction of story. Herein lies a merit to

be encouraged, because there has been far

too much neglect of the essentials to liter-

ary mastery in scenarios. Forsooth, there

is no reason at all why the screen should not

produce originally many stories which shall

live. Haste in and a lack of construction

can be held responsible for the dearth in

such masterpieces. The embryonic scenario

writer who sincerely wishes to leave his

foot-prints in the sands of time, will realize

the ambition by furnishing the screen with

real enduring literature instead of “dashing

off” the usual picture synopsis. Think this

over.

F ROM candy to cigarettes is a jump
backwards which might not reassure,

but in the case of Gladys Hulette, the

charming Pathe star, “it’s permissible,” as

Sam Bernard would say. It has not been

long since that Miss Hulette portrayed a

very sweet character in a photoplay en-

titled “The Candy Girl.” She made the

candy unselfishly for others and ate little of

it herself. Her latest play is called “The

Gigarette Girl,” and once more she acts as

the non-participating intermediary. She

sells cigarettes to others and smokes none

of the wicked weed herself. “The Cigarette

Girl” misses being a great photoplay by

many points. There is some originality in

the story, and the plot is so evolved that it

grips the attention after a fashon. The out-

standing good point of it is, the role Miss

Hulette plays exactly fits her, and as a

young girl who ekes out a modest existence

by following the pursuit of the tobacconist,

she displays much ability to give a true-to-

life portrayal of the kind of a girl you are

liable to meet in the lobby of any office

building behind the little stand in the corner

near the elevators. The story unfolded gets

its forward impetus from the fact that a

young man who is a steady customer at

“the stand” in this play induces the ciga-

rette girl to wed him on very short notice in

order to thwart a band of blackmailers who
are on his trail. Not only does the marriage

foil the schemers, but the young wife finally

wins the love of a husband who had become

such as an emergency measure and not for

love in any sense of the word. There is an

adventuress to be dealt with almost to the

very last, but the young wife outwits her

and makes you feel glad for seeing a girl

with a level head. So many girls lack all

earmarks of having such a proud possession

that when you see one who has, it is to

return thanks. “The Cigarette Girl” is a

photoplay which will no doubt be enjoyed by
most all classes of photoplay fans.
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B TT7HEN a mysterious woman wearing a

1 ' ’ dark-gray mask entirely concealing

B her features meets a wealthy young man

| who has become bored by his easy victories

H over women, there is bound to be some

1 interest aroused, especially when she studi-

M ously maintains an elusiveness which keeps

1 the hero guessing. Such is the impelling sit-

M uation in “The Masked Heart” in which

jj William Russell stars in his usual debonair

B style. In this case the masked woman

B proves to be a married woman with a fond-

1 ness for flirting. This fact naturally causes

many complications often intricate and

= sometimes delicate, but all in all this fea-

B ture affords some splendid entertainment.

M Russell, by the way, is showing more class

B in his each succeeding feature. He is work-

B ing hard and studying assiduously. This is

| obvious. It should be more generally

B obvious among photoplayers of all classes.

| TT AR from being dismayed by the un-

a ^ settled conditions which the war pro-

B duces, William Fox, like practically all the

other leaders of the motion picture industry,

continues to produce expensive and ambiti-

ous photoplays. “Jack and the Beanstalk,”

the first of the Fox Kiddie Features, is a

pretentious ten-reel affair, possessing all

the merits of ideality. The outstanding

feature of this film is the truly clever acting
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of the several juvenile artists. A distinc-

tive musical score has been composed for

this feature. It should be a record-breaking

attraction for the younger set, and it is

entitled to unstinted support from people of

all ages who relish clean, fantastic enter-

tainment. “When a Man Sees Red” is an-

other late Fox achievement which bids fair

to attain a memorable success. William

Farnum is starred in this production, which,

it is claimed, cost $200,000 to complete.

“When a Man Sees Red” is a gripping

story. Indeed, it is so absorbing as to hold

one almost breathless for a large portion of

the unfolding of it. Moreover, this piece

affords Mr. Farnum with a role of the type

in which he stands unrivalled—that of a

strong, rugged, clean-cut man—a sturdy

sailor who battles his way to victory against

almost overwhelming odds.

Another Fox feature of recent times

which deserves the popularity it is thus far

enjoying is “Patsy,” in which June Caprice

distinguishes herself with her fine artistry

and intelligent silent expression. The story

of “Patsy” concerns Patricia Primmel, more

affectionately known as Patsy Prim, whose

untamed, tomboyish nature develops in the

western country where her father has gone

to regain his health. Dad gets concerned

and sends her with a letter to a New York

friend to obtain “culture.”
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The friend has died, and the letter comes
jj

to his son, Dick Hewitt. Little short of a B
revolution takes place in Dick’s bachelor g
apartments on Patsy’s arrival. A house- §j

keeper and maid are hired, and between
jj

them and Patsy, Dick and his butler are g
taught new steps.

Dick’s wild life leads him into the com- jl

pany of Helene Arnold, an adventuress, g
One night, when “in his cups,” Dick marries jj

her. The unexpected coming of Dick’s sis- |
ter, Alice, adds to his troubles because she

jj

misunderstands Patsy’s presence at first, g
Meantime Patsy’s sentimental French g

maid has told her that a man must marry a g
girl if he is out late at night with her. In jj

her love for Dick, Patsy follows this coun- g
sel by putting a hole in the gasoline tank of g
the car carrying Dick and herself to Alice’s jj

house party. The trick works out as the g
maid predicted: Alice insists that Dick g
marry Patsy. Further complications en-

||

sue when Dick finds that one of the enter- g
tainers at the party is Helene. She de- g
mands “hush” money. Dick refuses to g
pay it.

Just as Helene is about to expose Dick, g
she notices the butler. Instantly she rushes 3
from the house. The butler tells Dick that g
Helen is the woman who married, then de- g
serted him. This nullifies Dick’s marriage g
to her and Dick’s arms open for Patsy.

Works of Russian Geniuses
Now Enrich the Screen

( Continued from page 24)

death penalty for his participation in a

revolutionary committee. His insight into

the mental processes of the criminal, as

witnessed in “The House of the Dead” and
other novels, has never been surpassed. On
the screen as on the stage Dostoevsky’s

works take the form of terrific melodrama.

The lovers of artistic realism much pre-

fer Turgenieff, who was a contemporary of

Dostoevsky but unlike him spent much of

his life abroad in quiet detachment from
the turbulent Russia of the mid century.

Turgenieff’s “A Sportsman’s Sketches,”

“Fathers and Sons,” “Smoke,” “Virgin

Soil”—to mention but a few—remain as the

most finished product of Slav fiction. His

fictional method has been compared to that

of the cinematograph in its decomposing, so

to speak, the successive moments of an ac-

tion, and it is therefore not surprising that

the stories work up into first-class scenarios.

In Russia one of the greatest names to

conjure with is that of A. S. Pushkin. This

marvelously gifted youth lived from 1799

to 1837 when he was killed in a duel into

which he had rushed to defend his family’s

honor. Pushkin’s career, in some respects,

resembles that of Edgar Allan Poe, in

others Lord Byron. He was hot-headed,

flighty, imaginative, enthusiastic. His

genius lay in heaven-born poesy wherein his

soul threw off its violence and became the

clear flame of creative mastery. Pushkin is

indeed the prince of Russian poets. One of

his stories in verse, “The Queen of Spades,”

is the basis of Tschaikowsky’s grand opera,

“Pique Dame,” which has enjoyed wide

popularity and been performed at the

Metropolitan Opera House. This story, in

its original form, has been filmed in Russia

with the distinguished actor I. I. Mozjhu-
khin in the leading male role.

The above seven leaders serve to illus-

trate the vast renaissance of drama and lit-

erature that has put Russia to the forefront

of artistic progress. Their filmed works

together with those of many other popular

authors, are represented in the product of

the Russian Art Film Corporation.

THE CRYSTAL GAZER
( Continued from page 16)

his belief that he had lost the girl he really

loved forever.

There was not much sleep for Dick that

night, and, poor unhappy Norma sat far

into the night staring out of the window,
trying to decide what she had best do. At
the same time Rose, fatigued physically and

emotionally, finished packing her bag pre-

paratory to an early-morning departure,

thinking of the renunciation she was facing.

Finally, after tossing a thin negligee over a

chair near the fire, she jumped into bed and

was soon sound in the sleep of utter ex-

haustion. The negligee slipped from the

chair to the fire, and ere many seconds a

flame was slowly eating its way towards

the bed in which Rose slept. Norma, in the

next room, smelled the smoke in alarm.

By the time she had aroused herself to the

feeling of danger and forced her way into

her sister’s room, Rose’s bed was enveloped

in flames, and it was with the greatest diffi-

culty that Norma succeeded in rescuing her.

She had reached her own room with her

burden and collapsed on the floor with her

by the time the other guests arrived.

It was found that Norma had received

serious burns. A physician was hastily sum-

moned and in spite of all his skill he could

not save the little heroine.

“She is passing away,” he announced very

solemnly as he held Norma’s pulse.

“Oh, my dear brave girl, you mustn’t go
like this,” Dick whispered to her as his

emotions gained full control over him.

“It is better so,” Norma whispered back
smiling faintly, and a few seconds later she

was gone.

Rose seemed on the verge of swooning.
Dick gathered her into his arms, and both

wept.

“Once more God’s will be done,” he mur-
mured brokenly as he patted Rose affec-

tionately.
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A Day of Rest with a
Little Bundle of Energy

( Continued from page 28)

ranee of them. Anyway, I couldn’t.” Red
roses, pink roses, yellow ones or white, Ce-
cile Brunner or Sweetheart roses—the color

or kind doesn’t matter to Viola Dana so

long as they are roses.

“And cloisonne,” she said, holding the

dainty piece in her hand, she herself looking

like a dainty statuette. “I can pass through

whole art galleries of pottery, bronzes and

other lovely things, but one good piece of

cloisonne will hold me fast.” She dis-

coursed learnedly on the subject, speaking

of the location of famous beautiful pieces

of the art, but I can’t remember whether

it is the specimens of, before, or after the

Ming dynasty that are worth paying any
attention to at all. She told me, but I

honestly don’t remember which was which.

Anyway, there are a great many patrons

of the screen who will always have a whole-

some respect for cloisonne simply because

Viola Dana loves it.

“Now that the mail is taken care of, I

feel a hankering to play the ukulele. Have
you any objections?” asked my little hostess.

“Quite the contrary. I should be de-

lighted.”

“Oh, you needn’t be polite about it.

Really, I don’t play it badly at all, and it’s

heaps of fun.”

She jumped up on a couch with her feet

tucked under her, and proceeded to finger

the odd Hawaiian instrument, singing softly

about the banks of the Wai-ki-ki or some
other mythical stream. It seems a shame
that Viola Dana’s charming voice must be

silent in her screen work, but then, one

can’t have everything, and the screen brings

her to countless thousands who would be

unable to see her on the stage. We indulged

in a few impromptu duets, accompanied by

the pet ukulele, and then Miss Dana jumped
up again like the child she is.

“I’m a little bit hungry. And it isn’t

lunch-time yet. I guess I’m only candy-

hungry. Just one or two little pieces, so we
won’t spoil our lunch. I always have candy

around, and eat a little when I want it, be-

cause they tell me I’m the type that will

never get fat. Believe me that’s a great

comfort to a motion picture star.” She
laughed happily at being free from the

bugaboo that scares so many. “Why I

often eat candy just before I go to bed. But

there’s just one thing that I’m a perfect

little pig about, and that’s reading. I can’t

get enough of it.”

Passing the library table she had picked

up a book, and now stood turning the leaves

as she leaned against the fireplace. It was
something about mythology or the classics,

or something equally abstruse. Miss Dana
likes books dealing with beautiful facts. The
“penny dreadful” or “six best seller” will

never be found on her bookshelves. She
reads her old favorites over and over again.

“I don’t care for literary flirtations,” is the

way she expresses it, “though I will consent

to admit a new book friend to my inner

circle once in a while if I know it is worth
while. I never get a chance to read long at

a time, but I find the little snatches of

mental recreation I get most refreshing.

Poetry, of course, is especially useful when
you have only a few minutes to spare,

though I can’t say I’m a wide reader of

poetry. I know very well a few things
that I love, and stick to them.”

Miss Dana then telephoned downstairs
and had a delightful lunch sent up, but in-

sisted on making the tea herself. She
serves tea from her own little tea-wagon
every afternoon when she is not working at

the studio, and is never so happy as when
she is saying, “How many lumps?”
“Now we’ve been hanging around the

house long enough,” said the little star.

“Let’s go out and have a ride in the park.”
She dressed for the street while she was
waiting for the chauffeur to bring the au-
tomobile. Adjusting her hat in front of

the mirror, getting the exactly “right angle,”

was a ceremony in itself.

“That’s my one extravagance—hats!”
said Miss Dana. “I’m going to buy two
this afternoon. I can always feel joyous,

opulent and at peace with the whole world,

so long as I have hats enough !”

“What if you couldn’t have them?”
“Oh, there have been times when I

couldn’t have them, and I lived through it

somehow,” she laughed. “But as long as

I can. I’m going to have bushels of them,”
said this adorable little person whose phi-

losophy of life is equal to any circum-
stances in which she may be placed. “Here’s
the car. Now I’ve got to buy those hats,

go to the dressmaker, have some photo-
graphs taken, and go to a theater to see my
latest picture shown. I don’t have to work
at the studio at all today, so I’ll just have a
beautiful rest. Don’t you want to come
along ?”

I should have loved to, I told her, but I

had to go home and write an article, all

about her.

The piquant little face dimpled. “Oh,
isn’t that nice? Nice for me, anyway. But
I’m awfully sorry you’ve got to work this

wonderful day, when I haven’t a thing in

the world to do except have a good time.”

I looked at this little bundle of energy in

wonder and admiration. She was perfectly

sincere about it all. Change of occupation
was giving her the best kind of a rest, and
she was benefiting by every minute of it.

All I could then think of was a human
gyroscope, automatically steadying herself

against the varying chances of the world.
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Man Makes the Clothes, “Big Bill”

Russell’s Idea

O clothes make the man? They
don’t.

Does the man make the

clothes? He does.

William Russell, famous
young film star, whose athletic record reads

like that of an All-American field team
leader, who ran a mile last week in 4.40 and
made a running high jump of five feet four

and a half inches on the same day, is

apparently out to swipe the sartorial handi-

cap in the free-for-all event.

Th young “Adonis of the Screen,” whose
most striking characteristic is his modesty,

but whose lithe and graceful form is a

perambulating temptation to tailors, lately

succumbed to the pleadings of a tape meas-
ure artist, and is now adorned like “a lily

of the field.”

The tailor who secured a contract to

decorate “Bill” Russell, had reason to

qualify his first enthusiasms before he had
finished making the seven new suits and
four new topcoats ordered by the adventur-
ous young star.

Russell considers that clothes are acces-

sory rather than vital. He points out that

the finest physical specimens in the world
are “up the Congo” where clothes are a

drug in the market, and that any man who
lets tailor’s style sink his personality, is out

of touch with the real end and aim of

tailoring.

So it was forced on the consciousness of
M. Sartoris, as soon as he began trying on
Russell’s new duds, that here was a man
with “individuality” that defied fashion

dictators and raised hob with preconcep-
tions of “the correct.” Fashion plates

cut no figure whatever in Mr. Russell’s de-

cisions with regard to the correctness of
his clothes.

For instance, one of the first garments
ordered by the star was a surtout. Russell

insisted that he wanted the surtout loose,

and M. Sartoris declared, with much gestic-

ulation that a surtout could not be made
loose because surtouts were “being worn
tight.”

“This surtout will be worn loose,” rapped
out the actor with some ascerbity—“it will

not be worn at all unless it happens to be
just the way I want it.”

Bingo

!

Mr. Russell has a loose surtout. It is

the only loose surtout on the Pacific coast

this year, but there are orders in for scores

of ’em “just like Bill’s.” Automobilists went
crazy over Russell’s surtout. They be-
seiged him to find out the name of his

tailor.

Then came the spring suit of Scotch
twist—sort of a morning two-piece suit

with a pinch back and many pockets, hetero-

geneously distributed.

This suit Sartoris tried desperately to

save from Russell’s ruthless individualism.
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He pointed out that really “fashionable

men” were wearing their sack coats an inch

longer this season, and that the ultra-fash-

ionable had pockets in both sleeves.

That settled it with William Russell. He
positively forbade pockets in the sleeves

and refused to consider the extra inch in

length. He even kicked about the pop-eyed

buttons that were on the coat when it came
home, but at last let them stay because Mary
Miles Minter said they were “so cute.”

Well, the upshot of it is that “Willy Bill”

has a whole lot of new clothes, and they are

made after his own heart. He doesn’t be-

lieve in being a tailor’s model—not Bill

—

no sir.

My Lady O’ the Sunshine
(Continued from page 13)

blue—like the blue of the sky just after

twilight, and before the moon has crept

above the horizon. Her hair is soft and fine

like threads of spun gold—eighteen-caret

hair, as it were!
When she was a wide-eyed slip of a girl,

just sixteen, she made her stage debut as

“Beauty” in the New York opening of the

Henry W. Savage morality play, “Every
Woman.” This part she secured by her
very audacity, unconscious, of course. But
for a slim, untried slip of a girl to venture
into the Savage stronghold demanding a
part—well, Mr. Savage decided that she

deserved it and gave it to her.

Personality, we are told, is the art of

being different—of being, in other words,
ourselves regardless of the effect on others.

In that case, May Allison’s rapid rise to

stardom may be attributed to her person-
ality, for surely there’s no other in pictures

(or out of them) quite like her.

Her stage career lasted three years, and
then came pictures. She had been offered a

contract for pictures, but wasn’t quite sure

that she would like them. So, cautiously,

she accepted a comparatively small part in

the William Fox picture, “A Fool There
Was,” in which she was the breath of
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sweet, wholesome girlhood blowing across
the murky, morbid melodramatic story of

a woman’s debasing influence on a weaker
nature. Her next screen effort was as the
girl in “David Harum.” This brought her,

for the first time, opposite Harold Lock-
wood, and was the beginning of a screen ro-

mance that lasted three years. The Ameri-
can Company offered a contract, on the
expiration of the “David Harum” contract,
which Miss Allison accepted. Here she
played opposite Mr. Lockwood, co-starring
in some of the best plays of the time. It

was during this engagement that she played
the title role in “The Secretary of Frivolous
Affairs,” May Futrelle’s charmingly light-

hearted novel of society. The popular
couple also co-starred in “The End of the
Road,” “The Buzzard’s Shadow,” “The
House of a Thousand Scandals,” and a
number of others. Then they moved over
to Metro Studio, bag and baggage, where
they stayed for a year, doing picturized
versions of popular novels, such as “The
Hidden Children,” “The River of Ro-
mance,” “Big Tremaine,” and “The Yellow
Dove.”
But Miss Allison realized the difficulty of

getting plays in which both she and Mr.
Lockwood would have equal opportunities.
So she severed her alliance with Metro, and
went on to New York.

I have seen Miss Allison many times since
the gloomy spring day when I first inter-
viewed her. But the impression—the pic-
ture of her—that will remain longest with
me—is the one gained that afternoon. 1

shall always see her in a soft, dull blue
gown, with sheer, fragile white at the low,
round neck and the wrists, her blue eyes
tear-drenched, her sweet voice whispering
brokenly, “I want to go home—oh, 1 want
to go home !”

Your Old Hair
Can be made into puffs, switches
at a very small expense. I will
make your old hair look like new.
I also carry a complete line of
toilet goods. Write for my price
list

LULU DUNHAM
120 South State Street. Chicago, 111.

WRINKLES
Why not have skin like a baby? Thousands

have successfully used SANS- HIDE'S la I’arisian
formula) to remove traces of illness or age. The
effect is almost magical. Deepest wrinkles, crow's
feet and saggy chins quickly vanish. SANS-
RIDES will not injure even the tenderest skin.
Price, 50c. For sale onlv at THE TEMPLE-
TON LABORATORIES, 7770 Lake Park Ave.,
Dept. P., Chicago, 111.

mi-ffiTH SUPERFLUOUS

llll iVI

I

Ift HAIR REMOVER

The Only Treatment That
Will Remove Permanently All

Superfluous Hair
from the face or any part of the body
without leaving n mark on the most
delicate skin. No electric needle,
burning caustics, or powders used.

Originator and Sole Owner

DR. MARGARET RUPPERT
1112 Chestnut Street, Phila., Pa.

Saitei 70-72-73 Established 22 Years

Ml - RITA ” Gray
Hair Rejuvenator
—not a dye.

Ml - RITA ” Skin
Rejuvenator re-
moves wrinkles

and all blemishes,

eliminating double
chins.

All Other Toilet Requisites. Write lor Booklet

It your Druggist cannot supply, send direct to Office

Trade Mark
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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THE LAST LAUGH
Ham Bones for Ham Trees

Jane Lee concluded recently that it was time
William Fox sent her to Jamaica, W. I., again
to make another picture like “A Daughter of the
Gods.” The discussion took place with sister

Katherine while “Two Little Imps,” their starring
vehicle, was being filmed. Katherine wishing to

avoid argument said

:

“Yes, Jane, and we’ll take along a lot of
seed and raise flowers.”

Jane’s thoughts went to the little canary she
had as a pet while on the tropic island.

“And we’ll take along some bird seed, too,”

Jane added, bubbling with glee, “and raise some
more canaries.”

Thought it Was Film Wreck

Jane Lee, the five-year-old starlet, who is now
appearing with June Caprice, in William Fox’s
“Patsy,” has a peculiar idea of the mighty in

this world.
Recently Jane was on a trip up state with

her mother. One day they were held up by a

passenger train wreck. All bundled out of the

Pullman and went to get a view of the wreck.
Several injured passengers were being attended

in the fields.

Jane gazed on the scene for some time, paying
particular attention to the injured.

At last she turned to her mother and said

:

“Why didn’t they send for Mr. Adolfi. He
would have directed that wreck so that no one
would be hurt at all. It’s a shame.”

The Retort Complete

“Jane, what are ghosts?” little Miss Lee, the

Fox starlet, was asked.

“They’re things people try to scare me with,

and can’t,” came the reply.”

Mack Sennet Fun
Flat heads and flat feet are synonymous.

* * *

Wagner’s music is better than it sounds.
* * *

Sylvia Ashton is thinning—beg pardon, dieting.

* * *

There are other skins besides those found on
sausages. * * *

Bobby Dunn has got a twelve cylinder head
on a one man body.

* * *

If you will stop raving about your wife, I will
stop raving about mine.

* * *

The war in Europe has made many heroes. So
have moving pictures.

* * *

When Sunday comes to own, the studios will
remain open as per usual.

* * *

“Everything comes to him who weights,” said
the scales inspector.

* * *

Frank Hayes is about as useless in a pretty part,

as a fence around a cemetery.
* * *

Nick Cogley took a house for the summer, and
the owner had him arrested.

* * *

Hugh Fay’s motor car had an argument with
a telegraph pole last Wednesday.

* * *

I know of a cafe where they put resin on the
floor to keep their guests from skidding.

Why Mary Pickford Crossed the Continent
( Continued from page 12)

fied to find she is not such a victim of ego
as to want to “outdress the world.” Never-
theless do not misconstrue this, because
Mary does love good clothes, and she has
them.

On one occasion, a widely-known writer

of photoplay comment ventured to select

her as the best-dressed, little woman in pic-

tures. He was immediately bombarded by
letters from many fans most of whom
had gained the impression that Mrs. Vernon
Castle held this honor, but there were re-

ceived a larger number of profuse epistles

endorsing his judgment, which fact proves

that there are plenty of people who think

Mary Pickford’s superiority extends to the

art of dressing both for the screen and

in private life.

At any rate the day on which Miss Pick-

ford was to resume her clever activities be-

fore the moving-picture camera arrived as

days inevitably will until some terrible

catastrophe does this universe tear asunder.

The first set for “The Little American” was
ready to be screened. At five minutes to

nine everyone started getting extremely

nervous in view of the disconcerting fact

3
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Uintn and cut rImh like diamonda. If you can tell a
Iachnite from a diamond, semi it back. 10 dava' N v

;

free trial.v Set

Write for Big fewelry BookL LT,”*"'! ffl H
•ooutth. No obligations whatever. Write today-uow.
* HAROLD LACHMAN COMPANY '

12 W. Michigan Averina, Papt. B - 1 85 Ch i 111,111
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that Mary was not present yet. Even Di-
rector De Mille was slightly perturbed. He
feared that after all Mary might lose her
“bet.” He started to pace the floor rapidly,

but he paced for only one lone minute, be-
cause at exactly four minutes to nine, the

Pickford automobile drew up in front of
the studio and the gratified director ran to

her side to greet her and to congratulate her
on keeping her promise so faithfully. But
the picture did not start exactly on time,

because Mary had pressed her maids into

service in the task of transporting all her
new dresses to the studio, and she had to

show them to everybody before she could
be satisfied. Thus we have one more in-

sight to her admirable disposition—she in-

variably delights to share her joys with the

others in her life.

True to her nature and vivacious disposi-

a money-
making business

or command a* igh salaried
position.Wecan helpyou.There

is a nation-wide need for Marinello
Beauty Shops and Marinello operators.

Millions of Dollars are Spent for
Beauty Treatments

Never has woman been offered such a grand opportunity.
We will teach you all about successfully conducting a Beauty Shop
and every branch of Beauty Culture. We guarantee graduates a
goodpaying position or you can start in business for yourself.Write
now for free particulars and proof of the prosperity awaiting you.

MARINELLO CO., Dept. 310, Mailer* Bldg., Chicago

tion, Mary Pickford laughed triumphantly
after achieving this success at keeping her
word. It was all an adventure, and she
dotes on adventure. Forsooth, this little

heroine of the cinema world is never so
happy as when she is doing something out
of the ordinary in which there is some
slight chance and some excitement. Those
who idolize her as an artist are prone to re-

gard her as some supernatural girl, but
quite on the contrary she is precisely like

any other lass. She is human in all the

word implies and she enjoys the innocent,
little human foibles which elate the rest

of us.

“Give me my way to be just as I am and
just as I feel and I am happy,” she says.

“I despise the habit of doing things tem-
peramental, and I do not think it becomes
true artistry.”

Needless to add, but it is a worthy repe-

tition, Eittle Mary practices what she
preaches by being one of the most natural
of all girls.

Ruth
Travers

00C )0Q

Read What Ruth Travers
Says:

(

Maybell Laboratories, Chicago.

Gentlemen:—I have used your LASH-BROW-
INE and found it to be perfectly wonderful in
promoting the growth of eyebrows and lashes.
It has proven to be all you claim. I shall gladly
recommend it to allmy friends. Ruth Travers.

You too, can have luxuriant

eyebrows and long sweeping
lashes by applying

nightly. Thousands of society
women and actresses have used
this harmless and guaranteed
preparation, to add charm to

their eyes and beauty to the face.

LASH-BRO W-INE, which has passed
the famous Westfield standard of Pro-
fessor Allyn, nourishes in a natural man-
ner the eyebrows and lashes, making
them thick, long and silky, thus giving
depth and soulful expression to the eyes.

Sold in two sizes, 25 centsand50 cents.

Send coin for size you wish and we will

mail LASH-BROW-INE and our Beauty
Booklet prepaid in plain , sealed cover.

Avoid disappointment with worthless sub-
stitutes. Use Genuine Lash-Brow-Ine only.

Maybell Laboratories
4008-»i4 Indiana Ave., CHICAGO
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Triangle Players
Live Their Parts

Acting is but artificial expression. It is one thing to

mimic character—and quite another to create it. Triangle

Players are chosen because they have the living spark

of productive ability. They are the poets of the screen,

who carry imagination to the point of vivid reality and
live the life, the individuality, the joy and pathos in

TRIANGLE PLAYS
THE FOREMOST PRODUCTIONS

IN MOTION PICTURES

And Triangle Players are chosen for the parts they play.

They have an understanding of human nature. They are born
with the white flame of genius burning in their breasts, that

lifts them out of the commonplace — and gives them the

ability to take their audience with them.

Triangle Plays are apart from the usual

too. They are portrayals of passion and
tenderness, poverty and riches, love and
hate — all used as tools by the picture-

drama craftsman to teach a wholesome
lesson. Triangle Plays do this without

offense, and with cleanliness uppermost.

Look for Triangle Plays in your neighbor-

hood theatres.

Triangle Distributing Corporation
1457 Broadway New York



WHEN You Travel
Ride in a-

A roomy car for four passengers

—divided front seats with lots of

space in the rear, wonderful rid-

ing ease, typical Pullman pulling

power—the smartest model of-

fered in its class for 1917.

114 inch wheel base.
50H inch full cantilever rear

springs.
Four cylinder, L-head motor,

32 h. p. by actual brake test.

Two-unit starting and lighting
equipment.

Stroinberg carburetor, new
type float feed.

Genuine full floating rear axle.
Thermo- siphon cooling

system.
Equalized brakes with Ray-

bestos brake lining.

Seventeen gallon gas tank in
rear. Carter vacuum feed.

Genuine honeycomb radiator
—extra large tank.

31x4 inch, red wall. Firestone
non-skid tires on all four
wheels.

True stream line, custom-
made body, Pullman green
and black, with real leather
plaited upholstery and extra
deep cushions.

DON’T buy the picture. Efficient buying means
comparative buying. Purchase your car that

way. For your own protection compare the
‘
* dozen

reasons why” on this page with the specifications

of any car on the market selling under $2000.

Then ’phone the dealer in your town and have
him show you just what we mean by Pullman
performance—what the wonderful Pullman motor
can do in the way of hill climbing, what perfect

carburetion and ignition mean in the shape of

consistent pulling ability. The proof of the

Pullman is in its performance.

Get behind the steering wheel of any Pullman Four
yourself. Feel the luxury of the big, roomy body, with its

ample leg space, genuine leather plaited upholstery and
extra deep cushions. Feel the comfort of riding over

50'/2 inch full cantilever springs— generally offered only
in high priced cars.

Add to this certainty of performance the greatest col-

lection of standardized, expensive accessories ever fur-

nished a car in the eight hundred dollar class, and you have
the utmost value possible.

The finish of every Pullman model is superb, made
perfect by eleven operations of sand blasting, coating,

painting and varnishing. The lines are the latest and
smartest, the hit of the big national shows this year.

Fourteen years’ experience stands behind the Pullman
warranty, vouched for by thousands of satisfied owners.

Write for our literature.

Five Passenger Four .... $860 Convertible Sedan De Luxe . .$1275
Four Passenger Roadster . 860 With C-H Magnetic Gear Shift 1400

Five
Passenger
Touring Pullman Motor Car Corporation

i860. YORK, A . PA.
rF.QB.Fa.cto:

Established 1903

-
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' Your Tires—

Like Railroad Tickets

-

Should Give You

Specified Mileage
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THE difference between Quaker Tires and railroad tickets is that the

tickets will not take you beyond the distance specified, while Quaker Tires,

though adjusted on a 5000-mile basis, deliver thousands of excess miles. Records

of 9000, 11,000 and 13,000 miles come to us from enthusiastic users everywhere.

On request you will be sent fac-similes of the following and many other letters:

“My last two Quakers were de-

stroyed when my garage burned re-

cently. Both of these tires had made
11,227 miles and were in good condi-

tion at the time of the fire.”

“In regard to service on a pair of

33x4 QuakerTires,which I purchased

from you in the early part of last July,

beg to advise that these casings have

gone seven thousand (7000) miles to

date and show but very little wear.”

“We have placed Quaker Tires

among our best customers and of the

different sizes up to and including

36 x 4V2 we have casings that have

been driven 4000 to 8000 miles and
they are still giving service. We
might say that none are completely

worn out.”

“We have just taken off a 37 x 5

Quaker casing which has been run

14,080 miles. Aside from tread being

cut and torn, casing is in good con-

dition.”

“A customer has driven a set of

33 x 4 Quaker Tires on a five-passen-

ger car over 12,000 miles.”

In records such as those quoted is

found the reason why there was not

a single Quaker Tire left in our fac-

tory on the last day of March
;
why

dealers’ orders could not be filled

;

Quaker City Rubber Co.
Factories—Philadelphia

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH NEW YORK
182 W. Lake St. 211 Wood St. 53 Murray St.

Manufacturers of Belting, Packings, Valves,

Steam Hose, Garden Hose, etc.

why consumer demand could not be

satisfied. And all that despite the fact

that the Quaker plant was running

to the limit of its increased capacity.

But, now, you can get QuakerTires

from any of our dealers because of

a further increase in manufacturing

facilities.

Put one Quaker to the test against

any three other makes of tires. Then
you will surely equip all four wheels

of your car with Quakers.

If there is no dealer near you send

direct to the Factory Sales Department.

Your order will be filled at regular prices

and charges prepaid within certain terri-

tory. Anyhow, write for a copy of “5000

Plus”—a snappy little booklet that tells

things you ought to know about tires.

Press of

Philadelphia Printing and Publishing Co.
Philadelphia.



IsYour
Money
Safe?

How do YOU know
whether or not the

securities sold you by
some glib-tongued stock

or bond salesman, or ad-

vertised or recommended
by some newspaper or

magazine “financial
editor” have NOW any
REAL value ?

One of Thousands Received
Montgomery, Ain., Dec. 21, 1912.

Mr. II. L. Barber, Chicago, III.

Dear Mr. Barber :—Your several com-
munications. with three copies of INVEST-
ING FOR PROFIT, have been duly received.
The article, “Science of Investment." is

an illuminating one: and it is hard to see
how any one could read it without profit.
1 only wish that years ago the viewpoint of
the article could have been had. Not least
among its virtues is its lucid statement
which leaves nothing the average man of
ordinary affairs fails to comprehend. You
are unquestionably on the right track, and
cannot but do the people and the country
good. I could not but feel that while
President-elect Woodrow Wilson is sweep-
ing the horizon of future responsibility to
the nation, it would not be amiss, if he* has
not seen it. he have the opportunity of
reading “Science of Investment.” It looks
very much like Thos. W. Lawson is “plough-
ing with your heifer" in his article in the
November issue of “Everybody’s Magazine.”

Sincerely yours, N. B. W.

What becomes of the millions taken from
the public in this manner every year?

It was for the very purpose of warning its

readers against bad investments in addition
to instructing them in the fundamentals of
good investments, business and personal, mu-
nicipal and corporate, that INVESTING FOR
PROFIT recently instituted a regular depart-
ment wherein is set forth each month facts
concerning the various form of “Get-Poor-
Quick” investments largely advertised or
recommended by many of the so-called leading-
magazines and financial papers.

That this new feature of ours is appreci-
ated is shown by the increasing number of let-

ters received by us daily. Readers KNOW
that they can here obtain the unbiased and im-
partial judgment of those who have spent
years in study and analysis, and who are qual-
ified through personal experience and knowl-
edge to counsel wisely.

There is no more important subject than
this. It touches every phase of human activ-
ity. How to avoid the snares of the stock
sharpers and financial “three-card-monte”
men and the magazines with “financial de-
partments” as adjuncts to their advertising
departments has been told in previous issues
of INVESTING FOR PROFIT. Our work
has a CONSTRUCTIVE character also. You

will learn surprisingly interesting and valua-
ble things—how the money trust controls and
uses the people’s money for a pittance and re-

loans it, or sells it back in trust-made, tariff-

protected product, to the money earners and
savers of the country at high rates and tre-

mendous profits, but of even more importance,
you will learn how large fortunes are made
and why they are made—the knowledge finan-

ciers hide from the masses.

If your BANK BALANCE is important
to you and you wish to use it so that it will
earn and return to you its full and legitimate
EARNING CAPACITY

,
you will not miss

the many interesting articles in this progres-
sive journal.

INVESTING FOR PROFIT enjoys the largest
financial circulation in America and is in its twen-
tieth volume.

Remember, this is a REGULAR FEATURE.
INVESTING FOR PROFIT also gives heed to the
safeguarding of its readers’ funds—whether they be
merchants, manufacturers, farmers, laborers, wid-
ows, trustees, or what not—everyone can and should
read these articles.

As a holder of securities you may desire to inquire
about what you already own—you are at liberty to
do so, in strict confidence, and without cost, by ad-
dressing, “Inquiry Department,” if you are a sub-
scriber.

MY MAGAZINE

“INVESTING for PROFIT”
is worth $10 a copy to anyone who intends
to invest any money, however small, who
has money invested unprofitably, or who can
save $r> or more per month, but who hasn’t
learned the art of Investing for Profit.

It demonstrates the REAL earniilg power
of money—the knowledge financiers hide
from the masses.

It shows how to invest small sums and
how to make them grow into fortunes—the
actual possibilities of intelligent invest-
ments.

It reveals the enormous profits financiers
make and shows how one can make the
same profits safely.

It explains HOW stupendous fortunes are
made and WIIY they are made—how $1,000
grows to $22,000.
To introduce my magazine, the price of

which is $1.00 per year, write me NOW,
and I’ll send it SIX MONTHS postpaid,
free.

If not already a subscriber

send us your name and address

ON THIS COUPON HT
and we will send it to you SIX
MONTHS FREE as an intro-

duction—no liability on your
part whatever.

Clip the Coupon Before You
Turn This Page

H. L. BARBER
Publisher

H. L. BARBER, Publisher
417-18A Well Jackson Boulevard

CHICAGO

Please send me
FREE for six months your magazine
Investing for Profit and enter my
name on your list for Free Financial

Advice. I am over twenty-one years
of age, and have never asked for or

subscribed for your paper.

Name

Address

City State
p. p.
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